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This thesis is a descriptive study of grammatical
gender in early Kiddle English. It is intended also as a
contribution towards some later historical study of grammatical
gender in English, which will be possible only after the ground
has been systematically covered in a sufficient number of des¬
criptive studies.
The texts on which this investigation is based ares
La^aaons Brut, or Chronicle of Britain. MS Cotton Caligula A ix;
The Early South-English Legendary or Lives of Saints, MS Laud 1U8;
The Metrical Chronicle of Hobert of Gloucester. MS Cotton Cali¬
gula A xi. These texts have the advantage of all being written
in the South %'est Midland dialect; the Brut as it stands may
be dated in the first quarter of the thirteenth century, the
Legendary at the very end of the century, and the Chronicle in
the first quarter of the fourteenth century. Any disparities
are thus bound to be mainly a result of the difference in date
between the texts, without any serious additional complicating
factor of major dialectal contrasts. Furthermore, because of
their length, these texts provide a sufficient quantity of
fairly homogeneous material for an examination of the features
by which grammatical gender was distinguished in each of them.
In fact, the length of the Brut is such (52341 linesj that it
seemed unnecessary to examine the whole work to get an adequate
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picture of its treatment of gender. Systematic analysis is
confined, therefore, to volume one; the second and third volum¬
es were consulted only when the first failed to yield enough
information on a given problem.
No systematic attempt has been made to go beyond the
descriptive study outlined above; such other matters as are
touched upon are mentioned mainly to call attention to problems
that seem to merit further investigation.
Similarly, no systematic examination is made of any
other extant SISS of the texts under consideration than those
mentioned above. But comparison is occasionally made with the
MS Cotton Otho C xii (c.lJOOj of the Brut and the MS Trinity
College, Cambridge, R. 4*26 (c.1400) of the Chronicle. For
these two MSR, though of a later date than the respective MSS on
which this study is based, often preserve archaic forms which
are either not to be found in the earlier MSS, or else are
dubiously attested.
The history of grammatical gender in English is that
of a transitional process from an overt grammatical category
to a covert one. In his paper outlining a general theory of
grammatical categories, Benjamin Lee Whorf gives the following
1
definitions of overt and covert categories:
1. Whorf, B, L. 'Grammatical Categories'. Language. vol. 21
0945)» P» 1 ff« The article is reprinted in Language, Thought,
and Reality. Selected Writings of uen.jamin Lee Whorf, ed. John
B. Carrol, 1956, p. 87 ff.
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(ij An overt category is a category having
a formal mark which is present (with only infrequent
exceptions) in every sentence containing a member of
the category. The mark need not be part of the same
word to which category may be said to be attached in
a paradigmatic sense; ... it may be a detached word
or a certain patterning of the whole sentence.
(ii) A covert category is marked, whether
morphemically or by sentence pattern, only in certain
types of sentence and not in every sentence in which
a word or element belonging to the category occurs.
The class membership of the word is not apparent until
there is a question of using it or referring to it in
one of these special types of sentence, and then we
find that this word belongs to a class requiring some
sort of distinctive treatment, which may even be the
negative treatment of excluding that type of sentence.
In Indo-European languages grammatical gender is
usually overtly marked. It can be expressed:
(i) by the form of the noun Itself, as for instance in
Latin, where a noun is, normally, masculine, feminine or neuter,
according, for example, to whether it ends in -ua. -a. or -urn
respectively, to mention only one kind of distinction;
(ii3 by the form of words that stand in apposition to the
noun, such as adjectives and adjectivally used pronouns;
(jfii) by the pronouns (personal, relative) used with refer¬
ence to the noun in question, without being in grammatical
apposition to it in the narrower sense implied in (ii), but
merely 'referential*.
Though the Indo-European system of gender is continued
in OE, i.e. nouns may be classed as masculine, feminine or neuter
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on a purely grammatical basis, it has been modified as regards
the actual methods or devices by which gender was expressed.
For in OE, only feminine nouns may be said to have a formal
mark distinguishing them as a class, the ending -_e; in the major¬
ity of cases this ending distinguishes them from masculine and
neuter nouns, render continues to be expressed by indicators
which lie outside the noun itself, i.e. by the articles, adject¬
ives, demonstratives and possessives, as well as by the 'refer¬
ential' third singular personal pronoun; in addition one form
of the relative pronoun is still gender-distinctive in OF.. This
is the type ese (pe), seo (pe), (*>e) as distinct from the
"neutral" £e, alone.
In MB a number of phonological and morphological
processes caused an eventual elimination of the distinguishing'
features of case and gender, first in the noun itself and then
in appositional words. Any overt designations of gender in the
noun become less and less significant; the ending -e, for example,
ceases to be an unambiguous mark of feminine gender as soon as
OE final unaccented vowels fell together and were written as -<e.
In early ME appositional word3 are already in the process of
being gradually reduced to one form only. In some texts of this
period a distinction is still made in the use of the relative
pronoun according to whether the antecedent is animate or in¬
animate, or according to whether it is grammatically masculine
or feminine on the one hand and neuter on the other, by the use
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(more or less regularly) of jne and hat respectively.
Modern English gender represents a special Covert class,
Althougn English nouns bear no distinguishing mark of gender,
nevertheless it is the gender of a noun that dictates the form
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of the personal pronoun used in reference to it. In the over¬
whelming majority of cag@B, of course, grammatical gender coin¬
cides with natural gender.
Grammatical gender in the traditional sense disappeared
- as is usually agreed - with the disappearance of gender-distinct¬
ive forms of the noun, adjectives or adjectivally used pronouns.
An important part in the process was, undoubtedly, pl&yed by the
appearance of natural gender. In faot, the two processes seem
to have run simultaneously. For if the loea of grammatical gender
were due only to changes of a formal nature, the personal pronoun
could, in theory, have continued to mark the traditional gender
distinctions as it did in OK. If, on the other hand, it were
primarily due to the appearance of natural gender, as Classen
seems to imply, it does not follow that case, and consequently
many of the distinctive marks of the old gender system, should
1. See Mcintosh, A. 'The Relative Fronouna jjrs an<? hat in Early
Middle English'. English and Germanic Studies, vol. i (1947)»
PP. 73-87. ~ ~ ~~
2* Cf. B.L. Whorf, Language. Thought, and Reality, pp. 68-69.
3. Classen, E. 'On the Origin of Natural Lender in Middle English*.
Modern Language Review, vol. xix (1919), pp. 97-102.
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have been abandoned. It is at least conceivable that, instead
of the old system of gender, a new one could have developed in
which nouns denoting males would have acquired the concomitant
signs formerly appropriate to grammatically masculine nouns, and
so with nouns denoting females and things.
What we find in Middle English is a situation which
is the result of a combination of inherited grammatical processes
and tendencies, and new psychological attitudes. After the dis¬
appearance of overt signs of grammatical gender in the noun and
the forms standing in apposition to it, it seems obvious that
the personal pronouns would be unlikely to continue for long to
mark it by themselves. They could only be expected to do so for
a limited time after gender had ceased to be marked (and thus
held firmly in memory) in other ways. We may say this with
more confidence because it so happens that the personal pronouns
had begun already in QE to perform a new function (beside the
old one) of marking natural gender} this new (and at first rare)
function gradually prevailed over the old one of marking gram¬
matical gender in the course of Middle English. Thus ocurrences
of hit with reference to nouns denoting things (whatever their
grammatical gender) became more and more frequent in that period.
1. Cf. Moore, S. 'Grammatical and Natural Gender in Middle Eng-
lish'. Publications of the Modern Language Association of
America, vol. 56 (1921 J. pp. 79-103.
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With regard to the designation of grammatical gender
the Brut occupies a position still not very far from that of
OE, but it shov?s symptoms of the disintegration of case and
gender systems; a further stage of this disintegration can be
seen in the Legendary and the Chronicle. The difference between
the two latter texts is not considerable; the Chronicle, being
slightly later, has a rather smaller number of nouns of which
the gender is still distinguishable.
In tbis investigation it has been felt that a detailed
analysis of appositional and referential criteria for gender is
necessary in order to examine their value _as criteria in each of
the works examined. The first part of this study is therefore
devoted to an examination of the forms relevant to these criteria
(third singular personal pronoun;1 definite and indefinite article;
demonstrative and possessive pronouns; adjectives; as they appear
in the four cases of the singular; their plural forms are not
gender-distinctive either in OE or ME., This study reveals in an
incidental fashion the degree to which the case system as such
has been preserved, both in non-prepositional and prepositional use.
1. In these texts there is no tendency to make any distinctions
in the use of the relative pronoun; the Brut, however, differs
from the others in having, mainly, the old form Joe or a form
pa and less frequently the form hat (variously spelt), which
is the only form in both the Legendary and the Chronicle.
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The second part is devoted to an examination of OK,
OF and ON nouns, with a view to comparing the treatment of gender
in nouns of native and of foreign origin. Although in the first
part of this work forms are examined regardless of whether they
accompany or refer to nouns denoting animates or inanimates, in
this second part and in the Glossary only such nouns are consider¬
ed as may be said truly to possess grammatical gender, i.e. only
nouns whose grammatical gender was not in accordance with their
natural gender. These nouns are treated in separate sections
according to whether they retain their original gender, show a
change in gender or loss of gender. Although the thesis is mainly
concerned with the survival of grammatical gender, cases in which
loss of gender is evidenced are treated here as part of one and
the same process whereby grammatical gender as an overt category
was brought to an end.
The third part consists of a Glossary of nouns with
relevant citations illustrating tV.eir gender or genders in each
of the texts examined.. Examples of hit with reference to histo¬
rically masculine or feminine nouns are also included to show
the way this newer fashion of marking natural gender gradually
asserted itself.
Two appendices are attached to the work? Appendix I
contains paradigms of gender-distinctive forms in each text?
Appendix II consists of lists of all nouns that have been dealt
with in the main body of the thesis.
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Finally, it should he pointed out that although
the problem of grammatical gender in these works has been the
subject of earlier investigations, the results of the present
work are in no wey derived therefrom. A re-examination of the
subjects of these studies was felt necessary because of the in¬
adequate treatment given in thera to the problem of grammatical
gender in general and in these texts in particular.
Of those who have investigated the problem of gram¬
matical gender in these works, Hoffmann alone strictly
2
limits his study to one work only, viz. i^amon's -Brut} Kbrner
examines the Brut. part of the Legendary (St. Michael) and the
Chronicle, along with a number of other South-West Midland
'works dating from the twelfth century tc the beginning of bhe
3
fourteenth; Ausbtittel considers the Chronicle together with
a great number of other ME works. All the above works are short
and none is by any means exhaustive.
Only Hoffmann attempts to examine the devices by
which grammatical gender was distinguished in La3amon, and his
approach is unsystematic; he is chiefly concerned with the
appositional kind of criteria for gender, and the personal pronoun,
1. Hoffmann, E. 'Das Graamatische ^enus in L&3amon's Brut'.
Studien zur Englischen B'hilologie. ileft xxxvi (19^9), pp. 1-69.
2. Kbrner, K. 'Beitr&ge zur Geschicbte des Geschlcchtswechsels
der EngliscHen Sustantiva'. Diss. Greifswald, 1888, pp.1-49.
3. Ausbtittel, E. 'Das hersbnliche Geschlecht Unper-sbnlicher
Substantiva1. Studien zur Englischen Philologie. heft xix
(1904), PP.1-135.
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for example, is only mentioned in passing. Ktjrner takes into
account the forma he, heo. hit and their inflections, but makes
no mention of the asgf. as_ (L) and i_s (c;. Ausbtittel bases his
investigation of gender only on the evidence of the personal
pronouns he and heo and their forms in the oblique eases, dis¬
regarding the asgf. is. as well as the evidence of the asgra. ben
of the definite article.
hone of these writers achieves an exhaustive catalogue
of nouns still possessing gender, either because this is not
attempted, as seems to be the case with Hoffmann, or because full
use has not been made of the evidence available, as in the case
of Hoffmann, Kttrner and Ausbiittel. Their works do not, there¬
fore, give satisfactory information about the real position of
grammatical gender in the texts examined.
A certain amount of repetition, and the arriving at
some conclusions already reached by others, is inevitable in a
study of this kind. Where I agree with statements in the above
mentioned works, I normally do not moke any reference to them}
wherever a new interpretation seems necessary, differences of
opinion are either discussed in the body of the thesis or pointed
out in the footnotes.
Fart I
Criteria for gender
L&^aaon'g Brut, or Chronicle of Britain. MS Cotton Caligula A ix.
11
PERSONAL PKOROURS
A distinction between the three grammatical genders
is made only in the third person singular, and therefore only
the personal pronouns in this category will be treated here.
Kominative singular masculine.
«|
The prevalent form is he as in 1/5. There are,
however, a number of quite evidently masculine nouns, such as
♦king1, 'man1 or personal names referred to by heo. The
following have been noted: 11/1. 40/11. 44/10. 45/11. 64/12, 13.
111/3, 7. 129/22. 178/16. 181/22. 183/18. 168/19. 194/19. 271/
20, 21. 322/6. 328/21. 383/12 and 400/9. Heo, normally feminine,
cannot therefore be regarded as an absolutely certain indication
of the feminine gender of common nouns. In addition to these
1 2
two forms j? is used in: esruu ewas on herten 147/3. Diehn
cites a passage (ii.104/20) where the pronoun appears as hes.
Madden points out that in 6/22 the pronoun seems to be incor¬
porated in the adjective:
J>e king wes ihot en Latin
pe on pan lords wes.
hey wes and riche
& he wes redesful.
In 284/21 £e occurs instead of he.
1. References are to page and verse.
2. Read term.
3. Diehn, 0. 'Die Pronomina im Frtthmittelenglischen'. Kieler




The regular form is heo as in ?/11• Once it appears
as ho: ho iber Belin 212/21. In two places it has the form he.
which is normally to be regarded as masculines 107/2 (used of
Guendoleine) and 86/9 (used of 'burh', which is otherwise usual¬
ly referred to by the feminine forms of the personal pronoun; cf.
hire 86/11 J.^ The occasional use of heo for the nsgm. has there¬
fore its counterpart here. The scribal confusion of e, and eo
may be due to the falling together of OS £ and _eo in some areas.
Nominative and accusative singular neuter.
The regular form for both cases is hit as in 15/23.
Only once is he used instead of a general hit in the nominative:
350/4. In the accusative, again instead of a general hit. heo
occurs in 87/4 and bine in 152/17.
Neuter nouns denoting persons, such as 'child', are
referred to by he, if the natural gender prevails.^ This form
is used in reference to the noun 'child' denoting a grown up
person in: 11/23. 12/3. In 14/1, 2 it refers in fact to Brut,
1. Madden, vol. iii, p. 466, suggests since sm is feminine, we
must read heo for he in: and sec he wradede 195/11 or else
substitute iwradede for he wracede. But he, here refers to
wind from the preceding line rather than to sre.
2. Cf. Madden, vol. iii, p. 462. In 34/17 an acc. hit is mis¬
spelt hie.
3. The noun 'child', however, seems to have been used only to
denote a male child. There are no occurrences of heo in
reference to it.
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who was fifteen at the time, though the antecedent is the word
•child'. In 297/1 it seems to be the idea of 'king' that pre¬
vailed over that of 'child's
Urrian heehte pat childe
pe iwasrS pisse leodes king,
a 3er he leouede.
In 66/11, 15 he refers to beam, which represents
OE beorn, m. 'man, warrior', and not GE beam, n. 'child'.1
It is used in the same way in 326/21, 23 and 327/1•
Nouns of neuter grammatical gender and feminine
natural gender, such as 'maiden' and 'wif'', are always refer¬
red to by the feminine form of the personal pronoun.
Accusative singular masculine.
The most frequently used form in La3amon A is still
hine as in 4/4. Occasionally different spellings are also to
be found, such as: bin : 287/24, bin : 31/21. hie : 293/l4»
hene : 180/13» hune : 285/15» inne : 523/19» (hat jine : 151/9•
Besides these old accusative forms, original dative
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forms, as Diehn observes, were also used as the accusative.
This he illustrates with the line: to pare see him droh 5/13®
There are two other examples of the same kind: & droh him
rites nord 112/20 and: scilde him mid his scelde 359/24 " in
1. of. the definite article below, p. 22, footnote 1.
2. jcjo. P* 49*
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which the subject is at the same time the object of the sentence.
With the exception of 'Dunwale him bi-jpohte' in 178/10,
the verb 'bi-Jpenchen1 is in A followed by the accusative, as in:
fje king hine bi-jpoute 44/I8.'' The above example in A seems to
have escaped the notice of Funke who says: ' bijpenchen ... wird
in A und B mit dem Akkusativ konstruiert ... In v. 30575 scheint
B die Konstruktion zu vernischen: .A ofte he hine biSohte; B_ Brian
him bipohte ... w&hrend die bei La^amon A so beliebte Fhrase:
he hine bipohte, what he don mihte - doch immer den Akkusativ
2
hat'. It would be difficult to say whether or not this is a
case of the mixing of two constructions, or merely of two forms;
if the latter is the case, it provides another example of the
syncretism of the dative and the accusative.
That such syncretism is taking place in La3amon is
shown by the following examples, where a dative form is used
as the direct object with the verbs governing the accusative:
aj & him grimliche heaf (Georaagog) 81/14^
b) f>at swiken he him wolde (broderj 168/12
1. Cf. hrefd hine seolfne bi-fioht 327/15*
2. Funke, 0. Kasussyntax bei Orrm und Layamon. Diss. Mftnchen,
1907, p. 38.
3. Madden, commenting on the form him in 81/14 says that it is
apparently an error for the accusative hine, adding that in
this text him is only used for the dative singular. Later,
however, he admits that the form him, as in 288/18, can some¬
times be used in the early text for the accusative hine. See
vol. iii, pp. 454 and 473.
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ci p&t if he hira wolde leooien (Oudlac) 203/19
of lade his benden
d) £>e oder wolde him habben de*i (Euelinj 348/17
e) & nom erendraice godne
& sende him to Ocres 354/14
f) & smhtnien hint wid Cesare (king) 377/5
g) £>e while ]>e ich mai him freoien (Cassibelaune/
379/19.
In: he his kinehelm on-feng/ and sette h£ on his
broder hfefd 288/18, hf probably stands for him, though it
could possibly stand for bin.
Accusative singular feminine.
The asgf, of the third person is heo as in 7/14»
though there are occasional occurrences of different spellings,
such as: hoe » 3/6, ha : 135/10. In 187/5 it appears as pe:
* he pe 3eued Jte ford riht', where the B text reads: he wole
£>e hire 3ifue for|> riht.
Of originally dative forms used as accusative, I have
noted only one example: and narmede hire eefter him seoluen
•1
(burh) 303/4. This is followed in the next line by: & hehten
heo Kear-Lud.
1, Cf, Funke, oj>. cit, p. 30: 'Akkusativ in A ist heo'. let
on p, 22 he wrongly cites: 'men heold hire for hehne god*.
The correct reading of A is: men heold heo for hehne godd
(49/15).
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Genitive singular masculine and neuter.
Both for masculine and neuter, the regular form is
his as in 1/12. It is spelt hits in 128/7, 132/21 and 137/9?
is in 130/6} hes in 125/15? hus in 136/13* In all these cases
it is used in reference to masculine nouns.
Genitive and dative singular feminine.
Apart from the common hire (e.g. 54/12 J, other forms
are to be found in the gsgf., such as: hira in 146/5, ire :
216/15, hiire : 128/3, heore : 126/5, 404/24, hir t 10/24,
her : 418/15, hires : 216/16; all with the exception of 404/24
(dome J, are used of nouns denoting female persons. - As the
dsgf, appears the common hire as in 170/19, heore : 17o/17»
here : 170/18 and hir' : 304/13*
Dative singular masculine and neuter.
In most cases the form is him as in 1/8. Used with
reference to masculine nouns, it is occasionally spelt as hi.
e*g* 7/7 and once as ha in 57/21. Diehn1 lists also bin in
ii.50/1, as well as irn, which is in fact part of the reflexive
pronoun used after a preposition: vorti mid im seoluen 415/4•
The accusative form hlne is once used with the verb s&iden (63/4),
1. op. cit. p. 49.
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which in La^aroon regularly governs the dative of person.
Another^ accusative form occurs in:
and pus relkene forme gult
pe king suf hine for~3ef 1 82/14
where - according to the OE usage - the dative of person
3 A
would also have been required. Funke, however, takes
5
this to represent a double accusative.
TEE DEFINITE ARTICLE
Nominative singular masculine.
The nsgrn. Viae the following forms, given in or¬
der of frequency: pe_ : 6/20 etc. (423 tines;; pjs » 75/1 etc.
(14); : 262/17. 549/18. 382/10; Jjon : 234/2. 580/17.6
Diehn does not list the two examples of pon in
the nsgm.:
of alle peo londe
pon keiser henfde an honde 234/2
1. Diehn makes no reference to either of these two examples.
2. Read sulf.
3. Cf. Hie forgeafon paim Casere pa frehpe pe his me?g hesfde
wicj hie eer geworht, ond he forgeaf him p unryht and p
facn p hi him don pohton ... Ors. 6, 4. S. 258, 2J-29
(cited by ^osworth-Toller}, s. v. for-^iefan.
4. op. cit. p. 40.
5. For a general discussion on the personal pronouns as cri
teria for gender, see p. ?2 ff.
6. For occurrences of pat with historically masculine nouns
in the nominative? singular, see p. 23.
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where the B text has: pat pan kayser stod an honde. The A
scribe must here have changed the verb of the original, but
retained the dative form of the article.^
There is nothing in the B text corresponding to the
second example:
for pa hefde swide aiuchel care
Juli* pon kfeisere 3917-
The explanation may be similar as above, or perhaps pon is
2
merely a scribal error.
What seems to be a third example of the same kind,
is in fact quite different and conforms to the rule:
pa longede swuSe
Luces pon kinge 431/2?.
for the verb longen governs the dative in Lebanon.^
1. Cf. Madden, vol. iii, p. 468; also Hoffmann, oj). cit. p. 51.
2. It is doubtful whether we can take these two cases of Pon
in the nsga. as mistakes for psi, as suggested by Hoffmann
(op. cit. p. 51^i in view of the disagreement in the vowel.
This disagreement, however, is not manifest in the example
occurring in 234/2 as cited by him (pan kaiser hmfde an honde)
and he makes no mention of the other.
3. Cf. Punke, op. oit. p. 11: 'Das verb longen. AE. langian
fordert im Altenglischen Akkusativrektion. Layamon konstruiert
mit Dativs pa longede swi«5e Luces pon kinge 10125 (B. pan) 5
me longeS 18721 } pa ifunde Mferlin under ane treo standen and
srere him gon longen A, B. (him kann in A. nur Dativ sein).'
I am more inclined to accept this as a dative when dealing
with a case of the definite article than of the personal
pronoun, as the personal pronoun shows the syncretism to a
greater extent than the definite article does. For incorrect¬
ness of the statement about the form him, see pp. 14-15.
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Nominative singular feminine.
The order of frequency of the forma of the definite
article in the nsgf. suggests that there is still some distinction
between the masculine and feminine forms. For the moat frequently-
used form is jpa as in 6/l7 etc. (56 times ); then comes jae as in
4/11 etc. (26);^ peo occurs six times: 12/13» 21. 13/2. 16o/17»^
171/7 and 268/21; is recorded in 418/19«^
Nominative singular neuter.
The prevalent form is pat as in 13/21 etc.; then comes
|>^ as in 8/4 etc.; bet : 76/3 etc.; btet appears only once: 335/5
and so does : 7/20; jxe and J>ji also occur, six and four times
5
respectively.y
In order to test the validity of the criteria for
establishing the existence of grammatical gender, it is essential
1. Madden evidently regarded these occurrences of |re with feminine
nouns as irregularities, since - commenting on be burh in 86/8 -
he says: 'Here and in several other instances |>e is used before
a feminine noun'; see vol. iii, p. 455.
2. Here heo by the first hand was substituted for jae by the second
(Madden). On the form peo see Hoffmann, op. cit. p. 9. It
should be pointed out, however, that although this form of the
definite article is found only with feminine nouns, "peo is
also one of the forms in which the relative pronoun appears,
irrespective of gender of the antecedent; cf. 12/4 (n.),
127/11 («.).
3. For pat form of the definite article in the nominative singular
with historically feminine nouns see p. 24.
4. With a stroke through the upper part of the letter.
5. Diehn does not list the abbreviated forms, nor Jba. Hoffmann
omits .
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to examine and be fully aware of the cases where the system
seems to be breaking down. As can be seen from the above, there
are a few instances where the non-neuter form of the definite
article is used with a neuter noun.^
2
Diehn illustrates the use of £je in such circumstances
by the following line: |>e child wes iboren isund (i3: pe) 13/18.
Apart from this, jre or jba appear also with other nouns which are
firmly established as neuter on other criteria. Such are:
deor: |>at £>e deor feol abac (B hit; 277/4* The use of
be here may be due, as Hoffmann suggests,^ to the
plural being often taken by scribes as singular. Or,
it may be due to a triumph of the feeling for animate
gender. It could also be that the scribe tried
occasionally to avoid the repetition of the word
frat in the same line. Cf. sweord below,
faht: pe faht was unimete (B falle> 247/3. The scribe A
probably changed the original noun but kept the form
of the definite article belonging to it, as falle
£iell. m. ) in B suggests,
folk: J>e folk of Burguine (B Jjat) 236/7 ferde agan mid
Brenne. The alliteration suggests that there has
been no change in the original noun folk. There
1- For a possible evidence of a similar tendency in the asgn.
see p. 26.
2. _££. cit. p. 68.
3. ££,. cit. p. 21.
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seem to be two possible explanations for this.
First, it might have been felt as a plural by the
scribe, though in that case we should expect the
verb to be ferden. Numerous examples of bat folk
followed by the plural pronoun would also seem to
be against this supposition. Alternatively, the
non-neuter form of the definite article may be due
to the noun being felt as having animate gender,
gersurae: muchel wes jpn gersume 112/3, but: & alle heo nom
bat garsume 194/19* The noun had both masculine
and neuter gender in OF, both of which may there¬
fore be preserved in these examples,
mreiden: pus seide £>e mesiden Cordoille (B pat ) 13o/2, Apart
from the natural gender, the name itself may well
account for the form of the definite article here,
sweord: feat fea sweord wes i-cleoped (B hit > 326/11 inne Rome
Crocia Mors. A comparison with: b bet sweord in
deref 277/16 in A and : feat be swerd in held in B,
suggests the possibility of occasional avoidance
on the part of the scribe of the repetition of pat
in the same line. Cf. deor above,
tidende: This word appears several times with non-neuter
forms of the definite article. It is often difficult,
however, to decide whether the noun is in the singular
or plural, unless it is used with the verb to be.
Other verbs do not show clearly in which number
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the noun stands. Cf.s
a) j>a tiSind com to Corineum 59/1
b) £>a come ji>e tidende 159/1
c) SeocSSe him comen b09 tiSinde 391 /17
Once, however, it is preceded by pati
ba puhte Elemderie
pat tidende swipe murie (B Jpeosj 432/21
wriht$ meaning 'letter*, is otherwise always treated as
neuter. It is used with |>e only once? al sxa jje
wriht f»e seid 21/8, where B reads? al so pat writ
speket. jie in A is apparently a mistake, or is
perhaps due to subconscious association with wriht
•smith', as spelling might suggest.^
This use of the non-neuter forms of the definite
article with neuter nouns is paralleled with the use of the
neuter form bat with historically masculine and feminine nouns
2
in the nominative singular. It is very difficult to decide
whether in such cases we are dealing with a genuine change in
gender, complete or partial, or simply with mistakes. There
seems to be a third possibility, that of bat being not a form
1, To these, examples with the noun beam seem to belong. But
be(a;rn in La3amon represents both OE beorn, m. 'man, warrior'
and OE beam, n, 'child'. The distinction between these two
forms is strictly maintained in this text by a distinction
in gender. When it means 'man', the noun is preceded by
non-neuter ]>a or ]ye} e.g. 66/12 and 326/17. When it means
'child', the accompanying definite article has the neuter
form bat, as in 13/21. The same distinction is made in the
use of the personal pronoun; see p. 13.
2. The same thing happens in the accusative singular} see pp. 26
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of the definite article at all, "but a form with demonstrative
-J
force, used irrespective of gender of the noun it accompanies.
Examples ares
A. OB masculines»
hiredt ForS i-wende pst hired 262/16 and: answare p
hired 530/20. If there had been a change in gender,
it might have been brought about by association
with the neuter noun folc.
seil-cloo : sulken wes j^at sel-clfsd 194/7* The use of pat
in this case may be due to the neuter gender of
OE segl. n. m., whereas a masculine gender cor¬
responding to that of OE clab would be expected.
Cf. vifmon below,
turj and of castles ner per na ping/ bute pat tur jbe
makede Belin king 302/fi. This noun was masculine
in OE, but in L&jsmon is mostly feminine under
the influence of OF tur. f.
vifmon x Ouer soh seiden Jjat 3un3e vifmon 147316. The
reason here may be similar to that suggested for
seil-cltecS above, or bat is perhaps due to an
association with the neuter mwiden. The noun
is usually feminine in La-*amon.
wfielt al pat wrel & al pat gold 346/12. bat is used
here probably under the influence of bat gold
in the same line.
1. See also the section on changes in gender, pp. 182-83.
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B. OE feminines:
ferde: 3w~ve was pat ferde 212/14.1 If this is a case
of a change in gender, it may have been caused
by an association with the neuter noun foie.
The noun is still normally treated as feminine,
forwards A1 pat forward wes ilest 47/2. Other evidence
2
shows that this may be a genuine change in gender,
nihts A pet p pustere niht 418/6. This appears to be
no more than a scribal error.
Accusative singular masculine.
Formes bene s $/11 etc. (81 times;} bane s 196/6
etc. (10;J beone3 s 205/5. 208/12. 285/5; bsme s 379/3- 425/6;
b'ne s 154/5} bonne : 188/19; brenne s 196/4; penne s 242/5;
1. Cf. 3®ond pat ferde 73/14-
2. See p. 181.
5. Hoffmann, op. clt,. p. 10, takes this form, of which he
giver only the example in 208/12, to be a mistake. He
also alleges that the most frequent form is bane, then
bene, bene, b'ne and uffe. My own analysis of the various
forms of the asgm. does not confirm this, as can be seen
above. (I have not been able to trace b§e; neither does
Madden give it with other asgm. forms of the definite
article in his Glossary;.
4. Biehn, o£. clt. p. 66, also cites bone ins bi pone toppe
he hine nora 50/1. Other evidence, however, shows that
the preposition bi. governed the dative, not the accusative
(see p. 74;• His alleged example of bane as the asgm. in
19/5 (wide 3end pane londej is wrong, since it is used with
a noun which all other evidence shows clearly to be neuter.
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hen : 7/3. 48/35 ]>e1 : 38/21. 235/11? 338/1 1 .2
Except for: & grete we £>en aide king 7/3 and : £>en
Oder dai beo comen liden 48/3 (in both of which the omission
of the final -e, in the article may be due to the following
x
vowel), no other occurrences of an asgm. form without -_e
A
seem to appear in volume one. Hoffmann gives some more
examples from volumes two and three* one of these, however,
is erroneous since it is a dative after the preposition tot
£er to wooren ila&ede/ to he?3en J>an king ii. 414/18.
Accusative singular feminine
Forms: jja : 54/23 etc. (54 times J} ]je : 14/21 etc.
(25)} M • 196/19, 21. 303/1. 399/18} jjea : 86/l 5 j>eo : 364/5.5
1. Both Diehn and Hoffmann have missed the example of |>e as
the asgm. in 38/21 (3eue us f>e king & al his gold;. The
example in 338/11 (& awalde we keisere) is noted by
Hoffmann, op. cit. p. 21, and he gives further examples
from vols, ii and iii. The example in 235/11 (ba haueden
heo |ja mmre mie) is doubtful, since this noun might have
undergone a change in gender.
2. For occurrences of bat with historically masculine nouns
in the accusative singular, see p. 27.
3. Cf. pane pridde dai hii come 48/3 in B.
4. op. cit. p. 12.
5. Madden suspects that Jto is a mistake for £ja in line 197/21
which reads: And be cnihtes heoja lesdden/ Godlac and to
quene. Diehn, crj). cit. p. 68, lists this form as asgf. -
In 281/8 a form ban occurs with the originally feminine noun
leode: this, however, seems to be a mistake for j^a (cf. Hoff¬
mann, op. cit. p. 54. ), unless the verb fondian governs the
dative here; of. p. 61, footnote 1. - For occurrences of bat




Forms J bat t 28/6 j 6/17 J bet : 7/26; bed : 161/8 ;
M : 159/10. 352/21. 367/101 £e : 312/4. 516/1; ^ea » 128/8.1
There is no question of a possible change in gender
in the first two examples of and the second of jjje, as they
are used with lond (159/10,, lond-^auel (532/21 ), and tale
(316/1). All these nouns are well established as neuter in
La3amon on other evidence. Of ba reef in 367/10 and be erende
in 312/4 it is difficult to say much, as these are my only
references of these two nouns{ one can merely note that reaf
and thrende were neuter in GE and that all these examples sug-
gest a spread of nsgm. and n/asgf. forms into the asgn.
There are, however, some otherwise masculine or fe¬
minine nouns which appear with bat in the acctisative singular
and which require special discussion. They are:
anlienes: heo wurfteden p anlicnes 50/1» The noun was femin¬
ine in OE, but on this and other evidence appears
to have become neuter.^
1. We should perhaps add the following to the examples of bat
&nom ]>a hreluen dale 302/19. It is impossible, however, to
decide whether the noun dale as it appears here originates
from the OE dral, m. or the OE gedal, n. Because of the nun-
nation in La3ftmon, the form of the adjective cannot be taken
as evidence for masculine gender. The satae, of course, applies
to the example in 128/8 (pea jbridde del of mine londe), although
the absence of -n in the adjective might suggest the neuter as
original gender of the noun.
2. For a possible similar tendency in the nsgn. see p. 21 ff.
5. See p. 181.
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cleerscipes pa setten heo biscopes
pan folken to dihten.
f>er ouer eerchebiscopes
£>at clearscipe to rihten 455/7 ban®)
Other evidence shows that OK masculine nouns in
-scipe are treated as feminine in La^amon A. This
is the only case where such a noun is preceded by
bat.
hauens |>aJt hauen of Douere he hauede inumen 316/19* The
noun is otherwise feminine; cf. and jha hauene at
Doure hafde inomen 365/12; Brutus i bare hauene
le?i 60/5.
Regau: Seal habbe Regau scone 131/18. This, of course,
may just be a mistake,1 but no doubt due to asso¬
ciation with the neuter mteiden.
winters al f> winter heo wuneden here 382/17 (B bon;; al
j>at winter wuneden here 421/21 (B bafi* The old
masculine gender is kept ins Ardur wes i Cornwale/
aT bene winter |>ere iii.510/23.
worlde: and halde bat worlde in his bond 307/18; the noun
is normally treated as feminine in La3amon; cf.
at bere worldes ende 313/13» unless the genitive
in -e in this line and ins for ban weorldes scorae
20/3 is the sign of a change in gender.
1. Cf. P. Hoffmann, op. cit. p. 54.
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These examples cannot lightly be dismissed as mere
scribal mistakes for ]>a,1 especially since additions to the
original form would have been contrary to the tendency to re¬
duce the use of flexions. Besides, such an explanation would
apply only to feminine nouns, being an asgf. form, and
leave the use of bat instead of pane with masculine nouns un¬
explained. A certain amount of confusion of gender must be
allowed for; this may be in evidence in the case of clrerscipe.
where the original (as we infer from the B readingj probably
had the masculine jane. For those nouns which were feminine
in OE, despite the impossibility of being sure whether they
have demonstrative force, I am inclined to take these pat forms
as being in some way connected with the asgf. form has of the
2
demonstrative pronoun.
Rather than being scribal errors for pas, they may
well be early examples of the use of the form bat of the de-
raonstrstive pronoun for all genders. Further evidence for
1. P. Itoffraann, 0£. cit. pp. 54"55.
2. Cf. and halde bat worlde in his hond/ Ah he ne mihte hit
don/ al pas worlde under fote 307/18-20 (Madden:under-fon?).
3. Two clear cases where the historically singular form of the
neuter is used in a plural sense might be held to confirm
the possibility of bat being extended from its original nsgn.
function to other genders and numbers. They ares £at deslden
bat bro^eran 161/5 al J?is drihtliche lond; whet bat scipen
weoren 264/7. T. Heltveit in his Studies in English Demon¬
strative Pronouns (Oslo, 1953» p. 80J draws attention to
"some stray instances of that before plural nouns" in the
texts he had examined. For the use of that for those see
also 0E1).
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this is found in the use of the definite article after prepo-
1
sitions.
A different problem is presented by:
Ful soue 3ere
mid pon kinge he wunede pere.
bat king he hauede iquemed
& al swa pere quene. 169/8-11
2 3
Madden and Hoffmann take this as another example of pat
used instead of pan, since they claim that iquemed governed
the dative. Though it is clear that the dative is used in
line 11, cases of the passive construction of the same verb
show that it could govern the accusative as well. This is
noted by Funke^ who gives the following examples:
C
a) for he nes peo noht iquemed A 130/5
b) p we beon iquemed 40/l7*^
Discussing the example in line 169/10, however, he reeds:
7
pat (Relat.) king he hauede iquemed.
I do not see how this can be a relative, in view of the
sense of the whole passage. It may well be another example
1. See p. 97.
2. vol. iii, p. 463.
3- 0£« cit. p. 54.
4» cit. p. 33.
5« Wrongly cited as he nes noht iquemed 3063 A.B. The correct
reading of A is given above; the B text reads: .or he nas
nobt lew... The line is also wrongly cited as 3063 instead
of 3062.
6. The line is wrongly given as 940 instead of 938.
7. 0. Funke, op. cit. p. 33.
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of a possible demonstrative, since bat could then take up the
sense of pon kinge, i.e. that king (just mentioned).
Genitive singular masculine and neuter.
The most common form for both genders is pes; e.g.
15/8 (a.), 10/5 (n.)} beoa : 189/1. 206/15. 18. 546/2, 15.
422/4 with masculines} 156/3* 207/22. 323/3 with neuters}
bis : 41/15. 285/7. 304/15 (m. )} 315/15 (n. ). In addition:
bess : 35/4. 259/11. 397/1 and 2as s 31/6. 34/14 are recorded}
all these cases, as it happens, are masculine. For the neuter,
2
bus occurs in 53/16. Diehn lists this as a genitive, though
5
Madden took it to be a mistake for has. The line reads:
& seal pin mere kun
we?lden pus londes (B: wel pat lond witie).
The OE wealdan could, according to .Delbrtick,^ be followed by
5
the accusative, dative or genitive; according to Funke, it
1. It is possible that bat may have here the quite different
meaning of so that or until. It is used in La3amcn in
both these senses; e.g. & resden to pan castle/ bat com to
pere nihte/ pat lengre heo ne mihte 71/20-22. In that case,
the definite article before the noun 'king' must have been
lost, and we should read: pet pen king ...
2. 0£. cjt. p. 65.
3. See vol. iii, p. 450'. says that it does not appear,
from numerous other passages, that wreldan governs the
genitive in La3amon as in OE. In support of this he
cites the same phrase occurring in v. 32233» where
- according to him - londes is accusative plural: walden
pas londes (iii.297/1).
4. Delbrtick, B. Syncretisnins.Ein Beitrag zur Germanischen
Kafluslehre. Strassburg, 1907» P» 112.
5. QP. cit. p. 14.
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could also be used with a preposition. The reading of the
B text suggests that the phrase bus londes is in the singular
here, and therefore genitive, rather than the accusative plural.
Genitive and dative singular feminine.
The most frequently used form for the gsgf. and dsgf.
is kere as in 15/7 etc.; bare » "j/lQ etc.; bcsre occurs twice in
the genitive : 79/10 and 509/65 bera is recorded only once !
71/17. Diehn also lists ber in 104/20, which is used after
2
a preposition (of J>on hinge & of ber quenej.
Dative singular masculine and neuter.
The common form of the dative singular for both
genders is ban : 15/24 etc; bon s 207/5 etc.; ben : 69/15 etc.5
for the masculine we also have bean j 595/9. 408/24; beon :
575/10; M * 340/19 s5 £5 : 512/22; bone : 115/8; bene : 66/22;4
for the neuter ]>e occurs in 166/15*
1. op. cit. p. 67.
2. The uninflected forms are dealt with in the section on
prepositions; see pp. 95*96.
5. The use of ba in: he droh in ane hfslue/ & toe pa herberwe
540/19 (Bs took to herebore3e) presents a difficulty, for
the word 'herberwe• does not occur in any other* context
in which gender can be established with certainty. The
noun was feminine in OE; the reading jba is a mistake for
|m, provided the verb hero is a transitive one, and requires
the accusative. If it is a dative, a change in gender is
to be supposed.
4. See Madden, vol. iii, p. 452.
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Diehn does not include in his list either of the
examples of an apparently accusative form used where we should
expect a dative. Hoffmann1 lists both:
a) leouest pone kinge (B: leuest £>an kinge) 115/8
h) wa wrcSe auer pene srai£ (B* wo worpe |>e smijpj 66/22.
He also lists: we wes pone unstronge 172/14 and: pfene kraisere
he eode neor 379/1. Whether the former should be included or
not, depends on whether it is singular or plural. The latter
2
is dealt with in the section on prepositions.
From this survey of personal pronouns and the defin¬
ite article, the criteria they furnish for establishing the
grammatical gender of nouns seem to fall into three categories:
I. Those by which a clear distinction is made between
all three genders of a given case, such as the accusative sin¬
gular, except in a few doubtful and problematical instances:
hine : heo : hit
3
pene : p_a : bat
II. Those by which a clear distinction (with the same
qualifications about exceptional cases; is made between mascul-
1. op. cit. p. 11.
2. See p., 90.
3. Sub-variety within any one gender (e.g. asgf. JPa, Jjc, pm,
pea, beo) is irrelevant so long as any of these forms is
in contrast with all forms of the other two genders.
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ine and neuter nouns on the one hand and feminine nouns on
the other. This is the case with the genitive and dative
singulars
his s hire him s hire
bes : here ban s bere
wi'iii ml ■ ji. mm.I fc—■ in i i —
III. Those by which a similar distinction io made
between masculine and feminine nouns on the one hand and
neuter nouns on the other. Such is the case with the no¬
minative singulars
he. heo s hit
be. ba s bat
The criteria of category I are somewhat weakened
in practice by the occasional use with nouns which are nor¬
mally masculine or neuter of a form of the article ba, be.
which is otherwise to be regarded as specifically accusative
singular feminine. Similarly, bat need not necessarily
establish the neuter gender of the noun it accompanies, since,
apart from occasional cases of scribal error, it may, as we
have suggested, sometimes have a legitimate non-neuter function
as a demonstrative.
The criteria of category II offer the most reliable
evidence for feminine gender on account of the very marked
regularity of the -re ending of both pronoun and article. As
for the masculine and neuter forms, the gsg. his : jjes etc.
and the dsg. him t ban etc. are useful for establishing that
the noun is not feminine in gender.
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The criteria of category III are the least reliable,
and for two reasons, First, because the extended use of the
•uninflected* forms he, Jia with neuter nouns weakens their
value as a mark of non-neuter nouns. Secondly, the occasional
use of heo In reference to masculine nouns alongside its normal
use in reference to feminine, weakens the value of heo as an
indicator of feminine gender.
On the whole, the gender of a noun can be established
with a fair deal of certainty even in the case of single occur¬
rences, if the noun in question occurs in one of the following
situations:
1. In the g/dsg. accompanied by a pronoun or article in -re (f.)
2, In the asg. accompanied by a pronoun or article in -ne (m.)
5. In the n/asg. referred to by the personal pronoun hit (n,)
4. In the n/asg, referred to by the personal pronoun heo (f,)
However reliable such types of evidence may be, the
establishing of the gender of a noun must be made only on the
basis of all evidence available. In this way possible mistakes
based on evidence from one or two instances can often be elimin¬
ated. Thus, when a noun which a. considerable body of evidence
shows to be regularly feminine in gender is found once preceded
by a form bat or is referred to by he, we need not be disturbed
by these two apparently anomalous cases and our conviction that
the gender of the noun is feminine may even teach us something




There are two forms of the indefinite article : an
and a., both used with all three genders. An usually precedes
words beginning with a vowel (e.g. an eotand 58/24J, or h
(e.g. an heh king 86/23), though there are a few cases of it
being used before consonants (e.g. an preost 1/1 ) These
two forms are used in the asgn. as well. On has been record¬
ed once in volume one: on arwe 105/4.
Accusative singular masculine.
Forms: erme : 9/8 etc. (54 times); esnne : 9/21 etc.
(11); anne : 5/8 etc. (8); ene : 149/8. 276/5. 395/7; ane »
165/17. 268/21; ane : 86/2. 186/12; an : 30/21.
There seem to be three possible explanations for the
form -ane. It could be a) a mistake for anne; bj the result
1. Other examples are: Achalon heihte an flum 24/3; swilc hit
an leon weora 62/18; p wes an leodisc king 9l/5> l>at an much
el fern spec 120/6; swa me la ]pin an lime 127/23; sulch hit
an liun were 174/13; pa com an gutne esrnen 364/14; Jjer is
iboren an luttel child 389/8; an swide selcud gumma 411/16;
an king pe hrahte Rodric 423/5. It could be suggested here
as a possibility that an. before consonants might mean some¬
thing stronger than the indefinite article a. It has been
pointed out by Madden (vol. i, p. xLiii) that 'an or on is
also a numeral one, and equivalent both to an and sum in
Anglo-Saxon*. It would appear from these examples that in
such functions it was formally distinguished from the in¬
definite article.
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of the falling together of the accusative and the dative; or
c) one could see in it, as Hoffmann suggests, the influence
of the definite article pane.
What appears to be an uninfleeted form, i.e. an.
occurs only twice, and in both cases the following word begins
with a vowel:
a) Brutus him swar an rstj 30/21
b) to 3ifuen us an ende 266/3
i pine klne-londe.
We may therefore presume that it was originally a mistake for
anne. a form both nouns would have required, since they are
masculine in gender, and that later ~e_ was dropped in this
kind of context for phonetic reasons.
Accusative singular feminine.
Forms: ane : 7/12 (46 times); eene : 95/15* 209/6;
ana : 50/19. 67/3;2 enne J 184/21. 401/13. 408/18. 409/16;
anne : 256/3? an : 2/21. 206/5. 296/15. 394/22.
The five occurrences in this function of enne and
anne. otherwise assooiated with the asgm., weaken the evidence
of these two forms for masculine gender. Of the above examples,
enne feire wimman in 409/16 may be a survival of the OS form,
1. oj). cit. p. 13.
2. Another example is to be found in: ana dala of his londa
85/14» which suggests a change in gender of the noun dal
from neuter to feminine.
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the noun having been masculine in gender in OE, though it is
feminine elsewhere in La3«raon; enne moder in 184/21, might
have been influenced by enne in the preceding line, where it
is used correctly with the masculine noun fader:
Nefde 30 ba enne fader
and beie enne soder.
Examples with burh are somewhat more difficult to explain,
since this noun, though normally feminine, sometimes appears
to be masculine.' This, however, is not the case with the
example in 256/3, since in the following line the noun is
referred to by the feminine pronoun heo:
& anno burh makede.
he heo makeda ea&ele.
Nor does it seem to be the case with the other example:
heo araerden enne bur3« 40^/18
since the noun is preceded by the asgf. form j^a of the definite
article ins J>a burh yef Armiragus 408/23. All that can be said
about fifth example:
Nes he jber buten enne niht 401/13
is that it leaves us uncertain as to the gender of the noun
niht in this particular case, since the noun, although on other
evidence established as feminine, appears to have changed its
gender in: he aras to ban mid-nihte 324/5.
1. Cf. he ferden to j>an burjen 263/5; & well bine wusten 416/12.
2. For a further discussion on changes in gender see pp . 163-164.
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The fact that the asgm. of the definite article,
normally found with -n-, sometimes has -nn-.^ together with
the fact that the same thing happens in the case of the in-
2
definite article, suggests that the contrast -n- / ~nn~
in these words might have 'grammatical' significance, but of
case, not of render. For that reason we may be justified in
supposing that the asg. enne is not necessarily an evidence
for masculine gender.
An is used several times before words beginning
with a vowel. For instance: an oder (booj he nom on Latin
2/21} an Oder stret he nakede swi£e hendi 206/5} gasderede
an ocier (uerde) 394/22.^ Once it precedes a consonent: eslch
of heom an stunde 296/15 wes king in Jjissen londe.^
Accusative singular neuter, v. Nominative singular.
"genitive singular masculine and neuter.
Forms: anes : 94/7 etc.} with the double consonant:
onnes : 67/2} esnnea : 370/13} (aoni)enes : 322/20.
Occasionally the indefinite article appears to be
uninflected, as in the following:
1. Cf. p. 24.
2. Cf. the gsgm/n. below.
5. Hoffmann, op. cit. p. 22, wrongly lists the last two among
masculines.
4. Cf. p. 35, footnote 1.
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a) a wifmonnes liche 49/5
b) an eorles wif 299/23.
But in these cases the indefinite article can be taken to
relate to the second noun, not the first, in which case the
noun in the genitive performs the function of an adjective.
When, on the other hand, the adjective agrees with the first
noun, i.e. with the noun in the genitive, it also appears in
the inflected form, as in» anes babies kinges dohter 94/7«^
denitive and dative singular feminine.
The common form for both cases in non-prepositional
2
use is are. as in 49/7* Instead of are. hare appears twice
(151/10 and 155/16), along with the preposition to.
Dative singular mascixline and neuter.
The common form for both genders is anet e.g. 317/''0.
Instead of ane. ane is used once, together with monit & moni-
ane he dude scome 322/21.
In conclusion we may say that, with certain reser¬
vations, it is possible to establish the gender of a noun on
1. Cf, Hoffmann, op. cit. p. 23.
2, With prepositions, however, ane. normally associated with
the asgf. (or dsgm/n.), occurs several times in the dsgf.;
see p. 92.
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the evidence of the form of an accompanying indefinite ar¬
ticle, particularly in the accusative singular, where a
distinction is usually made between all three genders.
As for the genitive singular, the distinction is
made between masculine and neuter nouns on the one hand by
the use of the contrastive inflectional forms -es and -re
respectively. The ending -re is also an indicator of a
feminine noun in the dative singular, while ane accompanies
both masculine and neuter nouns in this caseJ
1. Since the adjective na behaves in a similar manner to the
indefinite article, I give here only an illustration of its
forms as they occur without discussing them.
nsg.t na : 56/23} ng : 298/5} no * 149/4} nan i 85/4}
na s 354/24; nane : 152/22.
asgm.: nenne : 7/18} rmnne : 241/14; nanne : 156/145 nonne t
241/8} nan : 241/10.
asgf.s nane s 132/20.
asgn.i na : 144/7.
gBgra/n.5 nanes : 427/22.
g/dsgf.s ?nare.




Forms: bes : 5/12 etc.; bas : 201/7} bis : 174/8.
A
Diehn lists also beos : ii.399/3 and bees : iii.297/6.
It appears that the form bes <0E pes was still felt.• ■" .III! III 1 ■ Illll—I II' ■ '
to a certain extent, to be the proper masculine form. The
other forms of the demonstrative pronoun in the nsgm. concern
us here only in so far as they coincide; with forms associated
with the other two genders, thus giving rise to ambiguity as
to gender.^
Nominative singular feminine.
Forms: beos : 12/8 etc.; bas : 87/18 etc.; bes :
302/9. A few examples of bis have been noted by Hoffmann^ :
ii.245/6. ii.411/19. ii.577/7. iii.158/11.
1. o£. cit. p. 70.
2. For an explanation of the possible development of these
variously spelt forms, see A. Luhmann, 'Die Uberlieferung
von La3amons Brut1, Studien zur Englischen Philologie. Heft
xxii, pp. 86-7.
OP. clt. p. 19. These examples, however, require some com¬
ment. The close connection with the OE tacen. n. may account
for the use of bis with tacninge. f. in ii.245/6. Though it
is not always possible to decide whether tidende is in the
singular pr plural, there are examples where it is clearly
neuter (see the Glossary). This would seem to justify the
use of bis with that noun in ii.411/19- Both ferde and
weorlde. though normally feminine, are also sometimes found
with the neuter form of the definite article (see pp. 24
and 27), so that the use of bis with them in ii.577/7 and
iii.153/11, respectively, may be legitimate.
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Hoffmann1 alleges that the form beos is not a
descendant of the OB beos. hut an alternative spelling of bes.
This he claims on the grounds that beos is also used as the
asgf., as well as the nominative and accusative plural. The
fact that some other words with jeo and So in OB have kept the
2 3
same spelling in La3aaon weakens his argument considerably.
Nominative and accusative singular neuter.
Forms: bis : 12/2 etc. (49 times;; pas : 123/8.
197/9? Ms : 312/18;4 beos * 156/10? bisse : 66/2.5
From the foregoing it will be seen that in the no¬
minative singular of the demonstrative pronoun those very forms
by which a distinction of gender was made in GE', namely
bes - beos - bis, are still, though to a small degree, gender-
distinctive in La3amon,
1. ojs. cit. p. 9.
2. of. weofed' (OB weofod) ? beod (OE rteod j.
3. For a possible explanation of the development of forms other
than beos. see Hoffmann, op. cit. pp. 10 and 19.
4. Diehn, op. cit. p. 72, also lists bes in: pes wurse taken
57/2, probably misguided by Madden's translation, although
Madden himself has pointed out the mistake in the inter¬
pretation of this line, saying that it is to be taken as
the gsgm. of the definite article, accompanying the noun
wurse; see vol. iii, p. 451.
5. For other spellings than bis, see Diehn, op. cit. p. 72 and
Hoffmann, op. cit. pp. 7"8. On the form bisse, see Hoffmann,
ftfrid. p. 27.
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But we have also seen that other spellings occur
side by side with these. The result of this is to make an
unambiguous distinction of gender impossible, for a form which
in OF, expressed one gender and one only, came to be used - at
least occasionally - with other genders as well. As a result,
we have a situation in which bee - peos - bis may stand fort
a) nsgm. - nsgf. * nsgn. respectively
b.) nominative singular irrespective of gender.
The order of frequency with which the nominative singular forms
occur, as given above, clearly shows that although the form bis
was occasionally used with masculine and feminine nouns, it is
extremely likely to mean that the noun it accompanies is neuter.^
In conclusion we may say that the demonstrative pro¬
noun in the nominative singular has lost to some extent the
capacity for expressing a distinction in gender. It cannot,
therefore, be fully relied on as evidence when we are seeking
to establish the gender of a noun. At best, the form in quest¬
ion can do no more than strongly suggest some conclusion which
we must then seek to confirm on the basis of other kind of
evidence.
1. It should also be noted that bas. originally an asgf. form,
sometimes stands as the nominative singular for all genders,
showing at one at the same time a confusion of genders and
cases. It is doubtful whether such a usage could have de¬




Forms: besne s 35/25 etc.; bisne s 228/17. 384/5}
1 2
busne s 174/9} bessne : ii. 113/13*
From the point of view of gender, and probably of
case, it is noteworthy that, though the instances of the asgm.
of the demonstrative pronoun are admittedly rare, they always
occur with the distinctive inflectional form -ne. We should
observe in particular that there are no cases of bis in the
accusative singular with masculine nouns.
Accusative singular feminine.
Forms: baa : 87/1 etc.(l6 times)} peos : 275/9 (5)}^
bees : 119/6, 9*
Whether beos is originally a nominative form or not,
A
is a point which need not be discussed here. One fact of
1. According to Luhaann, op. cit. p. 92, jz in busne. as well
as in hune (see p. 15)» probably represents the OF since
in late OF and early ME £ often stands for _i in such cases?
cf. also Hoffmann, op. cit. p. 17*
2. Cited by Diehn, op. cit. p. J1,
3. Diehn, ibid, p. 72, cites beos in 136/3 as an illustration
of the asgf. The noun with which it is used, however, is
aaide. which, though referred to by the feminine form heo
of the personal pronoun, is otherwise treated as neuter.
Besides, beos in this case is in fact the gsgn, of the de¬
finite article, governed by the verb wilnede: wilnede peos
raeeidenes.
4. This is discussed by Luhmann, op. cit. pp. 86-87*
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great importance, however, is that except for a single occur¬
rence of pis with a historically feminine noun, viz. answare
in 188/13» no other cases of pis have been noted in the asgf.
any more than in the asgm., so that we may accept it almost
as certain that pis in the accusative singular is used only
1
with neuter nouns. It therefore constitutes a very valuable
criterion for the establishment of the gender of such nouns.
lenitive singular masculine and neuter.
Forms: Pisses : 35/21 etc.} (for neuter only; Pisse :
156/25. 292/14. 383/10.
Though the occurrences of the genitive singular
forms are not numerous, because of the fact that the function
of that case came more and more to be taken over by the pre¬
position of, they present a problem that requires some comment.
In what appears to be one and the same situation, we find two
alternative forms of the genitive. For instance:
a) wees pisses londes quene ii• 56/11
b) & him sulf pisses londes king ii•131/13
as compared with:
c) pa is jbisse londes quene 156/25
d) he wes pisse londes king 292/14
.j. In this case we must assume that there has been a change
in gender of the noun answare from feminine to neuter.
2. Examples from vol. ii are cited by Hoffmann, op. cit. p. 27.
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1
Disagreeing with Madden who regards all such
2
examples without -_s as scribal omissions, Hoffmann suggests
that it is a genuine alternative form which is in fact common
to all genders in the oblique cases.
Genitive singular feminine.
Forms j j is sere t 404/18; bisse : 104/16.
Hoffmann^ maintains that Msse does not correspond
t
to the OE bisse. He holds that the gsgf., as well as the asgf.,
appears exclxxsively as bisse re« a form modelled on the pattern
of the definite article and that of the strong adjective,^ and
that the single instance of bisse in 104/16 (pe wes biss® leod-
ene king) is to he otherwise explained. This he regards as
being of the same order as the gsgn. bisse. a common oblique
5
case form.
But we may consider the problem from another point
of view than that of asking whether bisse is a descendant of
OE bisse or not. For it is important from the standpoint of
the present descriptive investigation to establish whether
M.see is used with feminine nouns in noniprepostional cases
at all.
1. See vol. iii, p. 470*
2. 0£. cit., p. 27.
3. ibid., p. 6.
4. Cf. Diehn, ojx. cit.. p. 71 •
5. Hoffmann, _ojd. cit.. p. 27.
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The above examples, both of bisse and the -re form,
are used with the noun leode. This noun is treated in La3amon
as both singular and plural; if singular, it can be feminine
and neuter in gender. It is therefore difficult to decide
whether bisse stands for the gsgf. or gsgn. or for the gen¬
itive plural, and there is nothing about the form of the noun
itself which makes it possible to establish its gender. The
following examples show the confusion not only of forms assoc^
iated with different genders, but also of singular and plural
forms:
a) for he wee heore lauerd
and al bissere leodene 306/15
k) na bisae^e leodes folke 404/18
for lauerd rae balden.
c) £>n isteh hisses ledes king 412/2
dj j>R bisse leodes king 296/24
e) be wes bisse leodene king 104/16
As all evidence about bisse in the gsgf. is based
on this noun, no conclusion can be reached ss to its use with
feminine nouns in the genitive singular. The answer to the
question whether or not it was used with feminine nouns at all,
must therefore depend on its use in the dative singular.
Dative singular masculine and neuter.
Forms: bisse : /.12/10. With prepositions we also find
bissen : 99/11 etc.; bissene : 158/8 etc.; and Diehn (op. cit..
71) adds : bissi : ii. Jo/ 18.
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Dative singular feminine.
Forms? Dissen ? ?500/9. With prepositions? biasere ?
104/13 etc.; bessere ? 303/12; bisse ? 300/4J aissen ? 3°6/23.
■Because of the scarcity of examples in the dative
singular in non-prepositional use, no occurrences of bisse
or bissere have been noted. The problem of bisse pith feminine
ncuns must therefore be considered in the light of the above
example in 300/9, which reads? & re?dden pissen jpeoden. The
verb rfedden governs the dative and the noun be ode is treated
as feminine in La3&raon, as in OE. The ending -n may be due
to nunnation in La3amon or to a confusion of genders; alter¬
natively, beoderi is perhaps to be taken as plural. Even though
the noun beode is normally feminine in Wjamon, we cannot claim
with any certainty that bissen really stands for an expected
form bisse.
^kat bisse was used with feminine nouns must be
illustrated by the following example, in which the noun la-se.
always feminine in the A text, is used after the preposition
for?
For pisse uniwmste la3e 300/4
his leode hine hateden.
From the present point of view it matters very little whether
we say that biase is a survival of OH pisse as the g/dsgf. or
1. uniwrfeste? (Madden).
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whether it is a new form common to all genders: the fact is
that as an indication of the gender it has no value to us.1
By way of concluding what has been said so far,
we may note that demonstrative pronoun can be relied on as
an indication of grammatical gender only in the asgra. by a
form in -ne. in the asgn. by the form bis; also in the gsgm/n.
if it has the distinctive inflectional form -s, and in the
g/dsgf. if it has the gender-distinctive form -re.
POSSESSIVE PRONOUNS
Nominative singular.
Two forms: min and mi are used in the nominative
singular irrespective of gender, min being used before a
vowel (e.g. min earn 376/18) or M (e.g. min herte 3H/9)» mi
before a consonant (e.g. mi feeder 129/12). There are a few
examples, however, in which min precedes a consonant (e.g.
min riche 404/9J. The same forms are used in the asgn.
Accusative singular masculine.
Forms: mine : 3o/8 etc. (11 timesj; minnc : 34/11.
356/20} mine : 377/20. 37S/15{ min : 127/10.
1. An other example, that of bas in: & hra-mes dude pas leoden
163/10, whether it be in the singular or plural, also has
no value, as it is an uninflected forra of the demonstrative
pronoun.
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As can be seen from the above, apart from the
exclusively masculine form minnc, another form which is
identical with the asgf. is frequently used for the asgm.,
thus invalidating mine as evidence for the feminine gender.
The omission of -e in 127/10 is probably due to the follow¬
ing vowels min aire beste f>ein.
Accusative singular feminine.
Forms: mine : 4°/l etc.(l6 times); mie s 375/11»
min : 30/lO; ml s 379/75 niine: 403/5.
OE nouns in -scipe are treated as feminine in La3a-
mon. The solitary example given above of mine in the accusat¬
ive is used with such a nouns her to biwinne/ wurcSscipe mine
4°5/5» and may therefore be regarded as a survival of the
original masculine gender of this word.1
Accusative singular neuter, v. Nominative singular.
Genitive singular masculine and neuter.
Examples of the genitive singular are very rare and
those that occur are mostly used with nouns denoting persons.
2
But, as Hoffmann" also observes, we may presume that the form
1, Hoffmann, oja. clt. p. 60, suggests that this is a scribal
error.
2. ibid. p. 16.
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mines is used with all masculine and neuter nouns. There is,
however, one instance of the possessive pronoun being used
without the distinctive inflectional ending -_s:
al pridden dale mi lond 45/17
ich wolde setten Brutan an bond.
The only possible explanation of this form seems to be that
the whole phrase was regarded as the direct object, hence the
asgn. form preceding the noun lond.
Genitive and dative singular feminine.
Examples of these two cases in non-prepositional
use are not numerous and, as might be expected from a compa¬
rison with the g/dsgf. of the indefinite article, the only
form for both cases is mire. as in 358/25*
Dative singular masculine and neuter.
The only form that occurs in non-prepositional use
is mine, as in 50/15*
The foregoing survey of the forms of the possessive
pronoun of the first person singular shows that owing to the
frequent use of the form mine for the asgm., a useful form by
1. The form bine occurs twice in the gsgm. (see the note over¬
leaf). These, together with the examples of the demonstrat¬
ive pronoun without -s_ in the gsgm/n. (see p. 45)i show-
that this ending was also beginning to die out.
N/p
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which earlier the feminine gender was unequivocally distinguish¬
ed from the masculine and neuter, can now no longer serve as a
criterion for establishing gender. The accusative singular
therefore no longer provides reliable evidence for distinguish¬
ing the three genders; it is still useful, however, in providing
contrast between masculine and feminine nouns on the one hand
and neuter on the other, so long as the former are preceded by
a possessive form ending in -e_ and not (as in rare cases) by
the type min.*
A distinction between masculine and neuter nouns
on the one hand and feminine nouns on the other is made in
the genitive singular by the contrastive inflectional forms
in -jj and -re respectively, and in the dative singular by
mine as against mire.
1. Since the second person is of the same morphological struct¬
ure as the first person, I have thought it unnecessary to
discuss it separately. For that reason only a list of forms
is given here:
nsg. : bin : 184/17; r£± : 127/23; : 97/12; bine : 156/24.
368/19.
asgm. : bine : 141/15l binne : 216/14; bine : 216/10; bin :
381/2.
asgf. s bine : 30/14; jjin * 283/13; £ie : 162/6; £in : 265/23.
asgn. : jja : 419/20; JdjL : 216/2; bine : 162/15.
gsgm/n. : bines : 149/20; bine : 21/1. 185/12.




An examination of the text shows that La3amon
uses what we may still describe as strong and weak adjective
forms, but that his usage differs somewhat from that in OE.
For forms which clearly can only descend from OE strong forms
appear where (historically) we should have expected weak ones,
and vice versa. In La3amon, only what we may continue to call
the "strong" adjective still has distinctive forms for various
genders, more or less on the same pattern as in OE. The weak
adjective is no longer so declined as to be capable of indicat¬
ing the gender of the following nounj endings which were former¬
ly gender-distinctive have been levelled to an invariable -e_,
or (vary occasionally) -en. Along with forms which we may
identify and label as "strong" and "weak", "neutral" uninflect-
ed forms appear in contexts where we should hove expected
either distinctively strong or weak forms. Like those in -e_
and -en. these uninflected forms are, of course, of no use as
positive evidence for gender. They ore nevertheless worth
some consideration, since they play an essential part in the
process which resulted in the eventual disappearance of gram¬
matical gender.
In order to see in what ways La3amon's usage of the
two main declensional categories of the adjective differs from
that of OE, it seems best to examine them in situations which,
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historically speaking, would seem to demand specifically one
or the other type of adjective forms. The following survey
is therefore divided into two parts. In the first, an exam¬
ination is made of the adjective used attributively without
any preceding demonstrative element, and predicatively, that
is to say in situations in which the strong form is to be
expected. The second part deals with the adjective used after
1
demonstratives, in which case the weak form is to be expected.
I. ADJECTIVES USED WITHOUT PRECEDING DEMONSTRATIVE ELEMENT
Nominative singular masculine.
In an overwhelming majority of cases, 96 out of 119»
the nsgra. adjective is uninflected} e.g.: Inne Griclone wes
a -sung mon 17/3• It is interesting to note that without a
single exception all these adjectives ended in a consonant in OE.
In only 23 cases does the adjective appear with the
ending -ej e.g. : he wes a ^enge king 132/19. In 17 cases,
however, this -e, descends directly from the OE nsg. form of
adjectives such as t riche (OE rice), hende (OE (ge)hendej,
kene (OE cene), wilde (OE wilde), scone (OE scene) and wrreche
(cf. OE wrescca;.
1. A statistical survey of forms in which adjectives appear
in this text is given in tabular form at the end of this
section.
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The uninflected form is presumably a descendant of
the 01? strong form; that with ~e_ may represent an intrusion
of the weak form in cases where it is not historically justi¬
fiable. however, since -as will be seen - the other two
genders also appear with the same adjectival forms in the
nominative singular, this case is not indicative of the gender
of the noun and is therefore without relevance to the present
investigation.
Nominative singular feminine.
In 13 out of 18 instances, the adjective appears
without an ending in the nsgf.; e.g.: (bi-tweonen heom arras
wale & win) flejht & amchel seorwa 107/22. This high propor¬
tion of cases of the uninfleoted form may be due primarily
to the kind of the adjectives themselves. For the short-
stemmed polysyllabic adjectives in -ig, -el. -en. -er. -ol
and -or generally formed the nsgf. and n/apln. without ending
1
in CE itself. In this ".-ay we can explain seven instances of
the uninflected adjective in the nsgf., all of which are with
muchel. Similarly, the long-stemmed monosyllabic wis is un-
2
inflected here as it wes in OS; the exemple readsi £>e 3et
leouede be aide quene/ e wifmon wie end kene 212/19.
1. Of. R. ^uirk and G.L. Wrenn, Pn Old English Grammar. London,
1955, P. 33. " "
2. Ibid, p. 32.
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In one instance OE reiSele appears without -je in the
nsgf. : heo wes swi&e <*3<3el burh 124/1• no doubt for metrical
reasons.
Of the remaining four examples, one is with a his¬
torically masculine noun in -scipe (|) is raonwcipe steor 16/1^,
which - together with other nouns with the same ending - is
normally treated as feminine in La3amon A, but might have
retained a masculine form in this case. The rest consist of
one example each of whulc. swulc and al.
There are only five examples with adjectives ending
in-je, of which only one can be regarded as inflectional -_e *
me pugche?! muche scorae 404/205 the rest are with adjectives
which had -_e in the stem.
Nominative singular neuter.
In the nsgn. too, the majority of adjectives, 53
examples out of 45t are uninflected; e.g. * Muchel folk £>er
was of-sclawen 24/15.
There are only 12 examples with the adjective ending
in -_e; e.g.* redde blod scede 221/7. Of these, however, three
are with riue (OE ryfe), two with unimete (OE ungemmte) and




In the majority of cases, 45 out of 68, the adjective
has the gender-distinctive ending -nej & swar muchelne
oacl 28/17j Aeuer aicne godne mon 119/18 he aSelede mid gode.1
2
Less frequently (16 times), forms in -je are also
used; e.g.! Nu bidded La3arnon/ alcne r^ele mon (Bs echne godne
mon; 5/20; he makede enne stronge castel 9/8. From the majority
of such cases it appears that the principle of economy is at
work in such examples and the-efore the accusative (as well as
the masculine gender) is indicated only once, namely by alcne
3
an<* »nne in the above two examples. Only in three cases is the
1. I have not included in the above number the following example:
monins seorhfulne plei3e 97/2, since it is not possible to
decide whether it is a solitary survival of the OE asgm.
aonigne or a contraction of moni and enne. a combination
which is otherwise very frequent in this text.
2. There are six more examples, all with alche or alle in
temporal phrases, qualifying masculine nouns de?i and winter;
e.g.! £>eo alche dfeie hlne larden 184/6, £>eo alle drai pus
cleopeden 572/21. The question here is whether or not they
are examples of the accusative of time or remains of the old
instrumental, which is sometimes found in other functions;
e.g.: hehten heom mucle ei3e 414/1 ut of his e?h seone. If
the latter is the case, then these six examples should be in¬
cluded in the number of occurrences of the dative forms.
5. It nay be worth noting that in six instances the adjectives
discarding the inflectional ending -ne are those ending in
~e in the nsg. in OE; therefore they should have been included
among the examples of the uninflected adjective, if this had
been a historical rather than a descriptive study. - The other
three examples are of adjectives ending in -en in the nsg.,
namely stelen and sttenen. It is possible that the ending -js
of these adjectives in the asg. is only a matter of not
doubling the n. For the example of leofue in! enne leofue
sune 450/14 there seem to be four possible explanations; a)
it may be a genuine case of the asgm. without the ending -ne;
b) it may have been misspelt for leofne by the scribe; c) or
misread by the editor; d) it may also be a misprint.
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adjective the sole qualifying word: he soramede vnimete here
537/3» £>er of we habbeiS sceome/ & at oure herte muche grame
162/10, peos habbed swa rourie song 56/22.^
With originally masculine nouns the adjective appears
six times without an ending, but for the lack of other evidence
it is not possible to establish in every case whether they are
still masculine in La3amon. Three of these, however, are
examples with nouns established as masculine. They are: He
nomen heo nonne cniht quic 241/8, enne swucSe sselkud stan 424/22,
swa heo fehten jal deei 339/8.
Only one single occurrence of the adjective with the
ending -en has been recorded (he hefde feiren ende 292/8) and
that may be due to the initial vowel of the following noun.
Accusative singular feminine.
The most common form, 39 examples out of 61, ends
2
in ye, as in: ah he hefde muchele strangle 18/11. This may,
of course, be derived directly from the ye of the asgf. of the
strong adjective} but it may in part represent the spread of
a more general adjectival ye ending, such as we have already
noticed above.
1. That these are to be regarded as examples of the accusative
masculine is confirmed by the regularity with which the nouns
in question - with the exception of song, for which there is
no other evidence - behave as masculine in other contexts.
2. Here are also included three instances of adjectives ending
in ye with nouns in -scipe. which on other evidence show a
change from masculine to feminine. ^ee p. 174«
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Less often, 21 times,* an uninflected form is to
be found, as in« igadered his farde/ muchel ferd and riche
64/IO.2
Here, again, we find only one instance of the adjective
ending in -en and in the same sort of situation as in the asgsu,
namely before a following vowel. The example iss makian ich
wile oil f>lne nome/ rareren ane stowe. 51/24,
Accusative singular neuter.
The majority of examples, 70 out of 771 appear without
an ending; e.g.: he 3ef heo his stepmoder/ ... & muchel lond per
to 10/20. This form probably represents the OE strong form, but
once more, since it coincides with the "neutral" uninflected
form, it may in part represent an encroachment of this, which
can stand with all nouns regardless of gender.
1. Two osf these are with the noun scome. which otherwise shows
a change from f. to m. Two examples with the same noun appear
with the ending -_e in the asg.; since both forms may be remains,
full or partial, of the asgf. form, it seems more appropriate
to list them here. - Included in the above number is also one
example with the noun care, which on some evidence appears to
have become masculine, but on other evidence is shown to be
still feminine as in OE.
2. It should be noted that, again, a high proportion of these
examples consists of disyllabic adjectives ending in -el (8),
and -er (6), which, apparently, reiist Inflexion even in the
accusative singular.
3. Sometimes the ending -e may be dropped before a vowel; cf. 1
Hute Intel ane wile 15/20, ane lutle while 248/9.
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Forms in -je occur very rarely. Only five instances
have been recorded; e.g.: muche lond he him jef 7/6. Of these,
however, two examples are with the adjective hende. which had
-e_ in the nominative singular in OE.^
A curious intrusion of the asg®. ending -ne occurs
in two cases where a change in gender seems unlikely, though
2
not impossible. They are: rouchelne wundre 320/4 andt alcne
3?re 332/23. It may be that -ne. being the only distinct
accusative ending, was used here to mark the case unambiguously,
3
and without regard to gender.
Genitive singular masculine and neuter.
As might be expected, the genitive ending is -es.
as ini anes hah^es kinges dohter 94/7» a«d for neuter 1 £>er wes
monies kunnes folc 73/5• The uninflected form of the adjective
A
does not appear to be used here at all.
1. The temporal phrase telche ^ere is regarded here as dative
(instr.) and included in the number of dsgn. adjective in -jg.
2. See p. 170 f.
3. It is noteworthy that with masculine nouns in the same situation
as example 2, i.e. in temporal phrases, the adjective occurs
mostly with the ending -«*, presumably as the dative (instr. )
rather than as the accusative with -e_; cf. p. 57, note 2.
4. One possible example of the adjective ending in -e_ in the
genitive singular neuter occurs in: alle £a ma&raes/ pe weoren
raonie kunnes 253/5« provided this is singular and not plural.
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lenitive and dative singular feminine.
Examples are not numerous} those that have been
noted show the characteristic feminine ending -re; e.g. s
aire worulde wunne 387/6 and« j>a quad Membrici' / ludere
stefne 40/7.1
Dative singular masculine and neuter.
besides inflected forms, as ins alle folk he dude
riht 292/3» uninflected forms are also used} e.g.1 & al folk
hit wes leof 102/12.2
Vocative singular.
All examples* with both masculine and feminine nouns
(none has been found with neuters), end in -je, in spite of the
fact that all descend either from GE long-stemmed monosyllables,
1. Two examples in -re. however, require some comment. The
first isx seolcu& him jpuhte/ swulchere speche (B: selcujb
him pohte/ solchere speche) 21/18. In both texts the form
-re appears to be a loose genitive of respect, dependent
ultimately on seolcud. In the second examples Ac serst ich
wille fondien / whulchere beo mi beste freond 125/9* the form
whulohere is dictated by the verb fondian which in OE could
take gen. and dat. as well as acc. In this text the verb
clearly takes gen. or dat. (a comparison withs he fondede
pan leoden 281/8 would suggest that in La3amon A it governs
the dative, leod having chenged from feminine to neuter here),
but no longer in the B text where the corresponding line readsi
Ac ereBt ich wolle fondi/ woch me mest louie (which referring
to daughter).
2. In one instance the asgra. -ne occurs with a masculine noun in
the dsg.: auerelcne cnihte 329/7 he jef jeoue brihte. Since
the noun is obviously masculine, there seems to be no other
explanation than that it is a scribal eoror.
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like lav. leof. heah or from OK disyllabic fesger and there¬
fore should be uninflected, showing the same resistance to
1
inflexions in this case as they mostly do in others. These
forms in -e, however, must all correspond to OE weak forms,
since, in OE, weak forms were used more often than strong
ones in all phrases containing a vocative (irrespective of
whether they were preceded by rain, bin or not}. Examples,
however, are not numerous; only eight are noted altogether;
e.g. : saie me lfeSe raon 96/14, Leafdi Diana; leoue Diana/
he^e Diana, help me to neode 51/13""14»
*
Uninflected forms and forms in -je are also used
predicatively. E.g.:
masculine:
a) for cniht he was swifje god 15/23
bj 3if he were swa Driste 16/8
also once c) abol^en he wes on mode 315/7*
feminine:
a) Guendoleine wes swiSe strong 106/11
b) ]>a brude deade iwear(5 13/17
neuter:
a) J>at feeht wes swui^e strong; 178/4
b) & swuoe stfer & swude longe 178/5
1. Cf. the behaviour of the adjective when used predicatively.
2. In the example: Seie me nuj>e leo swein 150/20, leo is pro¬
bably an error for leofe.
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The situation with regard to the predicative adjective
is as follows:
gender: total: uninflected: -e: -en:
a. 132 146 55 1
f. 54 54 20
n. 50 16 14
This, however, needs some explanation. The difference
between uninflected forms and those in -e_ is not that between
genders, for instance between masculine and neuter on the one
hand and feminine on the other (in which case the table would
have reflected the mixing up of such formsit is rather a
continuation of OS forms preserved to a remarkable degree.
Adjectives descending from QE adjectives with -jg as an integral
part of the stem, retain this -e whatever the gender, as in OE,^
and the majority of those adjectives with no inflexion in the
2
nsgf. in OS, also appear without one here.
So, out of 55 instances of adjectives in -_e with
masculine nouns, 55 had -e, in OE, and 12 out of 14 with neuter
nouns, leaving thus only a total of 4 for adjectives where this
-e_ is a new development, two for each gender. Similarly, out
of 20 occurrences of the adjectives ending in -e with feminine
nouns, 18 are of adjectives with -e in OE, and 2 have developed
1. Such are: «5ele,blide, feie, hende, imete, iqueme, kene, lieie,
milde, riche, riue, stille, sturne, vn-fere, unimete, wilde.
2. They are: dead, deop, la3, leof, reod, seer, wis; feiger, muchel.
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it later, deade and sare, both of which are normally uninflected,
as in OK.
Of the uninflected adjectives used with feminine nouns,
20 out of 34 belong to that class of adjectives which had no in¬
flexion in the nsgf. in OE.
II. ADJECTIVES USED AFTER DEMONSTRATIVE WORDS1
Nominative singular.
The formal distinction of m./ f. n. weak adjectives,
which was made in OB, is now absent. & form in ~e_ is used for
all three genders; e.g.» & f>eus spac jbe aide king 125/18; pis
understod £>e ^eonge queno 191 /145 [>at Troynisce folc 18/19» ^he
2
alternative use of an uninflected adjective is quite rare;
2
e.g.: And Belin pe a?!el king 237/13 wes in Alemainne; f>eo
1. Adjectives that were always strong in OE, as for instance
eall. Oder, are not treated here since the absence of weak
forms in the case of such adjectives is not significant as
it would be in the case of adjectives which, historically,
could be declined both strong and weak. Furthermore, to
include such forms would undoubtedly create a false picture
of the degree to which strong forms encroach upon the ter¬
ritory of weak ones. - Ordinal numerals, comparatives and
superlatives are also disregarded here, since they (by being
always or for the most part weak, make no real contribution
towards our understanding of the behavior of adjectives
capable of taking both types of inflexion.
2. For details see the table at the end of this section.
3. Note that the OE form of this adjective was recjele. a form
which is normally found unchanged in l^amon.
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uniseli moder 171/T |>us hire sune raurSde;1 *es al J>is beodisc
folc 112/12 vnimet e riche.
Accusative singular masculine.
The most frequently used forms are those with -ej
e.g.: & grette pen aide king 7/3» though examples with the
strong ending -ne are also occasionally found, as in: pene
muchelne dro® 368/16. Examples in -en, contrary to what we
2
might expect historically, are rare or non-existent.
Accusative singular feminine.
The regular form ends in -e; e.g.: hefde heo
isclawen j?ene king/ j>a neowe quene & heora child 106/8. Forms
in -en are rare (I have noted only one example in vol. i. in
1. This and similar cases may be due to the adjective ending
in a vowel, although we often find such adjectives, i.e.
with in OE, with the inflectional ending -ej e.g. :
f> wes J>e bisie king 136/5» peo uniselie moder 171/11» £>at
ti&ende swida jgurie 432/21. OE aonig, however, is reduced
to one form, vis. moni. in all cases except in the genitive
singular, where it sometimes appears as monies (e.g. 73/5 )•
Cf. also p. 57» note 1.
2. The examples & falden J>ene mlden nomen 3<M/6 is problematic
since it is uncertain from the context whether it is in the
singular or in the plural} cf. Madden, vol. iii, p. 474: and
Hoffmann, oj). cit. p. 54* * A'be other possible example is:
neiBe_ J)a hmluen dale 302/19, provided |>a here is an uninfect¬
ed form and not the asgf. In any case, the survival of -en
in this phrase is very common in ME (see OE© s.v. haIfe.ideal},
going back to the OE weak mase. hone healfan deal, and pre¬
sumably retained mechanically, owing to the fact that the
adjective and the noun were often written together and regard¬
ed as a compound.
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non-prepositional use) and, as Hoffmann observes, occur
mostly before vowels or _h, as int And be to-clipede/ muchelen
p
his ferde 169/23. The agreement of the asg®. and asgf. in
using -e, would suggest that it chiefly derives in each case
from OE -an.
Accusative singular neuter.
As might be expected, a for© in -e is most frequently
used} e.gs Ascanius heold |>is drichllche lond 10/11. Only one
example has been recorded of the uninflected forms ]?at hea[h]
der 14/13.
Genitive singular masculine and neuter.
The regular form ends in -s., on the analogy of the
strong adjective; e.g.: j>es he^es kinges 3/8. Though very
rarely, forms in -e. are also to be found, as ins J>e Heil sune
Pes biche kinges wes 123/10. No forms ending in -en have been
5
noted in the first volume} this would confirm our hypothesis
that the OE -an of adjectival endings leads regularly to I^amon'
-e_, except where analogical influences are at work.
1. o£. oit. p. 44.
2. One cannot, however, be sure whether this is a weak form or
a strong form + n before h, since - as in OE - La3amon some¬
times treats as strong the adjective when it precedes hist
e.g. s mid muohelere his ferde 65/11 as against! mid auohelen
his ferde 328/11.
3. Hoffmann, op. cit. p. 45, cites a single occurrence of the
gsgm. ending in -en ins J>as aoelen kinges 21146.
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Genitive and dative singular feminine.
Wo examples have been noted of the gsgf.; in the
single occurrence of the dsgf., the adjective has the very
rare ending -en» & he hoe 3&f jpare rapelen/ AElienor ]>e wes
Henries quene 3/6.
Dative singular masculine and neuter.
Examples are very rare and none has been recorded
of the dsgn. ; all three examples of the dsgm. have the ye form;
e.g.: |>a com hit to mode/ Ebrauc £>on gode 112/16.
Vocative singular.
Only one single occurrence of the vocative singular
has been noted in vol. i. and this ends in ye: Androge' mi
leofue raon 380/24 al ]>ine wille ic wulle don.
It remains to consider which adjectival forms can
be regarded as useful for the establishment of grammatical
gender in La^amon. There still remain certain distinctive
forms which constitute valuable evidence. Of these the most
important are three endings of the strong declension:
a) -ne denoting the asg. of masculine nouns
1. We must, of course, bear in mind the possibility of at least
occasional examples of f. and n. nouns (like those listed on
p. 60) sometimes being preceded by adjectives with this end¬
ing; in such cases (as we have already suggested) -ne can
simply imply "accusative case" rather than anything concerning
gender.
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b) -re denoting the g/dsg. of feminine nounsj^
G) -es denoting the gsg. of nouns which are either
masculine or neuter, but not feminine in gender.
It should be noted that if an adjective, in the
combination 'adjective + noun* is uninflected in the accusative
singular, the probability is that that the noun in question is
neuter. For the occurrences of the uninflected adjective with
neuter nouns are much more frequent here than in the case of
masculine or feminine nouns. This evidence, however, is not
reliable in itself to establish the gender of a nounj but it
should be taken into account where it supports evidence of
other kinds.
In the combination 'pronominal word ♦ adjective ♦ noun'
- unless the adjeotlve happens to have a strong ending - it is
only the pronominal word that can tell us anything about the
gender of the noun.
1. It will be clear from what has been said earlier that -ne
and -re do not invariably occur in the appropriate situations
since they are sometimes replaced by -e. and zero forms. This,
however, does not destroy the validity of the evidence of -ne
and -re where they do occur.
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ATTRIBUTIVE ADJECTIVE
strong adjective weak adjective
total -e -en -ne -es -res total - -e -en -ne -es -re
Hominative singular
M 119 96 23 mm mm mm M 64 5 59 - .
P 18 15 5 - mm mm mm F 18 1 17 - ...
N 45 53 12 - - - - N 30 1 28 1 ...
Accusative singular
M 68 6 16 1 45 M 18 - 15 1? 2 - -
F 61 21 39 1 . P 18 - 17 1? - - -
N 77 70 5 - 2 H 26 1 25 - ...
^enitive singular
M 2 ... 2 M 4 mm 1 1 2
F 1 . 1 P
N 7 1 - 6 - N - - - • ...
Dative singular
M 11 1 9 1 M 3 - 3 - ...
P 4 - 4 F 1 - - 1 ...
N 8 1 7 - mm mm mm N - — — ...
Vocative singular
M 4 - 4 mm .
F 5 - 5 • ...
In the above table there are certain places where it
is perhaps of interest to record the degree of similarity between
the Brut and the OS usage with respect to the presence or absence
of The facts are given belows
attributive ad.iective predicative adjective
Brut -e 0E - 0E -e Brut -e 0E - 0E -e
nsgm. 23 6 17 nsgm. 35 2 33
nsgn. 12 5 7 nsgn. 14 2 12
Brut 0E - OS -e Brut - 0E - OE -e
nsgf. 13 8 5
asgf. 21 14 7
nBgf. 34 20 14
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CRITERIA FOR GENDER AFTER PREPOSITIONS
From what we have seen in. the discussion of forms
not governed by prepositions, it is evident that although both
the case and. gender systems are still fairly well preserved,
they also show some signs of breaking down. It remains now
to be seen to what extent La^amon distinguishes between the
case forms of the three genders when they are governed by pre¬
positions.
An examination of the text shows that three types
of situation must be distinguished:
1. in which the OF system as such is followed, though not,
of course, without orthographic (and presumably phonetic; modi¬
fications}
2. in whieh the^-e are signs of some syncretism, so that
the forms originally proper to the several oblique cases are
no longer always distinguished}
3. in which certain 'uninflected• forms are used, i.8.
forms in which no morphological difference occurs according
to 'case* in the traditional sense.
According to the pattern of the OS system, we might
expect a regular linguistic scheme in which (to take only the
singular definite article as illustration; bane^ would stand
1. Non-systematic variations in spelling (i.e. variations not
affecting the morphological distinctions between e.g. asgm.
and asgf.) are immaterial here and therefore omitted.
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for the asgai.; J>a for the asgf. j bat for the asgn.; ban for
the dsgm/n.; and bare for the g/dsgf.
This scheme does indeed occur, but along with it we
also find conventions which exemplify situations 2 and 3. So,
exemplifying situation 2, we find for examples
bane used for a) asgra. and b; dsgm/n.}
ban used for a) dsgm/n.; b) ?asgm. and c) dsgf.
and exemplifying situation 5»
be used for a) asgf. and b) all genders and cases;
bat used for a) asgn. and b) all genders and cases
in the singular and plural (with demonstrative force).
In the following discussion I shall order the pre¬
positions according to their OE usage, i.e. according to case
or cases they governed in OE. In section I, I shall deal with
prepositions which governed the accusative; in section II -
prepositions which governed the dative (with a subsection deal¬
ing with prepositions which governed the genitive); in section
III - prepositions which governed both the accusative and the
dative.
Illustrations are given of pronominal words, hut do
not include the personal pronouns, for these show a somewhat
different development and will be discussed more fully later.
As for adjectives, only those examples with unambiguous gender
forms are given, i.e. examples with strong adjectival endings.
1. See p. 94«
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I. Prepositions which govern the accusative In OE.
•seonfl is used in La3amon A both with the accusative and the
dative with no apparent distinction in its meaning.
A. With the accusative?
m. i ah eouere heo wenden/ 3eond bene norh enden ii.150/5*1
f. : 3eond jja weorld beon itemed 53/17} ha3sraon gon liden/'
wide 3ond "pas leode 2/16.
n. s Wide he sende 3eond bat lond 22/4} j?et word wes cuS/
3eond bis lond 285/5*
B. With the datives
o. : we swulled beon al fuse/ to fraren 3eon pan erarde 188/2,
f. : & rp& scipen foren wide/ 3eon bare wintrede s«e 5/20j
he hit letten cuoen wide/ 3eonde pissere peode 316/1J.
n. s jpat ne mihte hine bi-halden/ wide 30011 beon lcnae
259/21} Senooe mine sonden/ 3end alle mine londe 176/15*
uaben. as in OE, is used in Lajemon only with the accusative:
ra. : & umben longne first 13/10 aid wr^scipe comen li^en.
f. : vmben ane stunde 111/17 |>a seipen 3aru weoren.
II. Prepositions which govern the dative in OS.
rafter (OE prep, with dat. instr. and rarely acc.)
m. 1 pa Englene londe/ rarest ahten/ rafter ban flode 2/7.
1. Cited by Hoffmann, op. cit. p. 31.
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f. j he |)Ohte swa for& teon/ esfter here Teraese 533/20}
efter bissere Galoes 115/4 Wales wes inemned.
a. i & senden to Rome ful iwis/ esfter ban raaidene Genuis
407/8.
The only inflected example which seems not to conform
to the rule is the following:
hehte heo nennen Keerlud
^fter bone kinge 87/7
but other instances with the same verb and with feminine nouns,
such as above in 115/4 and also:
Bruttes nemneden jpa la3sn
P*£ter bare lafuedi 269/11
strongly suggest that bone is to be taken as a dative rather
i
than as an accusative. This is also confirmed by the fact
that bone never precedes a noun when used se the direct object.^
One is probably justified therefore in taking bone as a definite
dative form, despite Hoffmann who takes it as an accusative
form which is used only after prepositions.
at (OF prep, with dat. and. rarely acc. )
m. : ast bon frum rrasen 369/14 he feolde of ]>on folke/
feowerti hundred; Alle pe weren at bissa reade 17/1»
1. Madden seems to take this form as a dative, since he remarks
that feene in: wa wr£e J>ene smio 66/22 "appears to be an error
for the dat. f>on, pone" | see vol. iii, p. 452.
2. For forms in such a situation see pp. 24-25.
5* £E« eft, pp. 10-12; cf. Riehn, 0£. cit. p. 66, who also lists
it as an accusative.
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f. : per lies muchel folc/ at bere wrastlinge 79/19$
he wonede at Ernl«3e/ at «e?5elen are chirecheri l/6j
ich wes at Oornoille/ mire god-fulle dohter 145/18}
mt henere neode 374/6 nu pu must me redden,
n. i & Nenni* was ilfeied/ at pon nord 3eate i Lundene 525/17.
at-foren (OE prep, with dat. and rarely acc.J
m. s iSj»eken of pan mfeidene/ at-foren pan Frensce kinge
153/9.
n. : Wpss at-foren pan wesfde 345/1 4»
bi (OE prep, with dat. and instr.)
m. : par laien b.l ban briame 191/2; bi hone toppe he hine
nom 3$/l; ^ & per inne bi"buri3ede/ bi ane stan walle
73/24; pe bi bisae walle ligged 178/19.
f. : pa brae pat sweord in his bond/ riht bi here hilte
66/19} bi are halue heo riden 403/20} pe bi aire side
336/18 isund s®3e riden| pa hesfde he preo sunen/
bi bffinere his quene 296/10.
n. i He raakede bi hon weofede 51/1 a swide wunsum fur}
and leiden pene king bi ane 3&te 304/19» bi wilde
bisse watere 265/22,
2
bi-^ende (OE begeondan. prep, with dat.). The only example
occurring in vol. i. is the followingt
f. t bi~3ende pere Humbre 183/15»
1, Diehn, ojs. cit. p. 66, cites this as an accusative.
2. No examples have been noted of the OE bi-^ende which governed
the accusative.
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from (OE prep, with dat.)
m. t e?t1 cnihtes 3it beoc? hider icumen/ from pon kinge
Aruiragune 405/11•
n. : bu^en heom fram pan fuhte 248/25 wes from pissen
londe ifaren 341/24*
2
nih (OE prep, with dat.)
*"• 1 here weolcne he wes swlcie nih 122/16.
of (OE prep, with dat.j
m. t pa cnihtes of ban castle 27/20| of ane ende of
Alemaine 84/5? ®r cumen pe ende of bisse drei 377/4-
f. s pa wffis of bare hinde 52/5 5 pa mile wess of are wite
hinde 50/23; We scullen of Pissere peode 231/3 cumen
to pifce neode| penc of mire neode 374/14» Brutus
hine bi-pohte/ of swulchere neode 29/11.
n. s he feolde of bon folke 369/15 feowerti hundred; alle
we comeri of ane kunne 310/7; for al pat god of pisse
londe 43/6 we seulen leden mid us; ah ich pe wulle
lanen/ of mine leode-folc 156/19-
*
Of those prepositions which in OE governed the genitive,
two occur in volume one. They are*
an long (OE prep, with gen.) of which the only example is used
with a feminine nouns
Muche lond he him 3ef/ an long pare sea 7/8.
1. Read Ah or Ac (Madden),
^f. no°r on p. 90.
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It is therefore not possible to say, since the two forms are
identical, whether it still followed the OE usage or whether,
as is more likely, the dative took the place of the ge&itive.
toward (OE prep, with gen. and dat.)
sa. s and forS he gon wenden/ to-warde pan ende 276/llj
wunderliche a-wei heo riden/ touward ane muchele
wude 399/7*
f. s and mid his folke he fleh/ al toward pare sra 202/15.
n. : J>icierward wende pe king/ to-ward pon deore 275/18}
heo ferden frojn stronde/ touward Piase londe 316/5•
The absence of any examples of genitive forms (at
least in volume one and probably in the whole of the work;
after prepositions which in OE governed the genitive, suggests
that the syncretism of the genitive and the dative in suoh si¬
tuations had been completed by the time of La3araon, or, perhaps,
that this usage did not apply to this dialeot area.
III. Prepositions which governed the accusative and the dative in OE.
a. seems to be of twofold origin, incorporating the OE a. and on.
the former governing the accusative, the latter the accusative,
dative and instrumental. It expresses both local and temporal
relations and is used with the accusative and the dative.
I. Expressing local relations:
A. With the accusative .•
ra. : For his luue moni eotend/ ic leide dead a bene grund
97/16.
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f. t |>a ]>e a das weoreld ibeur 214/14.
n. 1 swa heo comen a bet lond 60/1.
B. With the dative;
b. > a pon castle jper he set 120/'7» bi-penched a Belin
pone king 337/10,
f, : re &ere hilte wes igrauen 326/10} for nuste he a nare
halue 372/13 helpen {> him mahtej bi-j>ene a aire lare
214/9.
n« s a bon londe he fund mete 6/12} Ness he nrauere ifunde/
a nreuere nane londe ii,582/6} a blsse londe he heold
grid 422/23.
It would seem from the preceding that the use of the
case depends on the nature of the verb. If the verb denotes
motion, it governs the accusative. If it implies rest, it is
followed by the dative. The verb smiten, however, does not
justify this assumption. OE smitan. (which only in later QE
2
acquired the sense of strike ) in its earlier meanings governed
the accusative.^ In La^amon it is used with both the accusative
and the dative.
A. TJjth the accusative:
m. : £>er Kerigal smat AEuelin/ swicJe vuele a bene chin
348/2.4
1. Cited by Hoffmann, op. cit. p. 30.
2. See Bosworth-Tolleri An Anglo-Saxon Dictionary, s.v. smitan.
3. ibid.» smite mon a sealfe *?rast on iSfst heafod.
4. Cf. herigal smat Euelin/ swijpe vfele ibene chin 359/9} uppen
bene helm he hine smat 321/1.
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'^ith the dative:
m. t and swat1 hit a I?an eweore 277/3.
f, : a I)ere side he sraat Herigal 359/12.
The meaning of smite, however, seems to explain the
change. It is a sort of verb of motion, but only in a rather
special sense. The subject of it does not move as a whole as
with 'go', 'run' etc.; it is thus more like 'kick' and similar
verbs signifying rest after the completion of action.
II. Expressing temporal relations. In this function , whether
marking a point or a period of time, OE could use both the
••
accusative and the dative. The same usage is continued in
La3araon.
With the accusative;
m. J Belin a oene mrorgen 241/22 letten blawen his bemen;
A bene ooerne d«?i 261/7 he com to Deneaarke.
f. 1 a fta midniht heo noaen read 72/1.
B. With the dative:
m. ; a beon time bio best 31/3 ponne men gad to bedde.
f. s alee ha wolden a bare niht faren 238/19.
an is presumably a form of on. It expresses both local and
2
temporal relations and is used with the dative. E.g.
m. i An ban ilke time 165/23 her com a selketJ taken;
hit wes an ane time 309/2.
1. Beads sraat..
2. The only example of what looks like an accusative occurs ins
heo arterden enne bur3e/ an enne feire stude 408/19; cf. p. 91.
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f. : Alle heom hi^eden to/ an elcher half© 98/14.
n. s heo seiden |>at he sculde beon anhongen/ an one
he3« treowe 44/7.
bi-fore (OE prep, with acc. and dat.j is found only with the
dative in Ls^amon.
m« 1 ah we bi-foren bon kinge 376/7 fuhte ful swiSe.
f. J Seie pu bi-fore mire du3den 127/17.
n. : bi-foren 'pan wefede he heo spradde 52/6.
for (OE prep, with acc. dat. and instr. ) is used in Lj^amon
with the accusative and the dative, according to its meaning.
A. If it is used in the sense of as. instead of, in place of.
for governs the accusative. E.g.:
m. s me heold heo for hehne godd 49/15} & halden pe for
herre/ for hehne mine lauerd 362/5.
And also if it means for the sake of*
m. j Nu bidded La3amon/ alcne exSele mon/ for bene almiten,
god 3/21.
B. If it means on account of. because of or in spite of.
for governs the dative. E. g.:
m. j Sedden hit is iclepea Wales ... for pan duke Gualun
90/8} & for bon kinge heo nolden holden gri<5 118/17.
f. t Sed^en hit is icleped Wales/ for here quen Galoes
90/75 For nare 3itsunge/ for nare 3iuernesse 405/2-3
ne com ich to Jjissen londe; Ic earn for mire reldde
127/1 swpe vnbaldedj bat heo duden for muchelere
luue 259/22.
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n. : ne for alle pen fuhte 243/4 ne mihten heo Rome-wal/
nawiht onwalden; for mine londe & for mine feo
147/20 mine eorles fulle to mine cneo.
i, .1, .in (0E prep, with acc. dat. and instr. ) governs both the
accusative and the dative, according to the nature of the verb.
Verbs of motion are generally followed by the accusative, whereas
verbs denoting rest are followed by the dative.
A. With the accusativet
ra. j Nennius wende ibane felde 322/145 and smat in anne
muchele stane 98/9? mildelichen ferden/ in wane
bradne feld 217/3.
f. i £>er Leeire failed i jba see 60/3? he droh in ane hmlue
340/18.
n. s he halde J>a mile in hat fur 51/H? seodden Gurmund
com in bis lond 84/2.
B. With the dative:
s 1 bon castle weoren raonle men 28/20} i biBsen hulle
he lid 377/22.
f. : J>e king ibere burh wonede 87/2; In are lutle stunde
78/10 heo alowen fif hundred; pa weoren i bissere
leode 205/3 la.3en swlde godej Mine Jjrales i mire
jbeode 22/2 me suluen bretiad; Leouede Belin j>e king/
*n aire bliase 258/22.
n. : Nes Brutus i bon londe 15/19 bute lutel ane wile;
& scenden ha *pe in ane scipe 135/10; woned in bisae
londe 2o/7; to 3ifuen us an ende/ i bine kine-londe
266/4.
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There are, however, a number of cases in which the
■j
verb implies motion, but is followed by the dative. Such ares
m. t In I)on castle he dude hende 26/23 six hundred of
his cnlhten; jpe he leide in ane walle stream 121/6.
f. : heo to-grecere comen/ ibere burh of Rome 393/15? at
Cristes ohirche heo failed i bare see 14)6/10; In are
swiSe stronge tur 290/18 heo duden £>ene king Elidur;
& setten hit in bire hond 331/8.
n. 1 & lette heom worpen/ in ane deope watere 105/17*
inne (OE prep, with acc. and dat. ) is found in vol. i. only
with the dative. This may be due to the fact that all, or almost
2
all, examples contain verbs denoting state or rest.
f. t per is iboren an luttel child/ inne bere leoden 389/9?
& seal beo eouwer lauerd/ inne bissere leoden 155/14?
& 3if he bi-leguen wolden/ inne mire peoden 45/16•
n. i Ane dohter kefde AEstrild/ inne bon eor^-huse 102/2;
Ah Cherin leouede long©/ inne bisse londe 295/9*
into (OE prep, with acc. dat. and instr.) governs both the
accusative and the dative, with no apparent regard as to the
3
nature of the verb.
1. The same thing happens with some other prepositions used with
verbs of motion; all will therefore be dealt with more fully
later; see pp. 92-93*
2. The only example with a verb of motion iss heo turneden to
hauene/ inne bare ^emese 316/7, but the dative after inne
suggests that the whole phrase is qualifying hauene rather
than depending on the verb turneden.
3. The same was in OE. Cf. Bosworth-Toller, An Anglo-Saxon
Dictionary, s.v. in-toa Ic gange into <5ere byrig in urbem vado.
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A. With the accusative*
m. : Brutus bine funde dead/ and into bane castle dude
73/22? driuen heora in to mnne btehne wude 426/15.
B. With the dative?
ra. j Brutun and his kempas/ heo driuen in to ban castle
71/16? and lette hine If den...in to ane castle 283/25.
f. : and in to here feurh senden 286/23? & ford riht heo
wenden in to here feraese 333/16? and draf me to fiisse
londe/ in to hire leode 199/20.
n. t heo commen in to ben lond 219/191 ferde into ane
watere 93/18? ferren J>at he wolde/ into bisse londe
169/15.
mid (OS prep, with acc. dat, and instr.). In OS in all its
meanings mid was used with the accusative and the dative, although
the use of the accusative seems to have been a characteristic
of the Anglian dialect. In Lajamon, beside numerous examples
of its use with the dative, the following seem to be survivals
of the use with the accusativet
m. : f>e fsi&er weren ieuiaene/ mid Leir banne kinge 142/15?
2
and raid heme kreisere spec 309/16.
1. Cf. Beowulf: part ralnne lic-haraan/ mid mlnne gold-gyfan gled
feedraie 2652.
2» i®*518»5. Paulinus se B* sumre tide com mid 6one cyning
& .3fere cwene on done cynelican tun? Be.492,16. hafa &u mid
done ilcan biseeop sprwche & ge|>eahte hweet to donne si? see
Wttlfing, J .£• Die Syntax in den Werken Alfreds des Orossen,
Bonn, 1894"1901, pp. 415 "16. These examples are from the
OK Bade, which, though •Alfredian', is of Anglian authorship
and preserves many Anglian forms.
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The following is somewhat uncertaini
f. j |)us liS^en to Lundene/.. .mid alle b_e wur-S-seipe 358/3.
Though |j_e may he an accusative, since the noun is treated as
feminine in I^amon, it seems more likely that it is to be taken
as an uninflected form of the article, as it occupies an un¬
stressed position in the line.
No occurrences of the asgn. bat have been noted with
1
the preposition mid.
B. With the dative?
m. i for& a3ein raid ban winde 11/7; jpet |>eo wimon was
ane sune 13/2.
f. : jjjat lond is bi-urnan mid brere sss 52/24; help mine
lauerd & me/ mid alle mire mihten 30/16} 30 me scul-
len uesren mid/ mid muchelere stren,g£e 330/9.
n. 1 & he mid ban folke 58/15 fleh ut of Troye.
•
ouer (OE prep, with acc. and dat.). The use of the case in OS
depended on whether ofer was used with the idea of motion, in
which case it governed the accusative, or with the idea of rest,
when it governed the dative. But already in OE ofer was occasion¬
ally followed by the dative in contexts where the accusative
1. There are, ho\?ever, two cases of bat with nouns in the plural.
They are» weoren p& hulles and jba dceles/ iwri3en mid Q deeden
22l/l2 j £>a weren grund ladene/ mid bat beste wepnen 47/18.
Both are taken by Hoffmann, op. cit. p. 54» to be mistakes
for pan. For other instances of bat with plural nouns see
28, footnote 3.
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might have been expectedthis usage is continued in La3amon.
A. With the accusative:
m. : & fran Jpsn londe beside/ ofer pane saltne strem
261/5; ouer pene wal heo clusben 402/3.
f, j he ferde ouer j^e. liutabre 163/1? ouer al has leode
87/11.
B. With the dativet
nt. i & eeuer heo drowen west & tiorh/ ouer pen lac of
Siluiis & ouer pen lac of Fhilisteus 54/21-22}
heo eenden ouer al pan earde 116/22 tG bi3eten
muchele ferde»
n. j wee eft iwuroen leod-king/ ouer pisse londe 290/1.
o, on (GE prep, with acc. dat. and instr.) expresses local and
temporal relations and governs both the accusative and the dative.
Expressing local relations. On governed the accusative when
used with verbs of notion, but already in OS, the dative was
2
occasionally used where the accusative might have been expected.
A. With the accusative:
m. : pe king feci on bene rof 123/3? p«t he on emno hul
bi-eom 70/10.
1. Cf. Or. 17^. '9. f>«*r Be ofer bone munt faran sceolde (Willfing,
op. cit. p. 451 ) and Or. 208, 2. pa wfas Donna seo ea swa
awi]>e oferfroren, peat hie ofer hie ofer peem ise faran mehten
(Wtilfing, ibid. p. 453).
2. Cf. Wttlfing, ibid, p. 488.
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f. : bu fienchest to setten o bin bond 313/10 al taiddel-
rerdes lond.1
n. s he gurde Suard on bat hrefd 68/9.
B. With the dative»
m. : heo funden on pen orefte 12/24 carefule leodes.
f. t (makede) £>a oder on are dune 112/25} Bidene o dire
monsehipe,bi-denc o dire moder 214/7, 8; & wenden
to £>en walle/ on. reuer alchere hslue 251/5*
n. : be king was ihoten Latin/ pe on ban londe wes 6/21}
pa wes icb blice/ on mine quike iiue 199/14*
II. Expressing temporal relations, on governed the accusative
2
and the dative in OE with no apparent distinction in meaning.
I have noted only one example of its use in this function and
this happens to be in the accusatives
m. i |>at on bane d&3e amarwen 37/4 come his drihtliehe folc.
to (QE prep, with acc. dat. instr. and gen,)^ governs the dative
in all except the two following cases»
aj £>at comen mid him/ to bane castle of Sparatin
26/10}
b) 3irne we to bane kinge 40/8.
1. Hoffmann, op. cit. p. 35# takes this example as one of the
uninflected possessive pronoun. The omission of -e_ may also
be due to the following h.
2. Cf. Or.9?»7* on drem ilcan d/^e (wtilfing, op. cit. pp. 491-2)
and Be.645.3. on done forman Easterdteg (Wtilfing, ibid, p. 467)*
3. Wftlfing has found no examples with the accusative in Alfred.
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These, again, like those examples with mid, may be genuine
remains of the GE usage with the accusative;1 in this case
absence of examples with feminine and neuter nouns need not
necessarily work against this assumption.
With the dative:
m. ! pe king to pan castle 27/4 ford mid his ferde;
& iwenden in to Kent/ to his ane castle 351/23*
f. : be he to bare see brouhte 5/17? 3&f L&uine his
douter/ Eneam to are brude 8/8; sende to bissere
Jaeoden 413/20; cumen to bire neode 231/4? pat heo
him solde helpen/ to auchelere neode 281/16.
n. 1 To ban londe heo ferden 58/3? he ferde to bisse
londe 96/5.
2
burh (QE prep, with acc. and dat. ) governs both the accusative
and the dative in L»3amon.
A. '»yjth the accusatives
m. 1 liamun burh bene wude fla?h 399/12; ne J>urh nenne lfeche-
cre?fte 325/12 ne mihte he hit habben; bur^ bisne ilke
adele mon 431/4 vnder-feng pis lond cristindora; ich
hit wulle trousien/ jpurb mine tirfulne godd 355/6;^
ladliche inijbered/ nid fulne craft 435/23*
1. Hoffmann, op. cit. p. 12, lists both as examples of the asgm.
used instead of the dsgm.
2. No examples of burh + dative have been found by Wiilfing in
Alfred, but several in AElfric; see op. cit. p. 512.
3. Following this line we have: burh mine lauerd Appolin 355/7
in which mine could he interpreted either as an see. since
it follows an acc. construction and is mere common of the two
forms (see p. 49) or as a dative. Cf. note 1 overleaf.
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f. » purh jja luue of pan feo 329/17 freond-scipe aleggen.
n. : purh Tint lond he esrnde 423/21; pur out al bat ulke
3er 156/6 heo duden al pus per.
3. With the dative:
n, t nulls ich nauere mare/ purh nane dome 413/1 heren
into Rome.
f« t A ihitte his &3ena fader/ purh ut pere broste 14/14.
No examples have been noted in which the determinat¬
ive word is clearly in the dsgn.^
under (OE prep, with acc. and dat.; is found in vol. 1; only
with the dative, but in contexts which wculd have required that
case also in OE.
m. » vnder ban wude of Kalatere 202/3 par heo heom imetten.
f. : vnder bissere blisse IO4/13 per coram muchele burstes.
upoe(n j (OE prep, with acc« and dat.) governs the accusative and
the dative, according to whether it is used with the idea of
2
motion or with the idea of rest. As already in OE, direction
is also sometimes expressed by the dative.
1. In the light of the example in note 4 on p. 82 (Be.518,5)
and similar occurrences in OE, we may assume that mine in
355/24 is a dsgn., though the line in which it occurs imme¬
diately follows an accusative\ al hit wes purh me seolfne/
& purh sele mine folke. Another possibility would be that
mine here is an asgn. Cf. delest pine lond wit? pine mcei
162/15.
2. 1'tilfing, op. cit. p. 654#
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A. With the accusative:
m. s vppen bene helm he bine saiat 321/1 •
n. i he iwende uppe bat lond 261/9 eafter his iwille.
3. 'With, the dative;
a. » uppen pen ilke stude 424/19 he lette a-reren
f. t heolde mine |>einen/ vppe bere muchele luffc 34/51
Brutus hit demde/ uppen asre dune 79/9*
n. : he heo makeda <=edi$ele/ uppen Uske ban west ere 256/5*
|>at ich wullen swerien/ uppen mine sweorden 380/5.
2
wiS (OE prep, with ace. dat. gen.). As in OE, wio is found
in l^amon in same situations governing both the accusative
5
and the dative.
A. With the accusative:
m. « wi& bene enihte he spec {>us 374/21*^ seehtnien me
bene kssisere 374/81 |>e bu sulf quiddest wib
Claudien mlnne fader 419/6.
n. t Fehten wifc bat Romanisce folc 235/17,
1. In the following example one would have expected an accusative:
& a-sti^en uppe ben hul 370/17. Beside the possibility of its
being a dative, pen may also be an accusative minus e_ in front
of the _h, since we have seen this phonetic law operating in
La3amonj of. pp. 25 and 38. The right interpretation of this
form, 89 well as the case, depend ultimately on whether the
verb is a durative or perfective one, in other words it depends
on whether ji- has any semantic function or not; it could, as in
OE, be merely an intensifier.
2. Wtilfing, o_p. cit. p. 6011 adds also the instrumental.
3. cf. ibid. p. 615.
4. In the example: t>eo fxhten wiS bone duke 273/10, it is difficult
to decide whether pone is an accusative or a dative form. It
may be a survival of OE asgm. cione. as well as a new form
bone (]>on + e), which seems to be a genuine dative form in
Lebanon; of. p. 73.
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£. With the dative;
m. : to feahten wi& bon keisere 235/21 ; srehtnien sie
wi5 J>ene keisere/ & wiS bon Komaniace here 374/9*1
n. : wid ben folke he spec |>us 309/10.
Befors going any further, it may be useful to point
out three or four things that are worthy of comment.
Firstly, it should be noted that the majority of
prepositions still govern the case or cases that they governed
in OE in semantically similar situations.
Secondly, no examples have been found of prepositions
either with the genitive or the instrumental, both of which seen
to have given way to, or fallen together with, the dative in
2
such circumstances.
Thirdly, it is noteworthy that no prepositions which
in OE governed the dative show any tendency to go over to a
systematio government of the accusative proper. On the other
hand, at least one of the prepositions which governed only the
accusative in OE, viz. freond. governs also the dative in La3aaon.
Similarly, verbs of motion, which as a rule governed the accusat¬
ive in OE, show a marked tendency to use the dative as well as
the accusative even in such cases in which OE used only the latter.
1. Here too we have an example of two different case forms in
two successive lines; see p. 86, note 3 and p. 67, note 1.
2. But not when governed by verbs; at least not to such an extent.
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It would therefore seem that the dative was coming
into increased prominence as a 'prepositional' case. But as
a criterion for gender it is important that the accusative is
nevertheless still used after prepositions, since it has, or
should have, distinctive forms for all genders.1
We must now consider those forms after prepositions
which do not conform to the pattern of the OH system.
First, there are occurrences of the accusative forms
in contexts where a dative might have been expected, such as
the following:
aj heme knisere he eode neor 379/1 (the preposition neor
governs the dative, like neh). It is, however, con¬
ceivable that eode as a verb of motion, as well as
the comparative form neor also implying motion here,
might have been responsible for the use of the accusat¬
ive, in which case there are no occurrences of Dane
2
in vol. i. used after prepositions instead of the dsgm.
Examples with bone seem to belong here, but they have
been discussed elsewhere.^
1. Hoffmann, op. cit. p. 33, regards all the instances of the
accusative forms with the prepositions mid and wi<5 as examples
of the use of the accusative instead of the dative. The
examples are admittedly rare, but they can equally be regarded
as survivals of the OH (Anglian) usage with the accusative,
as -nn- in panne 142/15 and minne 419/6 with the prepositions
mid and wic3 respectively seem to indicate.
2. In non-prepositional use it occurs only once: wa wroe auer
bene smi& 66/22,
3. See p. 73.
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bj Different from the above given example of begie with
the preposition neor. and from those with the prepositions mid
and wi(5. are its occurrences in the following passagess
- inne bane fehte 1 ()/9 his feon heo him binomen.
- heo hine flemden/ out of pane londe 14/24
-
p he heom wolde leaden/ out of bane leoden 16/11^
- he sende his sonde/ wide 3end bane londe 19/3
- clepien hit auren/ for pane rasfcidene Abren 106/2
- beine of anne cunne 184/22
- and of anne kunne we beod icumen 314/5
2
These examples show that bane after prepositions is not always
an indication either of the masculine gender or of the accusative
case. All the nouns involved above are established on other
evidence as neuter and, of the prepositions, of. as governing
only the dative.
c) pene hul makede pe king/ to strongge enne castle 371/9
and: heo arrarden enne burje/ a enne swi^e feire stude 4^8/19.
In both of these instances enne may be due to a real confusion
of cases, since both the prepositions _to and a could govern the
accusative in 013. It could, perhaps, be a mistake for the dative,
1. The noun meant is probably lond as the B text has its vt of
ban londe. The spelling is obviously influenced by the verb
leaden in the previous line.
2, There is one more instance! pat he raihte riden/ 3eond alle
banne bcoden 138/15* ^he noun baode is normally treated as
singular feminine, but occasionally also as plural. It is
therefore difficult to say whether this example illustrates
the possible use of banne with feminine nouns in the singular
or with nouns in the plural, as Hoffmann, op. cit. p. 33»
suggests.
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though this seems less likely in view of the fact that the
regular dative form in non-prepositional use is ane, with
•
_ "i
only one exception when it appears as ane. Moreover, there
are no occurrences of the dsg. ene after prepositions either.
d) Brutus wes on ane half 74/17* This is the only
example of the use of the asgf. ane instead of the dsgf. are
2
in volume one. Rather than being a result of a confusion of
cases or genders, ane may well be regarded here as form leading
to one (as the B text often has it), a form which was later on
to become common to all genders and cases.
Occasionally, apparently dative forms are used where
3
the accusative would he expected. Here, again, examples are
not numerous, but I have noted the following! ^
in bon castle he dude hende 26/23
six hundred of his cnihten.
b) Jje he leide in ane walle stream 121/6
°) are swi§e stronge tur 290/19
heo duden ]>ene king Elidur.
d; & lette heom worpen
in ane depe watere 105/17*
It will be noted that all these examples contain verbs of motion.
1. Cf. p. 39*
2. Hoffmann, op. cit. p. 32, cites three more examples: Hit wes
in ane nihte ii.388/lO; buten ernes an ane tides iii.175/5;
]>a wes it in ane stunden iii.180/13*
5. Unlike Hoffmann, ibid, p. 32, I do not regard occurrences of
mine as necessarily dative, since this is the more common of
the two forms that are used in the asgm.; see p. 49*
4. Cf. Hoffmann, ibid, pp. 52 end 55*
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But in all of them the dative rests on the notion of final
position at rest after motion is over.
However, if we compare examples likes
per Herigal smat AEuelin
swiSe vuele a bane chin 348/2
And awat^ hit a ban sweore 277/3
or
ber Leir failed i j>a se? 60/3
at Cristes chirche heo failed i bare see 106/10
we cannot help asking whether we are not also dealing with
beginnings of a system in which the form bane • ban (and vice
versa), i.e. accusative or dative masculine, as against -re.
i.e. dative or accusative feminine, with Jja and Sat having
2
double functions as indicated earlier. Such a situation is
not inconceivable, especially in a period of disintegration
of both gender and case system. But such a situation wojtld
be possible only if the feeling for gender was stronger than
that for case and this would be very difficult to prove.
In connection with dsgm/n. forms it should be pointed
out that such a form is used twice with nouns otherwise firmly
-t,
established as feminine. They are:
1. Read: saat.
2. See p. 71•
3. A third example, viz. he ferde to ban bur3en 263/5 ra«y he
due to an occasional treatment of the noun bur-^ as masculinej
cf. p. 160.
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a) he 3ef heo his stepraoder
for boa lofe of his broker 10/18
b) he aras to S3an mid-nihte 524/3 (B jaare)
Hoffmann,^ while regarding both as examples of uninflected
2
article + hiatus n, alleges that these ban forms after pre¬
positions no longer imply the dsgrn/n. It could also, however,
be argued that these in fact are early signs of uncertainty
concerning the gender of the two nouns in question.
The third singular personal pronoun shows the syncretism
of the accusative and the dative to a greater extent than any
other criteria we have considered in this work. It has almost
discarded the accusative after prepositions.^ In only one
instance is a preposition followed by the aagm. hlne t
jpe king wes gled of his kiae
& for pen cnihtes £>et come mid hine 169/5
where it is obviously due to the rhyme. I have noted in this
text no examples of either preposition ♦ heo (i.e. asgf.) or
preposition + hit (i.e. asgn.), but whether because they were
not used ai all, or because occasion did not arise for such use,
I am not able to say.
1. 0£. oit. pp. 34, 56, 54.
2. Since there is no hiatus in the above cases, n, may be ascribed
to nunnation. But cf. to J>an euening 30419.
3. But not in non-prepositional use; see pp. 12, 13 and 15.
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Having examined cases in which, despite some con¬
fusions, a fairly consistent inflectional system is still
maintained, we must now consider those cases in which this
can no longer be said to exist. For, we find that certain
uninflected forms are used with nouns after prepositions
irrespective of case or gender.
These forms are sufficiently numerous not to be
ascribed to carelessness on the part of the scribe; they show
rather that uninflected forms were at the stage of coming to
be regarded as permissible, at least in certain circumstances,
though it is extremely difficult to say in which.
There are two kinds of these "uninflected" formss
on the one hand jje, and and on the other bat. We shall first
examine the cases in which jae, jja appear.
a) Used with QE masculine nounss for jre wrake-dorae 4/17»
fal to £e grunde 66/5? aduneward jja elude 81/19 5
munt© bi-halues 240/18} all of jbe smal enden 250/12;
jje strongest of jje tune 258/145 felleci hine to be
grunde 278/8; J>e wes mid Cassehellaune £e_ king 317/45
to CassibellaAne kinge 331/4? £>at hit to |>e mete
com 345/23» at j>e latere cherre 356/22; sende to jja
papen 452/8.
b) Used with 0: neuter nounsi after £& feour&er 3ere he
was dead 9/16 5 He makede an temple onfest jje bace
121/9.
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The above examples eould be explained as mistakes on
the part of the scribe; for it would be enough for the scribe
to omit to put the sign "* (for nj above the vowel and so make
the definite article look uninflected. But examples with
feminine nouns after prepositions which governed only the
dative,1 strongly suggest that such an explanation is invalid,
for in these cases scribal error is highly unlikely. The fol¬
lowing should be regarded as genuinely uninflected formss
°) freed with feminine nounsi bi jbe montaine of Azare
54/24; and eat fre o^er lvalue an hond-srax 276/9} Bud
king lette legge pane wal/ abuten joe burh of Lundene
502/12; of al J^e worulde riche 308/6} he ferde ut
2
of Doure/ bi ]be see oure 566/6.
1. The possibility for mistaking an asgf. j^a, pe_ for the uninflect¬
ed form, arises only with prepositions which could govern the
accusative as well as the dative. In such cases as J in
teonfulle see/ torneden smiles 195/19~20, much depends on the
circumstances in which the preposition is used, i.e. whether
it is used with the idea of motion or rest; even then one
cannot be absolutely sure, since, as we have seen, the two
cases were occasionally interchangeable. Similarly, one
cannot be sure about the form jae ini £a wes Julius bli&e/
for jje tiSende leofue 366/4. According to the meaning of the
preposition for here, the definite article should have been
here in the dative. But whether it should have had a feminine
form here or neuter ben, we cannot say since this noun seems
to be of two genders. Cf. also the discussion on p. 83 of:
mid alle pe_ wurS-scipe 358/3»
2. The reason for which other appositional words appear occasion¬
ally in an uninflected form seem to be of a different order.
Examples are: wicS swicie mucle an here 93/23} ee?rne after an
Ooer eorle 288/3} beo driuen hine of bis fer(de) 293/17} pene
wiseste mon of al bis m-de 317/6} fli3 ut of nin eh-sene
131/12; ut of ain nh senen 351/14* 411 the nouns with which
they are associated begin with a vowel or h_, and it would seem
that the absence of inflection (which is mostly a question
of -e.) is due to a special phonetic situation.
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The other uninflected form is bat, of which there
are three examples after the preposition of:^
a) Immetten heo faren Numbert
Jjes kinges sonde of bat eard 61/5 (B ban)
b) pa kinges sfciward of bat eard 62/6
0) and seide Jmt heo ^olden
halden hustinge
of alien bat londen (B of alle £>an folke) 223/5
be heore lesien leoueden.
2
A comparison with B readings might suggest that A was in error.
But it is difficult to accept such a possibility. As an essential¬
ly neuter form, one would not have expected the misuse of bat
with a non-neuter noun, such as eard. which is treated in La3amon
as masculine and feminine. Bor would have one expected the
misuse of an unambiguous accusative form after a preposition
which governed only the dative.
Beside these, there are three more examples of bat
after the preposition "seond. They ares
a) Heo letten lude clepian
& eu<5en 3eond bat ferde 75/4
bj ]>a aakede heo ane le^e
and Imide 3eon bat leode 269/7
c) ba wes muehele speche
3end bat kineriche ITl/16
Of the nouns with which it is used, ferde is otherwise
almost always treated as feminine.^ As has already been pointed
1. For bat with mid and nouns in the plural, see p. 83, note 1.
2. Cf. Madden, vol. iii, p. 451 and Hoffmann, ojs. cit. p. 54 .
3. Cf., however, p. 24.
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out,1 JLeode, beside being feminine, is occasionally treated
as neuter, so that the above may be a legitimate use of the
asgn. after the preposition ^eond. The same may be true of
the third example, since cynerice was neuter in OE, although
rice shows a change in gender in La3atnon, from neuter to fe¬
minine.
Whether we accept these examples or not, there is,
in any case sufficient evidence to make it seem probable that
these occurrences of pat are examples of its use with full
demonstrative force, such as was common with that form later,
irrespective of gender and case. Since, however, these occur¬
rences are not numerous, we can say that liaison A merely shows
first tentative beginnings of this important morphological change.
A special problem is presented by constructions of the
type: preposition + noun + noun. In such circumstances we may
distinguish two situations.
First, where we have two nouns with two distinct mean¬
ings, and the first noun is in the genitive. E.g.:
Qflftes monnes honde 67/2
f. at here worldes ende 313/13
^or hisses londes monnen 2R3/1G
In such cases the article or the accompanying word agrees
1. Cf. p. 47•
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usually with the noun in the genitive.1
2
Second, where two nouns are treated as a compound,
bi bon see rime 274/24
bi ban see flode 46/16.
In these cases the genitive is either no longer felt as such
or never was; in each case the article agrees with the second
noun.
This being so, it is difficult to see why the follow¬
ing are not treated in the same ways
ferde bi here sea brirame 272/16
uppen bare see stronde 323/12
The only possible explanation seems to be that in such cases the
two nouns were not felt as compounds at all. We are not to
suppose therefore that they offer evidence for a change of
gender in brimma and stronde.
Sometimes even in the case of obvious compounds,
the determinative word agrees with the first word. E.g.»
ne wi5 inne bon castel-buri 286/12 (ra.-f.)
heo duden heo in quarterne
in ane quale-huse 160/14 (f.-n.;
1. Cf. to pissa londes kinge 316/11} pa kinges stiward 62/6}
an eorle3 wif 299/23* There seem to be two possible ex¬
planations for these forms} the d terminative words may
belong toi a) the second noun} b) the first, in which ease
they are to be regarded as the uninflected genitive. Cf.
Hoffmann, op. cit. pp. 27 and 34.
2. Cf. Hoffmann, ibid, p. 37*
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Hoffmann^ contends that in these and similar cases the article
2
agrees with the word on which the stress falls.
The material presented in this section enables us
to say that of forms used after prepositions, only the adjectival
ending -ne of the aegrn. and -re of the dsgf. have real value in
establishing the gender of a noun. All other forms, since their
gender and case distinctions are to a lesser or greater extent
blurred, can be accepted as evidence only if what they suggest
about the gender of a noun is corroborated by other evidence.
1. Oj3. cit. p. 37*
2. Cf. [>at 3unge vif-mon 147/161 f>at seil-cla*$ 194/7*







The regular form is h£ as in 1/4 etc. In seven
instances, however, the MS had the form heo referring to sale
persons or to their names; all these occurrences have been
emended to he by the editor. They ares 3/60. 90/111 * 115/294*
196/78. 159/99* 339/555* 466/158. There is therefore a poss¬
ibility that the form heo may have been used with reference
l
to some other common nouns which are elsewhere treated as
masculine. One example where this may be the case occurs in
the following:
2
A nam up is crolz wel mildeliche:and smet J>e point par-on
j>e staf wende into pe marbrestontase it \?ere in nesche sonde.
And ])0 heo was inne deope i-nou3:]be guode hlan bine let stonde.
75/142.
It is possible that heo here is due to a confusion with croiz.
which is feminine, although the second half of the line points
rather to a confusion of the two forms, i.e. hg. an<* heo. since
staf is otherwise always treated as masculine. Such occurrences
of heo instead of he are not very numerous, so that we may,
except in a very few cases, accept heo as an indication of fe¬
minine gender.
The form hee is recorded In 402/10, huy in 259/97 3r j
and 3© (emended to he) in 309/341.




The normal form is heo as in 1/6 etc. Occurrences
of he instead of heo are more frequent than those of heo for
he. Of those referring to females, the following have been
noted! 2/50. 9/295. 59/196. 47/53. 51/162. 94/88. 101/5.
111/175. 181/5. 261/8. 264/105. 326/113. 352/249. 385/308.
399/228. 432/33. 435/122. 441/354, 355. 453/163. 457/29. 464/84,
87. 466/157. 477/541.
In addition, there are a few instances of he referring
to some common nouns established as feminine; e.g. 314/521
(sonne), 314/508. 322/792. 366/55 (saule). In such cases we
need not necessarily suppose a change in gender, but such forms
may leave us uncertain about gender when they refer to nouns
which occur less frequently than the above two nouns do.
Nominative and accusative singular neuter.
The predominant form in both cases is it_ as in 7/204
etc.; the form hit as in 8/264 etc. occurs less frequently.
Of neuter nouns child is more often than not referred
to by the masculine forms of the pronoun; e.g. he in 20/25.
There are no examples of a feminine pronoun referring to it,
partly because of the nature of the text and partly because
the noun aaide is normally used for a female child.
An other neuter noun which is often referred to by
the non-neuter forms of the pronoun is bodi. But in all such
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cases the noun seeras to be personified and is used of a saint
rather than his (or her) corpse} e.g.:
|>is Men ladden £>is holie bodi : with gret honur and pruyte
To pe Abbeye of Schaftesburi : J>are ase )ae lijth juyte 52/176
A ny3t at Matines, J)is holie bodi : a-ros hire up allone 91/156
The noun best. normally treated as neuter, is some¬
times referred to as he, but in all such cases it is used either
deouel (e.g. 372/192) or of a specific animal, as for instance
heort in 256/14.
The same thing happens in other cases as well, but
there is no need to discuss them further, since they are not
to be regarded as signs or results of a change in gender, but
are occasional forms due to psychological associations.
Accusative singular masculine.
The regular form is him as in 2/51 etc., but the form
hine (sometimes spelt as hyne) is found in the following: 66/446
(deth)| 75/142 (staf)5 235/578 (eton); 250/343 (staf); 300/16
(bull); 304/176 (toui?n)} 306/238 (cauraberleyn)} 326/130 (Barnabe);
339/534 (son); 377/37 (mesager); 389/430 (Thomas)} 417/507 (ring)}
427/244 (manj; 454/203 (curtel). In ten of these instances hine
is in an inverted position, which suggests that this form has
something to do more with the stress than with either the case
or the gender, although it is significant that all the nouns it
is associated with were masculine in OE and are treated as such
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in this text. It is also noteworthy that not all of them are
names of persons; in fact the majority are names of things.
The form hom has been recorded in 413/371 with refer¬
ence to man; heom has been emended to him in 285/268.
Accusative singular feminine.
The common form is hire as in 18/597 etc.; occasionally
the variant forms also appear, as for instance hure in 19/608 and
ire in 80/84. Once the regularly feminine noun hoc is referred
to as hine (58/158); this is probably a mistake for hire. unless
1
there has been a change in gender in this particular case.
Another form of the asgf. in this text is as, as in
14/464 etc.; this form, however, occasionally also refers to
nouns in the plural, as for instance in 57/187 (bokesj.
Genitive singular masculine and neuter.
The common form to both genders is _is (e.g. 1/5 m.,
246/192 n.J; it occurs more often than his (e.g. 5/147 ®., 20/21 n.)
Genitive and dative singular feminine.
The normal form is hire as in 1/7 etc.; forms with a
variation in spelling are also occasionally found, as for instance
hore (2/45}, hure (39/192), ire (81/152).
1. See p. 159.
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Dative singular masculine and neuter.
The form oommon to both genders is him as in 1/4
(m.), but occurrences of him in reference to neuter nouns are
rare, except for those referring to child. The following have
been noted: 197/130 (fuyr), 61/253 (flesch), and 37/132 (schip).
On the basis of the above it may be said that the
gender of a noun can still often be determined with a consi¬
derable amount of accuracy on the basis of the personal pronoun
used to refer to it. With the resei'vations mentioned, a dis¬
tinction is made between all the three genders in the nominative
singular by he 1 heo : (hJit forms and in the accusative singular
him or hine : hire or as_ : (h jit forms. A distinction between
masculine and neuter nouns as against feminine is made in the
genitive singular by the form (h iis on the one hand and (h)ire
on the other. The same distinction is made in the dative singu¬
lar by hiia as against hire.
It will be observed that although the syncretism of
the accusative and dative singular of masculine and feminine
forms,^ i.e. hine 1 him and heo : hire. has been completed
(except for a few cases of hine still occurring,), the third
person singular pronoun as a criterion for gender has not been
substantially affected.
1. The tv/o cases in question are occasionally still distinguish¬
able in the neuter. Cf. 20/21-23:
po £>is child was i-bore : his freond noraen Jjer-to hede,
Huy leten hit do (sicj to Glastingburi:to norischi and to fede,
And to techen him his bileue al-so:his pater noster and crede.
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THE DEFINITE ARTICLE
Nominative singular masculine and feminine*
The common form for both genders is Jnej e.g. pe Aumper-
our 1/2; pe quene 1/13* &o occurs occasionally with feminine
nouns} e.g. jpo holle croyz 3/?8. Leo occurs with womman in 102/34*
Nominative and accusative singular neuter.
The regular form is bat as in 10/308. Occasionally
variant spellings are found, as for instance bet (472/359) and
but ( 143/1275)* With rare exceptions, |>e is not used in the
nominative or accusative with neuter nouns; cf. pe 3ate 200/13,
£>e seuen£>e 3©r 158/1815*
With the noun ^er* normally treated as neuter, the
masculine form bene has been recorded in 190/27* f>is was bene
fourteojpe 3er.^
Accusative singular masculine.
The normal form is bane or benet e.g.: jbene dez 1/18,
|>ane deuel 5/131* -Before an initial vowel in the following word,
ben has been recorded twice* 56/95 and 144/1332. The form banrte
has been recorded in 360/42.
The form-Jrei however, displaces bane, bene quite often*
1. See p. 17°.
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An examination of passages in which nouns mainly denoting male
persons are preceded by pe, in the accusative singular, shows
that the situations in which this occurs fall into two cate-
gorie s. They are :
a) inversions} e.g.:
he Aungel pov schalt pare finde 6/173} pe. preost of pe churche
he fond pere 55/61} and jbe deuel doutede pe more 45/377.
hi appositions; e.g.: ,
And Iosie pe, quellare he was bitake 37/116} And bi-tok him Ypolite,
he kny3t : In strong prisone to caste 34l/35«
This, of course, does not mean that bane, bene are not
met with in such situations as well. But it is necessary to call
attention to situations in which there is a tendency to use be
with masculine nouns in the accusative singular. We can thus avoid
the error of assuming that |>e in the accusative can only signify
feminine gender and of consequently attributing a change in gender
to nouns in which it never occurred.
Accusative singular feminine.
The regular form is pe, as in 1 /24 etc. Very rarely
2
beo occurs; e.g.: peo 3wile 278/5«
1. It is also found in temporal phrases, especially if such a
phrase occurs in the second half-line; e.g.: bus was I>e holie
Bode i-founde : pe pridde day of May 4/127. But in such cases
it may be an old instrumental rather than the accusative of time.
2. With the historically feminine noun n.v^ht, or rather its compounds,
the asgm. form pane is occasionally found; e.g.: pane Wodnes-
ni3t 158/1225, pene sonen ny3ht 416/458. But here we may be deal¬
ing' with a change in gender. See. pp. 163-164.
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Genitive singular.
The genitive singular is no longer inflected and has
one invariable form ]jej e.g. £>e kingues sone 47/51, £>e sonne
leom 85/82, ]>e childes dejbe 185/88.
Dative singular.
The definite article in the dative singular is mostly
he for all three genders, whether the noun is or is not preceded
by a preposition; e.g. t |>e tormentores tolden J>e kingue 187/75?
And hou3te to don |>e rode schame 16/524; For no dede £>at
{>e bodie 104/100; of J>e POP® 11/356; bi-fore |>e quyene 2/41; in
he londe 2/52.
There are, however, a few cases where the dative has
another form. This is especially the case with the phrase atpen-
ende (e.g. 5/160) which is variously spelt.1 With one solitary
exception, that in hen ei^e 254/529, no other noun beginning with
_e or any other vowel is regularly preceded by this form. For that
reason we should almost certainly regard these as relics of the
OE usage in which both nouns, being masculine and neuter respective¬
ly, would have required that form, and not as examples of hiatus
2
ben as suggested by KBrner.
1. Cf. at|>on ende 77/223; atenende 310/381; at-jpeiaende 376/308.
2* P* 57.
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Beside these, there are a few examples of jane
occurring in contexts where either the accusative or the
masculine form is out of place, or both; e.g. t at J>ene ende
199/51; of bane heie raanne 272/60; bi £>one side 231/427; to
jbane ymage 253/452} at J>ane forewarde 47°/294» The pre¬
positions at, _bi and of govern only the dative in La3amon
and so does Jto, there being only two cases where it appears
1
to govern the accusative. Of the nouns, side is feminine
in 0E, La3araon and also in this text; ymage is feminine in OF
and appears to be so in this text too. Although feminine in
forewarde is neuter in La3amon. The form bane in these
cases is probably the longer variant of a generalized dative
form, viz. ban + e., such as we have seen in La3amon after some
prepositions.2
It is clear from the above that the definite article
is of no value as a criterion for gender in certain cases, viz.
the genitive and dative singular. At the same time it can still
differentiate between the genders in certain other situations;
in the nominative singular, between masculine and feminine on
the one hand and neuter on the other; and in the accusative
between all the three genders.
We have seen, however, that although the accusative
be preoedes feminine nouns in the majority of instances, it is
1. See p. 85.
2. See p. 91.
I
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also found sometimes with masculine and neuter nouns} as a
criterion for gender it has therefore little value} at best
it must be treated with utmost caution.
Another problem is presented by the form hat. For
beside its use as the neuter form of the definite article in
the nominative and accusative singular, it is used without
distinction of gender in certain other situations.
In the first place, hat is used in the nominative,
accusative and dative singular with masculine and feminine nouns
as a deictic. E.g.t
m.» a) f>at wrechche gost quakede h° 256/604.
b) for-to leden to helle pat sori gost 235/583.
c) 3ware-of seruest £>ou hat hei3e Man 378/60.
f.« Ake eoh of heom a-drad was sore j po he hat creoiz
i-sei3 18/590.
The example with the noun man in 378/60 clearly shows
that in such cases we are not necessarily dealing with a change
in gender and so do the nouns gost and creoiz which are on other
evidence firmly established as masculine and feminine respectively.
The form hat is also used regardless of gender after
prepositions. Since the normal dative form in such situations
is jbe, it is highly probable that pat in such cases is to be
regarded as having demonstrative force. E.g.:
a) And leide op-on hat dede man 3/84
bj of pat wormian 107/46
c) of hat treo 10/306.
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The only possibility of its not being demonstrative arises
with neuter nouns and those prepositions which, historically
speaking, could govern the accusative. In such oases it is
difficult to determine whether bat is to be regarded as the
definite article or the demonstrative pronoun since the two
are formally identical.
In the combination with ilke, bat is used with all
nouns, irrespective of case and gender. It is especially fre¬
quent in temporal phrases, such ass pat ilke day 37/123} pat
ilke ny3ht 470/302} pat ilke stounde 290/92} pat ilke 3©r 117/373*
In these instances bat ilke seems to be a sort of demonstrative,
meaning something like "that same", but whether there is a differ¬
ence between these cases and those in which the definite article
be is contracted with ilke (e.g.: pulke time 2/49} pulke stounde
4/118} to pulke treo 7/217)» I am unable to say.
2&1 is also used before _o, on, and ober. regardless of
case and gender. E.g.: pat 0 seriaunt 46/19} pat o 3weol 250/36O}
pat on (king) 346/43} pat on (pingj 212/422} pat opur (wommanj
276/169} pat opur (ping) 212/224 - all these in the aosinative.
In the accusative: pat 0 rode 3/83} pat on (son) 399/23} pat
opur (rode) 3/83* After the prepositions: in pet opur stude
233/502| on pat on half 98/223} in pat opera 3ere 230/374*^
1. In such cases pat may have been used to prevent hiatus, but
it may also be the demonstrative proper, which seems to be
the case especially in such pairs as: bat on ... pat o'pur
(e.g. 322/5). It should be pointed out that bat does not
invariably precede these words} e.g. : pe o partie 123/577}
pe on (son) 5/150} of pe on ende 45/1*
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In seeking to establish grammatical gender, therefore,
all occurrences of bat in such situations are to be disregarded
as of no value, since they do not prove anything as regards gender.
THE INDEFINITE ARTICLE
Nominative singular.
The rule for the indefinite article in the nominative
singular is that _a is used before consonants and an before vowels
or h, irrespective of gender; e.g.: a man 9/297» sn aungel 6/189»
an holi man 19/602, A_ is occasionally written together with a
noun; e.g.: Araan 7/198, astok 34/51♦ apller 50/108.
Accusative singular masculine.
The form of the indefinite article in the accusative
depends on its context; when not accompanied by an adjective it
is erne; e.g.: ane man 54/32, ane appel 7/217» an® fot 39/180.
Only occasionally is this form used when there is an intervening
adjective; e.g.: buy senden him ane holie man 45/9•
When the noun is qualified by an adjective (or adjectives J,
the indefinite article is normally _a; e.g.: (bringuej a ded 30ns
man 3/82; a grene wei })ov sennit wiende 6/1795 a strong wal he
liet a-rere 3/259» This form is also used in phrases of the type:
many a irumje.g. 39/l77)» It also occurs in temporal phrases,
such as: £>uderward wende a day 19/602; in fact, in such circumstances
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j. is more frequent than ane (e.g. so pat huy comen ane day
299/770)* probably due to the analogy of a ^er (e.g. pare-inne
he lay al a 3er 30/42). Otherwise, occurrences of a with asg.
masculine nouns when these are not accompanied by an adjective
are very rare? of nouns firmly established as masculine, only
the following two have been noted in the first 53 pages: a fot
of j>at stude gon 34/28 and: he sraot a knijf 49/73.
The form anne occurs seven timesi 37/100. 40/221.
104/109. 262/58 (fot)j 281/135 (fellawe); 426/219 (man;; 454/202
(cuyrtel). The form nanne has been recorded in the following!
6/177. 108/54 (wei;; 249/328 (boru3)j 265/147 (man); 452/113
(freond).^
Accusative singular feminine.
Ane and a. are used in the same way with feminine nouns
as with masculine, but there seem to be more examples of ja when
the noun is unaccompanied by an adjective. Some of them appear
to be due to inversion, as for instance 1 A croiz he heold on
honde 15/48I; A rode he hadde in is hous 17/548.
1. In the first 53 pages there are 6 occurrences of asg. a day
and none of ane day.
2. The fonm anine occurs in 41/255; this may be a misspelling of
anne as the editor suggets, but it could also be a form deriving
from OE eaiigne. The example reads: f>at ho-so an-hengue anine
man : he scholde habbe al is guod.
3. In 453/143 nanne is used with the noun help which in OE was
feminine and masculine.
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Although the form ane is not usually affected by the
following sound, there are a few examples where it appears as
an before a vowel or h; e.g.: After pi fourme ichulle pe make:
An ysage, bri3t end schene 96/158$ wurth an hawe 55/52.
Accusative singular neuter.
The regular form is a. , whether the noun is accompanied
by an adjective (or adjectives) or not; e.g.: a child 5/160$ a
swete word 46/26; a luyte 30ng child 7/209. If the following
word begins with a vowel, the indefinite article may appear as
ant e.g.: an oper in 19/607. The form ane has been noted only
in the following: to fi3te afte 3er al 171/2264$ pe Aumperor let
nimen ane spere 179/21$ (leneth me) ane hondret quarters of pat
corn 244/150. Otherwise it does not seem to have been used with
2
nouns felt as neuter.
Genitive singular.
The genitive appears to have only one form, i.e. ane;
e.g.: ane marines soule 514/5G5.
Dative singular.
The most frequent form with masculines and femlnines
and the only one allowed with neuters is a, or an, depending on
1. The same thing happens occasionally also in the asgm.; e.g.:
pe Anmperour after pis Kaide sende an open dai 98/197*
2. The example with spere may indicate that the noun was,occasion¬
ally at least, masculine as in the Brut; cf. p. 171.
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whether or not it is followed by a vowel or h_j e.g.: in a day
18/597? in a luyte stounde 11/347} ouer a great fuyr 12/373}
to an herre Iustice 44/360; in an o£>ur religion 52/192$ in an
old hous 18/574.
Less frequently, but significantly, the form ane is
1
used with nouns felt as non-neuter; e.g.s ouer ane olde diche
9/287} ouer ane hei3e brugge 38/156} to ane hepene manne 101/21;
bisides ane hauene 139/1150. This form with the originally
masculine nouns is clearly a descendant of the dsgra. ane; the
examples with feminine nouns show that the asgf. (or the dsgm.)
ane was extended into the dsgf. replacing the earlier are. In
the first two examples above ane may have been felt as an accusat¬




The numeral is usually o_ before consonants and on
before vowels and _h, without any distinction in gender; e.g.;
p
o god 8/258} on Almi3ti god 3/68.
1. With the possible exception of: with inne ane fewe 3eres
11/332, ane is not used with neuter nouns. Cf. in a fewe
3er 7/227.
2. When used by itself, on generally means 'one person'. Cf.
£>0 seide on, bat hiet Iudas 1 /l 1, or merely 'one'} e.g.:
in j?e on and twenti|>e 3ere 53/221.
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Accusative singular.
In the accusative singular there is a tendency to
use one with non-neuter nouns (e»g. one stounde 14/466./ and
o_ with nouns felt as neuter (e.g. 0 word 216/574). I have
noted only two instances of a neuter noun being preceded by
f -j
onet 4/115 (schrine) and 273/77 (hole). But there are cases
of masculine or feminine nouns being preceded by o_ in the ac¬
cusative} e.g. j o sone 15/417} Q fot 93/47} P&t o rode 3/63.
As in the nominative singular, on is used before
vowels and h, irrespective of gender} e.g.1 on aunture 59/186.
In most situations the forms _o, on. one are undoubted¬
ly numerals, as ins
pare bi-neope beoth seoue firmamenz 8 pat euerech of heom,i-wis
One steorre hath with-oute mo » pat planete i-cleoped is
311/418.
But in some other situations it appears that forms with a_ and o,
are freely interchangeable} e.g.s ane stounde 71/l8 - one stounde
14/466, a fot - o fot 93/47.
Dative singular.
What has been said about the accusative singular equal¬
ly applies to the dative.
1. When not preceding a noun, one may mean 'alone1. Cf. for pou
one wuyrpe were 15/501} pat pou pat tresor of al pe world 1
al one opon pe pou bere 16/502. It can also mean 'only' as ins
ase 3© mouwen onne penche 64/359 or 'entirely' as in: pe king
wes one glad 52/201.
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The indefinite article and the numeral, therefore,
are still of some value when establishing gender. For besides
the asgra. form anne, the asg. and dsg. form ane. one used with




The demonstrative pronoun, with very rare exceptions,
i3 reduced to one form only, viz, his, whatever case or gender.
E.g. :
nsg. s ])is Aumperour 12/370} £>is false quene 31/51} £>is treo 8/263.
asg. t J>is dede man 4/109} |>is bok 28/66} |>is holie blod 17/567".
gsg. i al |>is world guod 26/9.
dsg. j of ]>i8 bischop 71/7} to j>is world 15/499) mid J>is word
15/467.
Occasionally variant spellings are to be found, as for instance:
hes 16/533» peos 144/1316, but they do not seem to be in any way
connected with gender.
A few survivals of the asgm. form in -ne have been
recorded. They are: fcesne * 46/13. 179/45. 185/28. 212/428.
357/72. 380/145. 404/54; bisne : 461/172. 482/72} busne : 36/79}
beosne : 341/31. 361/79. 417/511 " all except the last one (ring)
being used with nouns denoting male persons.
Even less frequent is the form pusse, which is found
in the dative(e.g. at |>UB8e gate 15/483} in busse half 221/57),
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and in the genitive (e.g. in pusse bestes mouth 278/9) apparent¬
ly regardless of gender.
As a criterion for gender, therefore, the demonstrative
pronoun is no longer of any value.
POSSESSIVE PRONOUNS
The form of the possessive pronoun depends on the
initial sound of the following word? thus the forms mi, pi.
are used before consonants and the forms tain, bin before vowels
and h, irrespective of case or gender. E.g.:
nsg. : mi fader 1/16; pi moder 6/181; pi lijf 62/306.
asg. : mi dea 6/168; mi strencpe 4/103; pin heued 6/194.
dsg. : with pi sone 14/44®I aftur mi lore 12/379} to pin
ho 68/40.
There is, however, a tendency to use the forms mine,
bine with historically raasouline and feminine nouns in the
accusative singular, as for instance in: mine wei 41/239j mine
soule 42/275. But the short forms, viz. mi. bi occur more often
even with such nouns.
xhese longer forms are to be found also in the dative
singular, usually with historically masculine and feminine nouns
(e.g. of pine weie 42/283, to mine churehe 4l/237)» although
there seem to he at least a few examples of neuter nouns being
preceded by that form (e.g. of mine guode 12/366, in pine schipe
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237/633). This is not, surprising, since this form is clearly
a survival of the dsgm/n. mine, which has been extended also
to the dsg-f. The form is, of course, identical with the asgf.
mine and may therefore be an extension of that form into the
dsgf.
The form bine occurs also in the genitive singular;
e.g.: for jjine fader sunnes 7/214*
The form minne (binne)<0E asgm. mlnne is extremely
rare; it has been recorded ins 128/775 (|oirine daij, 327/155
(minne mete), and 333/353 (minne owene mouth).
It is clear from the above that the form mine or
bine in the accusative singular can in most cases be taken
as evidence of non-neuter gender.
ADJECTIVES
Except for one example oft alne wey 479/584. the
adjective has either the ending -e. or no ending at all. Thus
it no longer indicates the gender of a noun, and is therefore
without relevance to our purposes.
Xfet la <>* Q^oogtoy





The regular form of the nsgm. is he, as in 95 etc.
A form a, is recorded in 3826:
King Arthure a3en pe brest . his felawe verst ahitte.
A3en brust pat a. vul . & ne mi3te no leng sitte.
As pointed out by the editor,^ the form here in 10551 must be
regarded as an error for he. No occurrences of heo for he with
reference to persons have been noted in this text; we may assume,
therefore, that the form heo is unequivocally a feminine form.
Nominative singular feminine.
The normal form is heo. as in 305 etc. Referring to
female persons, the form he. is recorded nine times: 768. 769*
4540. 5431. 6865. 8952. 9248* 11426. 11447. We may therefore
expect to find occurrences of Jbe instead of heo also with re¬
ference to historically feminine nouns denoting things. This,
1. A full analysis of the accidence in the Chronicle can be
found in Flexionsverh&ltnisse bei Robert von Gloucester.
by Felix Pabst in An^lia. vol. xiii (1890-91 )• PP. 202-301.
The discussion to follow i3 therefore bound to be repetitive
in some respects. In spite of this, it is felt that a survey
of forms occurring in the Chronicle is nedded here; firstly
- to consider these forms in relation to gender; secondly
- to show the position of criteria, for gender in this text
in relation to those in the two earlier ones.
2. References are to line.
5. See his Glossary, s.v. here.
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in fact, seems to be the case in 1931» where he is used of
croiz and also in 11096, where it refers to brug^e (both nouns
are normally treated as feminine in the Legendary). Two more
examples of this usage of he are possibly to be found in 1471»
1472, since the noun hauene (to which they seem to refer) was
feminine in OE and is treated as .such in L&j&mon, The examples
are :
£>e hauene be was aslawe.after hayra is name iwis.
Baymtone was icluped.as he 3ut icluped is.
Vor souphnratone he is icluped,& wcr£ euere mo.
If, on the other hand, the above occurrences of hie may be inter¬
preted as referring to Baymtone, the form he is then to be
regarded as nsgm. in these two cases, since the noun toun is
normally treated as masculine in this text, as it is in the
1
Brut and the Legendary.
AsU. ; 4S40> k-l
In addition to these, a form ,30 occurs twelve times: 54
S4-SS.
635. 720. 737. 829. 2514. 2516. 4185, 86. 4538. 5433. 5476 and
5477. The following forms have also been recorded: je^ in 3349,
sso in 615 and sse in 709*
Nominative and accusative singular neuter.
Neuter nouns are referred to by hit or jLt in both
cases; e.g.: hit 241, _it 334.
1. Kbrner, op. cit. pp. 39"41, takes these to refer to hauene
and attributes a change in gender to the meaning of the word
itself, since - according to him - 'feste Bauwerke' came to
be treated as masculine, regardless of the original gender
of nouns denoting them.
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Accusative singular masculine.
The prevalent form is him, as in 235 etc. Spelt as
im it occurs in 2330. 2961. 4090. 9460, Two more forms are
recorded} the form hin in 1944 and the form in. in 6363.
Accusative singular feminine.
The regular form is hire, as in 310 etc. It is also
found spelt as ire (e.g. 2016) and is recorded twice as iri
10119 and 11804.
The form i_s is also found and occurs eleven times}
occasionally it is spelt together with the verb, as for instance
in: Ich 3ivis }?e to pi wif 282. It is noteworthy that, except
for this example^ in which the form .is refers to the noun dorter,
and the one in 8>35# where it refers to hen, in all other in¬
stances the form is. is used with reference to historically
feminine nouns denoting things or abstracts. The examples are J
1608 (dedej, 1616 (soule), 1924 (church), 2211 (hond), 4055*56
(aumperye of Rome), 6596 (croune), 7778 (forewarde) and 10506
(chartre).
Genitive singular masculine and neuter.
Both the form his and its variant in are used to refer
to masculine nouns} e.g. his 114, is_ 266. Occurrences of the
1. This form .is also occurs in the plural} e.g. vor he wan ek
to J)is lon.de/ £>e six yles jjat be£> aboute & heoldis al an
honde 4614*
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gsgn. are extremely rare, however. The form is. is recorded
in 6576:
£at water dude uorf> is_ kunde • & wax euere faste.
It occurs also in 1212s
jjbo J>is feste 3are was . £>at folk verst in is_ wise.
To hor godes as hii wolde • dude hor saerefioe.
In this case, however, the use of the form is. may be due to
a feeling of animateness about folk.
Genitive and dative singular feminine.
The form common to both cases is hire; e.g. 306 (g.J,
309 (d.j. In the genitive the variant forms also occur, viz.
ire in 650 etc., ir in 10223. 11803, hir in 6922, here in 311
and 732. In the dative the form her is recorded in £65.
Dative singular masculine and neuter.
The normal form referring to masculine nouns is him,
as in 214 etc. The variant form im also occurs, e.g. 3153»
After the preposition bi, the form hum has been noted in 8629}
•j
with the preposition mid occurs bin in 2653»
Occurrences of the dative form of the personal pronoun
with reference to neuter nouns are seldom to be found. Apart
1. This may be a late survival of the aegm. hine after this pre¬
position, though at this stage it can only be regarded as an
archaism both in form and function.
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1
from those referring to the noun child, only the following
have been notedt
Vor per nas in al £>e world . suerd hira iliche.
Vor per non wip him iwoned . pat euere keueri iai3te. 1141-42.
It is highly likely, however, that the occurrences of him here
are due to the personification of suerd. rather than to being
2
part of the paradigm of hit»
As can be seen from the foregoing, a distinction
between genders is fully maintained only in the accusative
singular, by the forms (hjim, bin t (hjir(e), is s (h )it for
masculine, feminine and neuter respectively. Any such distinct¬
ion is somewhat obscured in the nominative singular, owing to
a number of occurrences of the originally masculine form he
forthe feminine heo; but the distinction is clearly marked
between feminine and neuter by the form heo (as well as by
.22.* 3£.» gs.° end sse ) on the one hand and (h jit on the other,
Feminine gender is also distinguished from the masculine in
the genitive and dative singular by the form (h)ir(e) as against
(h)is and (hjim respectively.
1. In this text too, the noun child is used only to denote a
male child, and is frequently referred to by he. Therefore
we may regard occurrences of the dsg. him with reference to
that noun as belonging to he rather than to hit.
2. It should be pointed out that (h)it has not yet replaced
him after prepositions when referring to neuter nouns or
nouns denoting things, irrespective of their original gender.
In such situations the place of the pronoun is taken by the
forms her and her; e.g.* Corineus herwijp harde smot (ax) 390;
moni wes pe gode bodi. pat he perwip slou (suerd) 9455«
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Once again, the gsg. (h)is and dsg. (h)itn are hardly
ever used to refer to neuter nouns. This restriction in the
use of these two forms for masculine only suggests that a se¬
paration was being brought about of animates from inanimates,
especially since these forms are very rarely used even with
reference to masculine nouns denoting things. Where they do
occur, however, the nouns to which they refer, likes eastel.
stude of Rome, toun, sterre and deb can equally be regarded
as personifications.
THE DEFINITE ARTICLE
Nominative singular masculine and feminine.
The common form for both genders is £hsj e.g. i J>® clerc
254, b© quene 606. Occasionally it is shortened to ja before the
vowel e. and written together with the noun beginning with it;
e.g. fieri 6790.^
1. Occurrences of bat with historically m. or f. nouns are
comparatively rare. Only the following have been noteds
brod (OE f.; 1595, conseil (OF m.J 2186, goet (OE m.) 5055,
song (OE m. ) 5940, 5685, ssrewe (OE m.) 4239, weie (OE m.)
5574, poer (OF f.J 5972, 11712, knif (OE m.) 6562, flod
(OS m. n. ) 8607, somer (OE m.) 10960. In the absence of
other evidence we cannot be certain whether or not a change
in gender has taken place in some of these nouns. In the
case of knif and weie. however, other evidence shows that
they are still masculine, so that the form bat with them
can be explained as a deictic. So can the examples with
goet and ssrewe. It should be noted, however, that even
in this function pat is rather infrequent with nouns de¬
noting persons, not counting, of course, occurrences with
maide and wif, which, in any case, were grammatically neuter




In the overwhelming majority of instances, histo¬
rically neuter nouns are preceded by the neuter form of the
article. So bat occurs 109 times (e.g. 24), bet 22 times
(e.g. 23), but 9 times (e.g. 5354 )* as against 45 occur¬
rences of jbe (e.g. 57
Accusative singular masculine.
The most common form of the definite article in
the asgm. is jie. It occurs 1T1 times (e.g. 59'. The form
ben occurs 100 times (e.g. 419) and of its variants the
following have been recorded: bun 17 times (e.g. 2690),
ban 6 times (e.g. 2150) and bon once in 2184. A descendant
2
hf j.ne is found 3 times as bene in 299» 395 nnd 6121.
nouns may signify: a) the neuter gender} b) inanimateness
of things denoted by nouns historically masculine or femin¬
ine} c) a demonstrative force. A0Oause of the last two
functions and in spite of the first, we cannot accept bat
here, any more than we could in the Legendary, as a reliable
criterion for neuter gender.
1. Cf. footnote 2 overleaf.
2. There are two instances of bat with nouns denoting male per¬
sons} tray tour 5624 and liarald 7441 . In addition, five in¬
stances of frat with historically masculine nouns have also
been noted: deol 3"4» kinedom 1857. morter 2766, knif 7435
an<* bat ulke time 7198. These, however, may be regarded as
examples of the demonstrative bat, as is apparent in the
case of nouns denoting persons. In the last example, bat
may also have been used to avoid hiatus; cf. bat on (dragon)
3230. It also occurs with a noun of obscure origin, viz.
'skull': but scolle 4237*
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Accusative singular feminine*
The normal form is Joe as in 850.^
Accusative singular neuter*
The most frequent asgn. form is pat. which has been
recorded 156 times (e.g. 45)» The form hut occurs 16 times
(e.g. 5^77) and the form bet once in 5984. The form ]je_, how¬
ever, occurs only 30 times with originally neuter nouns, as
X
for instance in 262.
Genitive singular.
The invariable form in the genitive singular is be;
e.g. 1 ]>e kinges wille 1227} f>e quene fader 608; £>e 3ered ende
768.
1. As with masculine nouns, occurrences of bat with feminine
nouns are also infrequent. Only the following have been
noted with feminine nouns of French origin* pes 1857* com-
paynie 2127 and poer 4123. - There are two examples of
the asgm. bun, ben preceding originally feminine nounss
bun ouer hond 1840, ben world 2429. Since, however, there
are reasons to suppose a change in gender, these cases will
be dealt with later. See pp. 162-63, 167-8.
2.Since it is extremely difficult to distinguish between the
neuter definite article from the demonstrative bat, it is
quite possible that a number of the above occurrences of
bat are not examples of the definite arttile at all. Whether
we are dealing with the article or not, can be deduced only
from the meaning of the noun, as for instance in: & smot him
anowarde |)at heued 397, where pat is obviously used in its
function of the definite article.
3.With the originally neuter noun gospel ben occurs in 1529»
but it is probably due to a change in gender; see p. 170,
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Dative singular.
The normal form in the dative singular for all three
genders is the indeclinable jje; e.g.: |>e king he sende word
a3en 1229; he sende ]be quene is d03tefword 826, The dative
is seldom found in non-prepositional use, since most of its
functions came to be expressed by prepositional phrases.
After prepositions, however, all distinctions between
the accusative and the dative have been obliterated, and the
definite article in such situations is virtually reduced to
the form jjej e.g. t toward |je king 5531 aboue £>e se 523| in to
be lond 246, Before the vowel _e, jbe is sometimes shortened
to and written together with the noun; e.g. t wij> gemperour
1314.
The form ben is also found occasionally preceding
nouns which begin with a vowel, regardless of the original
gender of such nouns. For instance; to ben erjde 673 (but
compare! vp of be erpe 165); fram ben on se to ben oper 2175.
Both erbe and sjs were femihine in OE and are treated as such
in the Brut and the Legendary. Sometimes, however, it appears
as if this form is not entirely due to phonetic circumstances,
but may also have something to do with the original gender of
the noun; e.g.1 at ben ende (OE a.) 229, out of ben yre (OE n.)
2954. In such cases ben may be a genuine survival of the dsgm/n.
form, but - in view of the occurrences of this form with feminine




value when used after prepositions.
To sum up, the definite article shows almost complete
syncretism of the nominative, genitive and dative singular forms.
With the exception of the n/asgn. hat, which - it should be
remembered - need not necessarily be the definite article at all,
the definite article is reduced to a single form, the indeclin¬
able ]>e, and as such, naturally carries no information regarding
gender.
As for the form bat in the nominative and accusative
singular, it may be said that in most instances it does indicate
the neuter gender, although as a criterion for gender it is not
altogether trustworthy because of its use as a deictic. The
scarcity of examples in which bat occurs with nouns denoting
persons, however, seems to point out to a differentiation of
another kind, a differentiation in terms of animateness as
against inanimateness, rather than •grammatical' masculine/
feminine as against neuter."^
The only form of the definite article which is still
gender-distinctive is therefore the asgra. ben and its variants.
1. This becomes obvious especially in such cases where the end¬
ing -n is separated from the article and joined to the noun,
as for instances atte nende 763.
2. The form bat is also found in the dative singular, but whether
referring to masculines, feminines or neuters, it can clearly
be regarded onlyas a deictic in such situations (e.g. 0f £>at
daye 2651 J# unless it happens to precede a word beginning with
a vowel, in which case it may have been used to prevent hiatus $
e.g.! helpe|> J>ere o£>er (brokerj 70171 si^en J>at o]> 9305.
3. For a similar tendency in the personal pronoun, see p. 125.
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THE INDEFINITE ARTICLE
The indefinite article is normally a before consonants,
an before vowels and jh, irrespective of esse or gender. E.g.»
vor ]>e maistrie nis nojt a kinges 1551; an ernes nest 5&70; an
hei man 215,
It has been noted, however, both by the editor1 and
2
Pabst that an occurs sometimes before consonants. An exam¬
ination of such instances shows that as a rule an is to be found
in the accusative and dative singular and only occasionally in
the genitive (e.g. an kinges d03ter 2727).^ It also shows that
in 99 instances the form an is used in such situations with
historically masculine or feminine nouns (regardless of their
origin), and only 5 times with neuter nouns. For instance!
& rerde Jjer an castel (OE m.) 2501 j £er ]>ou ssalt finde an place
(OF f.) 551? bi an laddre (OE f.) 6850.
With neuter nouns, only the following have been noted!
a) An son he hadde, an wis child 8854.
b) of an gode londe 1204.
c) ouer an long dale 7466.
An with the noun ohild is probab ly due to an influence of an son,
to which it is used in »pposition. In any case, the noxux child
1. See the Glossary to the Chronicle, s.v. an.
2* °p» cit. p. 297.
5. In the nominative singular an has been noted only in! an naked
man 11662.
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is often treated as masculine, so that an with it could not
have been strongly felt as inappropriate, or even at all so.
Both examples of an after prepositions are apparently late
survivals of the dsgn. ane.
It is apparent from the foregoing that the form an
in the accusative and dative singular is a descendant of the
asgm. annc, asgf. ane and dsgm/n. ane. Since ~ as we have
seen in the Legendary - the dsgf. are became ane, probably on
the analogy of asgf. ane. the form an is then legitimately
used in the Chronicle for all three genders in the dative. In
the accusative, however, it may still have been felt as non-
neuter. Nevertheless, as a criterion for gender it has not
much value, since, in the first place, it does not tell us
whether the noun it precedes is masculine or feminine. Second¬
ly, it must have declined in significance as an indication of
gender and of case, since it came to be used regularly before
vowels and _h, no matter what gender or case. It would seem,
therefore, that although the form ari is found in the accusative
singular exclusively with masculine or feminine nouns, it can¬
not be regarded ss anything more than a vestige of once fully
inflected osgm. and asgf. forms, viz. anne and ane respectively.
Preceding a noun, the asgm. anne has been recorded only
onces a "ft** stroc 4576.^ The asgf. ane is found with an OE f. noun
in: ane wounde 373, end with an OF f. noun in: ane bataile 5312.
1. The form anne has also been noted in: ^en anne (son) 4&01 ; and
in: smot anne (stroc) 8266. - Two examples of nanne are to
be found in: nanne fader 2723, nanne red 9121.
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DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUN
The demonstrative pronoun, having been reduced to
practically one form, viz. bis. has entirely ceased to mark
gender distinctions. E.g. a
nsg. a J>is king 99? |>is gode Cordeile 865? f>is lond 1292.
asg. J |>is geant 522.
gsg.a bis oldeaannes lond 755.
dsg. a after £>is king 901? to pis boce 138? to J>is lor.de 850.
There are only a few survivals of the dative singular
form, but with no significance for gender? e.g.a in bise boo 56,
in bise lond 1694? of bisse londe 1748; of bisse brutaine 3733.
In addition to jji>is, the form bes is also found in a
few cases. The examples area nsg.a pes king 9335? pes tydinge
4295? asg. a ]>es veiage 4112 and after prepositions a in pes oas
8539? poru pes signe 1902.
POSSESSIVE PRONOUN
The generalized forms for all genders and cases are
min. pin before vowels and _h, mi, jbi before consonants? e.g. a
(idoj min olde lif 699? handax vp a draw© 584? part abbe
of mi kinedom 723.
There are, however, a few instances of the form min.
bin before consonants. Eleven of these occur in the accusative
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singulari pin broker 6930; rain dep 67375 J>i*i del (doel) 4287;
pin grace & pin love 6307; rain raede 6566; pin mede 6369? pin
seruage 39951 rain soule 9772; min wille 10290. In the dative,
however, rain and pin are found with nouns of all three genders,
but there are only twelve such examples; e.g. i to pin cruel
luperhele (QE m.) 3992; in pin sipt (OE f.j 817; vpe min londe
(OE n.) 425. There is also one example in the genitive singular:
pin louerdes elopes 6573•
The form bine occurs even more rarely; it is found
once in the asg.: pine cause 10352, and five times after pre¬
positions: in pine londe 943, in pine seruise 2494; of pine
reverye 39915 of pine wite brede 4917; in pine rayre wede 4918.
In spite of the fact that these longer forms occur
in the asg. exclusively with historically m. and f. nouns, testify¬
ing thereby to a feeling for gender in general, they are of little
use for cur purposes since they do not distinguish between these
two genders.
ADJECTIVES
Except for a single occurrence of the inflected asgm.
form in: alne winter 1364* and three instances of the dsgf. -re
form in: goderhele 7570, wroperhele 3420 and 7282, the adjective
1
is either uninflected or has the ending -e. ihus the adjective
has ceased to mark gender distinctions and as such no longer has
any value for our purposes.
1. For the form haluendel. which survives in 100, 6037 and 8025,




The material contained in the Glossary illustrates
the history of individual nouns so far as gender is concerned
and also provides a basis on which to follow the history of
grammatical gender as it appears in the language of the three
texts under examination.
In seeking to establish the position of gender in any
early Middle English text it seems desirable to separate the
native element from the foreign in order to get as clear a
picture as possible of what can be regarded as a continuation
of the OE tradition and of such new tendencies working against
this as can be regarded as a result of outside influeneces. I
propose, therefore, to deal with words of OE origin in the first
part of this section and with words of foreign origin in the
second.
Each part is further sub-divided into three sections}
the first dealing with the survival of grammatical gender} the
second with changes in the original gender and the third with
the loss of grammatical gender.
The results obtained in this investigation are based
on the evidence of those criteria which point unambiguously to
one gender and to one only, with the single exception of the
nsgm. and nsgf. of the personal pronoun, viz. forms he and heo.
which - as we have seen - are often interchangeable in these




B s nsg. be s asg. bine - asg. bene, -ne
L s nsg. he s asg. him.hine - asg. ben(e). -ne
C t nsg. he i asg. hira - asg. ben
For feminine:
B s nsg. heo » g/dsg. hire - g/dsg. -re2
L t nsg. heo s a.g.dsg. hire : asg. as
C t nsg. heo : a.g.dsg. hire s asg. is
For neuter?
B : n/asg. : hit - n/asg. bat s asg. bis
L x n/asg. » hit
C s n/asg. : hit
It will he observed that in the Legendary and the
Chronicle there are fewer gender-distinguishing forms than in
the Brut. In fact, with the exception of the asgin. ben(e J and
occasional anne. bisne. mirme or adjectival -ne. almost the only
other distinctive forms are those of the third singular personal
prnnoun. The use of a particular form of the personal pronoun
as a criterion for grammatical gender is something essentially
different, however, from the use of evidence provided by adjectives
and pronominal adjectives qualifying nouns. For these, as well
as the definite and indefinite article, are in closer and more
1. -ne being the characteristic asgra. ending of the indefinite
article, pronominal adjectives and the strong adjective.
2. -re being the characteristic g/dsgf. ending of the definite
and indefinite article, pronominal adjectives and the strong
adjective.
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immediate morphological (as distinct from syntactic) relation¬
ship with the noun they 'qualify'. The personal pronoun, on
the other hand, is in somewhat remoter grammatical relation¬
ship with a noun because it is a substitute for that noun rather
than a qualifier of it. And since he, heo / hit often had, by
this time, a connotation relating to animacy / iaanimacy it was
more natural that this connotation should sometimes overrule
certain kinds of grammatical concord, e.g. when heo and not hit
is used as a substitute for wif. The first signs of this kind
of breakdown in strictly grammatical agreement are to be found
already in GE where, for instance, there are cases of hit refer-
1
ring to nouns which are not neuter in gender.
HOUNS OP OLD ENGLISH ORIGIJS
The situation as regards the gender of nouns of OE
origin in our three texts is given in the tables below, the
figures representing the numbers of nouns. The total for each
text includes all relevant nouns therein, whether some of these
are found in the other texts or not. The intention of these
tables is simply to give a picture of the over-all relationship
between the gender of all relevant nouns in each text and their
GE equivalents. It should be noted that nouns having one gender
or more will figure more than once in the totals given below.




total OE m, OE u.f. OE m.n. 05 f. OE n. OS - total
B 104 85 2 3 6 6 am 104
L 68 54 2 1 8 3 - 68
c 36 25 1 1 4 5 - 36
208 208
Feminines:
total OE f. OE f.m. OE nmf. OE 3;. • OE n. OE - total
B 109 84 1 1 8 12 3 109
L 40 30 1 1 5 3 - 40
C 12 9 • - 2 1 mm 12
My 161
Neuters s
total OE n. OE a.n. OE f/n. OE m. OE f. OE - total
E 98 61 2 1 17 15 2 98
L 90 47 - am 29 12 2 90
C 21 8 - - 8 5 - 21
209 209
It should be pointed out that because only the unequivo-
cal evidence has been taken into account, the figures as given
above arc somewhat lower than the actual number of nouns possess¬
ing gender (whether masculine, feminine or neuter).^
The evidence of the gsgm/n, and the dsgm/n. has been omitted
for the very reason that they are used to express these two
genders. The asgf. £a has not been included either, since it
can be used as an uninflected form regardless of gender. The
ae%* wine B, L, as well as min C, have been disregarded, since
they do not make any distinction between masculine and feminine
nouns. The same applies to the asg. ane L (to a certain degree
also in iJ) and an C (before consonants j. Although such evidence
has not been included in the above figures, it has been taken
into account wherever it corroborates other kinds of evidence,
and throws any light in doubtful cases, especially where a change
in gender seems to have taken place. The form bat in L and C, as
indeed to some extent also in B, is no longer an unambiguous
indication of neuter gender and therefore disregarded in L and C.
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I. RETENTION OF GENDER IN NATIVE NOUNS
Nouns denoting animates in which the natural gender
agrees with the grammatical gender have been omitted; the above
figures relate therefore to nouns denoting things, to abstract
nouns and to those denoting animates where the natural gender
was at variance with the grammatical one. iiccordingly, most of
them may be said to possess true grammatical gender and it is
only in exceptional cases that such gender as they have may be
•J
due to personifications, e.g. deau, gost.
Masculine nouns.
The language of Lajaraon A is close enough to OF with
regard to case and gender systems for it to be hardly neeeasary
to do anything more than give a numerical account of nouns es¬
tablished as masculine, feminine and neuter, and to provide a
full list of these; the former has been provided in the above
2
tables and the latter is to be found in the Appendix ii.
1. gost of course might be regarded as referring to an animate;
cf. p. 143.
2. On the evidence of the dsg. ban, twelve additional nouns
which were masculine in OE, may still possess that gender
in the Brut. In three cases this evidence is corroborated
by the neg. ]>e, thus showing that the nouns in question
are not neuter. They ares rug, sttnf and time. On the same
evidence it can be established that the origin of plihte is
OE pliht, m. and not OF, plihte. f.; also that OE wiella. m.
in addition to OE wiella. f. survives in welle. This is
supported by the gsg. form welles. For the remainder, see
Appendix ii.
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There is, however, a group of nouns in the -Brut
which merits some consideration. It consists of pairs of
words which in OE had the same meaning hut differed in gender
according to a difference in the ending of the nominative
singular} e.g. swipa. ra.1as against swipe, f. and hilt. m.
as against hilte. f. Since this kind of morphological differ¬
ence tended to disappear in ME with the weakening of -a, to -je
and the addition of an unhistorical -e, to some of the nouns
which originally ended in a consonant, there is often no longer
anything about the form of the noun itself to show whether it
derived from the OE masculine noun or the OE feminine noun.
It is only the evidence provided by the relevant appositional
words or by the relevant personal pronoun which can furnish
2
us with clues about this.
Among the nouns retaining their original gasculine
gender in the Legendary, a few have been included in spite of
the regular or occasional occurrence of the form heo of the
personal pronoun in reference to them. First, there are: asse.
hare and staf. That these nouns are to be regarded as masculine
is confirmed by the evidence of the gsg. .is of the personal pro¬
noun in reference to asse and hare and in the case of staf by
the asgm. hine. as well as by the asgm. bane. We have already
1. Hot in Sweet, but see Clark Hall, Bosworth-Toller, holthau9en.
2. Thus, on the evidence of enne. I have included the noun swipe
among masculines in the Brut. in spite of the possibility that
enne stands for the asgf. (see p. 36 ff.)} that the noun is
treated as masculine in this text is confirmed, however, by




noted that heo is not a sure indication of feminine gender.
It is impossible, however, with the evidence available, to
be certain about three other nouns which were masculine in
OE, but which are here referred to by heo. They ares feuere,
ouene and wude. It may possibly be that feuere changed its
gender under the influence of Lat. febris or OF fievre and
that ouene became feminine owing to its ending in -ej but there
is no evidence to substantiate this view and neither of these
nouns occurs in the Brut. All that can be said, therefore, is
that these two nouns are either masculine or feminine, and not
neuter. The fact that they are not neuter is, however, of some
importance for our purpose, even if we cannot classify them as
specifically masculine or feminine. In the absence of any other
kind of evidence in L and C for either gender in such cases, I
have assumed that heo is sometimes no more than a variant form
of the masculine he, and that therefore there is insufficient
evidence for us to claim that there has been any change in the
2
above instances from the original masculine gender. A com¬
parison with the Brut makes a change in the gender of wude seem
in any case unlikely, since the noun is treated as masculine in
1. Cf. p. 101.
2. Cf. pat in ane ache of pe feueres is 319/585* It may also be
of some interest to note that feuere is referred to by the
masculine pronoun in Langland's Piers the Plowman (text B)
and in Sower's Confeseio Aciantis (see Auabilttel. op. cit.
PP* 53-54)» but whether or not this should be regarded as a
survival of the original gender would be difficult to prove.
AusbUttel, op. cit. p. 56, ascribes it to an alleged tendency
to treat nouns as masculine in ME. There is also the possi¬
bility that in these cases we are dealing with personifications
rather than grammatical gender.
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La3amon. If, however, there had been a change in gender in
the Legendary, it is much more likely to have been caused by
some outside influence than by the ending -e_ of the noun.^
For this tendency of nouns in -e, to become feminine seems to
2
have been neither long-lived nor thorough-going; except for
those nouns that had already changed their gender at some
earlier stage, there seem to be no signs of it in the two
later texts. I have felt justified, therefore, in regarding
3
this noun as masculine in the Legendary as it is in the Brut.
No such ambiguity arises in connection with mascu¬
line nouns in the Chronicle; all originally masculine nouns
that appear to be masculine in this text are used with or
1. Possibly under the influence of OF forest, f. - The Chronicle
offers no help in this case, since the noun does not occur.
2. There are numerous masculine nouns in -e in the Brut; e.g.
b03e, cure, drake, drope, dune*1, gare, grorae, here1, huie,
mete, nome, scute, stede, sterre, stude, sweore, swipe, wode.
For some originally neuter nouns in -e. in the Brut. see p.
5. The noun bei-^s in L (he com and fond £>ane bei3 of gold : jpat
seint Nicholas hadde i-brought 241/38) presents a rather
difficult problem. The form and the gender suggest that
the noun derives from OE beag. m. 'ring', but this meaning
does not seem to be in harmony with the context. The word
'bag* is what we seem to require, since the above is taken
out of the legend of Saint Nicholas, whose symbol is some¬
times three bags of gold, the dowry he is supposed to have
given to three girls to save them from degradation. This
example is cited by Kurath and Kuhn in the Middle English
Dictionary to illustrate a general meaning of 'treasure'
which developed from the original 'ring'. The reference
however, is wrong since it is given as S.Leg. Mich. MS
Harl.2277 reads here* He com and fond J»e weg of gold 551/36.
The word 'weg' descends presumably from OE wrege, f. 'weight'.
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referred to only by forms associated with this gender, viz.
the asgm. ben of the definite article and the forms he : hisa
of the personal pronoun.
We have seen that the form ben is the only survival
of the gender-distinguishing forms of the definite article in
1
this text. There can be little doubt that as such it is an
2
indication that the noun it precedes is masculine in gender.
Considering the late date of the Chronicle, it may
be useful to re-examine at this stage the validity of the
1. See p. 126. MS Trinity Colledge Cambridge B. 4»26 (c.1400),
however, contains a few survivals of the dsgf. bare, here,
only one of which is with an 015 noun (of jpere boru 68/30)•
The rest are with OF nouns (in |>are route 149/22, in £ere
companie 306/6, of ]>ere seignorie 507/24)• It is noteworthy
that the asgra. form in this MS survives in most cases as
bane, bene, and only in a few as ban.
2, Cf. Kbrner, oj). cit. p. 37 ff? he gives the list of nouns
preceded by ben, but sayss "Die Verbindung atte nende zeigt
recht deutlich, dass man sich Zusammensetzung nicht mehr
bewusst war, geschweige, dass man durch ben den geschlechtig-
en Characterdes Wortes hfttte ausdrtlcken wollen." But the
•hiatus1 ben (mainly found in the dative singular after
prepositions, sometimes regardless of the original gender
of the noun it precedes - see p. 128) does not invalidate
ben as a criterion for masculine gender altogether, since
in the accusative singular it is almost exclusively found
with originally masculine nouns; in those cases where it
is used with originally feminine nouns (hond. world) or a
neuter noun (gospel), there are other reasons for believing
that these nouns have become masculine. His second argu¬
ment is still less acceptable. He maintains that from the
form ben we cannot infer that grammatical gender has been
retained, since words of similar meaning (sic) are at the
same time referred to by the genderless hit (op. cit. pp.
45"46). As we have seen, hit is a different kind of cri¬
terion for gender than the definite article; consequently
the evidence of one does not necessarily destroy the evi¬
dence of the other, even when we are dealing with one and
the same word. - Ausbiittel does not consider the cases with
ben at all.
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personal pronoun as a criterion for grammatical gender.^ The
question ias can we be certain in all cases where the personal
pronoun refers to a noun not denoting persons or animals that
we are dealing with grammatical gender and not something else?
Is it not possible that sometimes what appears to be gender is,
in fact, personification? Such,for instance, seems to be the
case with the noun gost. for which there is no other evidence
about gender except that of the personal pronoun. If we allow
of the possibility, as we clearly should, that the personal
pronoun can sometimes be an indication not of grammatical gender
but of the noun it refers to being given a 'personified' gender,
how are we to distinguish between the two uses of the personal
pronoun? In such cases where the 'personified' gender is the
same as the grammatical and the personal pronoun is the only
evidence available, this is extremely difficult to do, although
the meaning of the word itself and the context in which it
occurs are often helpful.
But to decide with certainty whether a noun still
possesses grammatical gender or not, we must also have the
evidence of the asgra. ben of the definite article} for so long
as the noun is preceded by ben, we can be sure that it is gram¬
matically masculine, whether it is used as a personification
1. ThiB is necessary here, since it is generally assumed that
grammatical gender came to an end in the South West Midland
dialect about 1250 (cf. KOrner, op. cit. pp. 3S>~36; Morsbach,
op. cit. p. 8} Glahn, op. cit. p. 25;. Our text of the Chroni¬
cle comes from a MS dated c.1325# at least twenty five years
later than the text of the Legendary (c.1300).
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or not. So from the examples with the noun deb we may suspect
from the context that it is sometimes personified and sometimes
not. For instance:
a) J>en dep vor to fie 1554 (probably personified;?
b) king henri f>en <*e]> »om 9128 (probably not).
What is important is that in both cases the noun is masculine
in gender.1
There are, however, some cases for which there is no
other evidence except the personal pronoun, but in which personi¬
fication as an explanation for the use of he. etc. may safely be
ruled out? e.g. appel. knif. kingdom. Since all these nouns
were masculine in OF, it seems reasonable to regard the evidence
of the personal pronoun as indicating a survival of the OE gender.
Attempts, however, have been made to attribute the gender in such
2
cases to foreign influences, namely Latin or French. This,
1. Kdrner, op. cit. p. 46, holds the view that where hit refers
to nouns occasionally used with the gender-distinguishing
forms he and heo. it is a sign that these nouns (e.g. toun.
cite, castel; chirche and bruggej are not used as personi¬
fications in these particular cases. In other words, where
they are referred to by he. and heo they are to be regarded
as personifications, and not as having grammatical gender.
Admittedly,there is no way of proving that nouns referred
to by the feminine pronoun are grammatically feminine, but
on the evidence of the asgm. ben it is possible to establish
that castel. stude and toune are masculine in gender. The
occurrences of hit in such cases need not disturb us, since
it is to be expected at this date that natural gender will
occasionally prevail over grammatical.
2. Ausbiittel in almost all instances attributes the gender to
Latin or OF. Thus he explains he with reference to appel
as due to associative influence of pomum (p. 45) • but the
noun was n. in Let. and f. in OE (possibly because the plural
poma came to be used as singular;. According to him, castel. m.
is due to OF chasteau (p. 30), gost : animus (p. 52), kingdom :
le pays (p. 26), o]> : le sacrement (p. 99)» wal s le mur (p.32;,
wei : le cemin (p. 35)*
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however, is quite impossible to prove in cases where one gender
is common to both OK Latin or OF, and the more reasonable course
would be to accept such cases as a continuation of the OK tra¬
dition, admitting at most that the influence of Latin or OF may
possibly have helped to preserve the old gender. One argument
in favour of this proposition is the fact that there are nouns
that survive as masculine in spite of the feminine gender of
•|
their equivalents in Latin and OF. They ares deb (mors, la mort).
2 3




Little need be said about those feminine nouns that
retain their original gender in the Brut, except that hilte
appears to be a descendant of OK hilte. f. and not OK hilt, m.n.
and that teone appears to descend from OK teone. f« and not OE
teona. m. With feminine nouns, however, one cannot be very
sure on this point since their gender may possibly be due sole¬
ly to the ending -je of these nouns regardless of its origin and
5
consequently of the original gender of such nouns. The case
1. Cf. Morsbach, op. cit. p. 18.
2. Cf. Ausbtittel, op. cit. p. 20j but the noun is also feminine
in this text.
3. Note that the noun cite is masculine in the Chronicle.
4. Provided .he is not a variant of heo here. The noun is,however,
firmly established as masculine in the Legendary.
5. But see p. 141, footnote 2.
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°f welle is somewhat different from those mentioned above,
since both genders are preserved in the Brut, masculine (OE
wiell. wiellaj and feminine (OE wielle). the latter being
1
more often used, perhaps owing to the ending -e.
According to the evidence of heo, welle appears to
2
be only feminine in the Legendary. Two occurrences of he in
reference to coluere and cow have been disregarded, since other
evidence, viz. hire, shows that these two nouns remained femi¬
nine, and since (as we have already seen) he is not a certain
indication of masculine gender. In these two latter cases we
are, of course, probably dealing with natural rather than gram¬
matical gender.
There are no occurrences in the Chronicle of the form
hep of the personal pronoun with reference to historically femi¬
nine nouns denoting things and the establishing of gender on the
evidence of the nominative singular is thus made somewhat diffi-
1. There is one occurrence of enne with the noun die, whioh I
have accepted as evidence for the masculine gender, although
in the following lines the noun is treated as feminine, i.e.
as descending from OE die, f. 'ditch* and not OE die, m,
'dike*. The two seem to have been occasionally confused in
OE itself, although the word was more frequently masculine
when it meant the same as OE weall. m.\ cf. R.v.Fleischhacker,
'On the Old English nouns of more than one gender', Trans¬
actions of the Philological Society. 1888-90, p. 253.
2. Ausbfittel, op. cit. p. 35* commenting on the genders of welle
in Ywaine and Gawain. 2091-93* says that the feminine gender
is due to la fontaine and the masculine is to be explained
as due to the peculiarities of the Anglo-French dialects or
else to a tendency to treat nouns as masculine in ME.
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cult.^ Of nouns originally feminine, brugge. halle. hauene
and churche are referred to by he. For the first three there
is no other evidence in C to show whether they have changed
2
their gender or not. In the Brut, however, brugge and hauene
are treated as feminine. We may therefore assume that - unless
a change in the gender of these nouns occurred after the time
Brut ~ form he is no more than a variant of heo in
these cases. It is always evidence of non-neuter gander and
it need never be accepted as evidence against feminine gender.
A different problem is presented by the noun churche. which
- on other grounds - appears to be both feminine and masculine
in C.^ It is therefore impossible to say whether he referring
to it in 10307 is only a variant of heo and so goes together
with the other evidence for the feminine gender or whether it
is to be regarded as the nsgm. h© and so corroborating the evi¬
dence of the asgm. him.^
1. The form heo is otherwise normally used with reference to
nouns denoting persons, but the form he also occurs in such
circumstances.
2. KBrner, op. cit. p. 40, insists on a change in gender in the
noun hauene. conforming to an alleged tendency to treat nouns
denoting 'feste Bauwerke' as masculines; in this disagreement
with the original gender of the noun, he finds confirmation
to his theory that in such cases we are not dealing with gram¬
matical gender at all, but with what he calls 'rhetorische
Geschlecht*. For brugge« however, he admits the possibility
of h£ being used as a feminine form (op. cit. p. 41). Ausbtlttel,
op. cit. p. 52, also points out that he in Robert of Gloucester
is not decisive for masculine gender.
3* See p. 161.
4. Having missed the example of him with reference to church.
Ausbiittel, op. cit. p. 32, comes to the conclusion that he




It will be observed that the evidence for the neuter
gender in L and C, and occasionally also in B, rests exclusively
on that of the personal pronoun hit. More will be said later
about hit when used with reference to historically non-neuter
1
nouns. In connection with historically nefcter nouns, however,
a few points of interest may be mentioned here.
A question of whether we are dealing with the survival
of neuter gender or not arises with the nouns riche. rihte and
temple. Some of the evidence indicates that these nouns are
feminine in the Brut, but other evidence (not necessarily of
a different kind) suggests that they are sometimes neuter. That
riche and rihte are neuter in the Brut is testified not only by
hit in both cases, but also by the asgn. bat and the dsgm/n.
nane for riche and rihte respectively. There seem to be two
possible explanations for this; neuter forms in these cases are
either a) remains of the old neuter gender or b) signs of a
new neuter gender, to vrhich these two nouns reverted after a
period of having the feminine gender. Although the first al¬
ternative is a more likely one, the second is not impossible,
since both noun - unlike temsle - are treated as neuter in the
2
Legendary. The case of temple is different, since apart from
1. See p. 184 ff.
2. Hoffmann, op. cit. 60, contends that those cases in which
riche is neuter are not due to the old neuter gender, but
to the analogy with lond. Ho such analogy is easy to sug¬
gest for rihte. however.
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a single reference to it by hit. all other evidence shows
that the noun has undergone a change in gender and become fe¬
minine, which is the gender it has in the Legendary also. This
would suggest that the solitary occurrence of hit in reference
temple is no more than a trace of the old neuter gender.^
The noun briane as we have it in the Brut appears to
have the meaning of OE brymae. m. 'border$ sea-shore' and the
gender of OE brim, n. 'sea'. A confusion in such cases is very
likely, but it should be pointed out that the evidence for the
neuter rests on a single occurrence of hit, the remaining exam¬
ples occurring with the dsg. forms which serve no more than to
indicate either masculine or neuter.
Finally, it must be specially emphasized that the
figures for neuter nouns as given in the tables clearly present
an imperfect picture of the position of the neuter gender in
L and C. This is due to the fact that the establishing of gender
in these two texts depends solely on the evidence of the personal
pronoun, and therefore on the accident of whether it is present
in the context. One finds, however, that very often the noun
itself is repeated in preference to the pronoun.
1. Kbrner, op. cit. p. 33, takes this example of hit in reference
to temple as a sign of the loss of gender. Hoffmann, op. cit.
p. 60, disagrees with him on the grounds that grammatical gen¬
der is well preserved in La3amon, and that therefore it could
only be due to a change in gender, not to the loss of it. He
also seems reluctant, without giving any explanation, to accept
it as a survival of the old neuter. But as the comparison with
L shows, there is no evidence either for the change or the loss
of gender, and the only remaining possibility is as suggested
above| cf. N.v. Glahn, op. cit. p. 13.
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There is also another group of nouns that should, he
considered here.^ It consists of nouns which have more than
one gender in CE hut usually retain one of these in our texts.
They are:
Masculine nouns:
B : ra. and n. in OE : flode, holt
2
ra. and f. in OE : help, hul
L i ®. and n. in OE : dew
m. and f. in OE : help, hul
C : m. and n. in OE : hox3
m. and f. in OE : hul
The most important thing to he noticed ahove is that
some nouns are only clearly identifiable as masculine in our
texts, although they could also, so far as the evidence goes,
he neuter as well in OE. It has been suggested that the mas¬
culine gender of the originally neuter noun holt developed by
A
analogy with wude. weald in OE. This would mean that the
masculine is the later of the two genders and that as such it,
rather than the earlier neuter, survived in the Brut. For our
purposes, however, the more interesting are those nouns which
1. Of, also Appendix II for twelve additional nouns which were
neuter in OE and - on the evidence of the dative singular -
seem to have remained so in La3amon.
2. The gender of help is usually given as f. m.j for a discussion
see p. 151.
3. Sweet does not give neuter as a gender of box; but cf. Clark
Hall and Holthausen.
4. Cf. R.v. Fleischhacker, op. cit. p. 253.
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retain the masculine gender in cases where it was the
older of the two, such as box for instance, and probably
dew and flode.1
Equally important is the fact that each of the
2
three texts treats hul as masculine and that B and L agree
in treating the noun help as masculine and not feminine
the feminine gender is much the more common in OE. This
agreement seems to offer good evidence for a dialectal
affinity between these works and therefore indicates the
occasional relevance of characteristics of gender in the
study of early ME dialects.^
1. On the evidence contained in vol. i. flode appears to be
only masculine in the Brut. Hoffmann, however, oites the
example in 20171 (wrongly cited as 20271)» no bat lond
no bat flot. to show that the noun (if indeed flot is not
another word altogether)could also be neuter (op. cit. p.64).
Madden in his Glossary lists the word a3 neuter.
2. Ausbiittel makes no mention of hul as being masculine in C.
For hill in Trevisa's Polychronicont bat hille ... he is
cleped Mons Caucasus he finds in the Latin text (mons)
Caucasus dlcitur and comes to the conclusion that the mas¬
culine gender of hill is due to the gender of mons. Cf.
op., cit. pp. 34-35.
3. This statement is based primarily on the evidence of nenne B
less trustworthy is the evidence of the gsg.
helpes B, since this ending occurs in the paradigm of Some
feminine nouns which do not appear to have changed their
genderj e.g. sawles in Sawles Wardet cf. d'Ardenne, The
Liflade ant te Passiun of Seinte Iuliene. Liege, 193^»
p. 2G9. Some other originally feminine nouns, like burh.
world seem to have adopted the masculine gender, however.
4. On the evidence of the dative singular OE luft. f.m.n. is
either masculine or neuter in the Brut, but not feminine.
On the same evidence the noun breste (OE breost, n.m.f.)
which is normally feminine in the Brut, appears occasionally




B i f. and m. in OE i siea
n. m. f. in OE : breoste
L s f. and m. in OF. : candele, sea
As can be seen from the above, both B and L treat
the noun sea as feminine, the gender which it is supposed to
i
have developed on the analogy of ea, f. in OE. The noun
breoste seems to be mainly feminine in La^amon A; although the
word occurs in all three genders in OE, there is little doubt
that it was originally neuter and that therefore there had
been a change in its gender. For this reason it seems more
appropriate to discuss it together with the other nouns which
2
have undergone a change in gender. As regards candele, it
3
is most likely that it owes its feminine gender to Lat. candela.
fleuter nouns;
B : m. and n. in OE t a^el, garsume
f. and n. in 0E » fehtj biheste
4
The neuter gender of may be due, as Hoffmann^
1. Cf. Fleischhacker, op. cit. p. 245.
2. See p. 177.
5# R.v. Fleischhacker, op. cit. p. 248, cites Fogatcher, Laut-
lohre des Lehnworte in ae. (8 256), as saying that OE condel.
f. could not have been a popular word. For in that case one
ought to expect a masculine condel or a feminine condele.
4* 0£. cit. p. 62.
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suggests, to an association with the synonymous lond. As
regards garusme. it appears to have preserved both genders,
if we can accept the nsg. ba garsume as a survival of the
masculine gender rather than an uninflected form of the de¬
finite article. All the evidence shows the noun feht to be
a descendant of GE feoht, n. and not of OE feohte. f. The
noun blheste, however, could historically speaking only be
feminine and neuter so far as its components were feminine
(biheis) and neuter (behat). In La3amon it is referred to by
hit and therefore appears to be neuter.
II. CHANGES IN GENDER IN NATIVE NOUNS
After all the peculiarities of the texts have been
taken into account and possible scribal mistakes disregarded,
a number of nouns show that the gender they have in the Brut,
the Legendary and the Chronicle is not the same as the one they
had in OE. Some of these nouns show a complete change in gender,
i.e. they appear in our texts only with forms characteristic of
their new gender; others are found also with forms associated
with their old gender. There seem to be two possible expla¬
nations for the duality in gender of the latter group of nouns.
First, the change might not have been completed, so that for
a time both genders co-existed.^ The other possibility is
1. It is immaterial here what had been the cause of the change;
whether it is a result of tendencies working within the native
system of gender or of developments due to the influence of
a foreign gender-system.
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that no change in the proper sense of the term had taken place,
in which case what we have is no more than a result of a con¬
fusion in a decaying system of gender, the beginning, in other
words, of a noun having no gender in particular, however, if
both types of evidence are available, namely the evidence of
the third singular personal pronoun and that of the definite
article and other oppositional words, it may be safely assumed
that there had been a genuine change in gender, whatever its
cause, and regardless of whether or not the old gender survives.
Changes from the original gender appear to have a
variety of causes, sometimes more than one being at work.
In any discussion of this problem, however, one thing must be
made clear at the outset« that - with the possible exception
of translations where changes may be attributed to a. direct
influence of the original - one cannot be absolutely certain
of the actual cause for the change in any particular case.
The whole problem can therefore be dealt with only in terms
of probabilities.
Factors that determine changes in gender seem to
be, basically, of two kinds; those connected with the form
of a given noun and those connected with its meaning.
It is to be expected that after a number of morpho¬
logical changes had taken place in early ME, which eliminated
most of the distinguishing features of gender in the noun and
its qualifiers, an uncertainty as to gender should have arisen
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on purely morphological grounds. It is also clear that this
uncertainty should have resulted in a confusion and shifting
of genders, the analogy of form playing an important part in
the process.
The workings of this analogy of form are to be found
in a tendency of nouns ending in a consonant to become masculine^
2
and of those ending in -e to become feminine. Such changes,
3
more or less mechanical, seem never to have been very extensive,
and the tendency which was causing them appears to have died out,
so far as our texts are concerned, after the time of the Brut.^
It would follow therefore that changes for reasons of form are
not to be expected either in the Legendary or in the Chronicle.
1. A great majority of nouns ending in a consonant were masculine
already in OE. By analogy to those, some originally f. or n.
nouns which ended in a consonant, as well as those which lost
their original vowel ending, became masculine in early MEj cf.
Hoffmann, op. cit. p. 56, Morsbach, op. cit. pp. 9-10, Glahn,
op. cit. p. 16.
2. The ending -e, whether a result of the weakening of the in¬
flectional vowel of the nominative singular, or borrowed into
the nsg. from the oblique cases, became a characteristic end¬
ing of feminine nouns in late OE by analogy to those feminine
nouns that originally had -e in the nominative singular. As
a result, nouns ending in ~_e, regardless of its origin and,
consequently, regardless of their original gender, are fre¬
quently treated as feminihe; cf. Hoffmann, o_£. cit. p. 56,
Morsbach, op. cit. p. 10, Glahn, op. cit. pp. 15-16.
3. In addition to masculine nouns ending in -e, in the Brut (see
p. 141, note 2), there are also some neuter nouns which have
not changed their gender, despite their ending in -_e; e.g.
-sate, tacne.
4. At this point one cannot help wondering what would have happen¬
ed to the gender system in English, if the influence of French
had made itself felt earlier than it actually did. Would this
tendency of nouns ending in a consonant to become masculine and
of those ending in -e to become feminine have been strengthened
by/
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A change in gender can also occur on account of a
similarity of meaning of one noun to another. This tendency
for words of related meaning to have the same gender is present
already in OEf what happens in ME is therefore only a continu¬
ation of an old practice.^
As will be shown in the discussion to follow, a change
in gender may have occurred as a result of an association with
synonymous words irrespective of their origin; native words can
influence one another with regard to gender or be influenced by
2
corresponding words of foreign origin, mainly Latin and French.
But while the influence of Latin and French nouns needs little
explanation in translations, it affords a problem of considerable
interest when it is suspected in original works. For it is to
be assumed that the word more often used would be the one to
3
influence that which is used less frequently. Kow then, for
by analogy with the similar state of affairs in French? If
this had been the case, English of today might have possessed
a two-gender system, masculine and feminine, at the expense
of neuter, which was rapidly loosing its morphological dis¬
tinctions, and which in any case may to some extent be regard¬
ed, in the words of Jespersen, as a "subdivision of masculine".
1» These changes due to the meaning of words are not restricted
only to OS or ME; they are known, for example, to have taken
place also in French and German. Jespersen gives the example
et£ which changed from f. to m. on account of the other
names of the seasons, hiver. printemps. autoane. In the same
way G. die Kittwoche became der Mittwoch after der Tag and
the names of the other days of the week; see The Philcsophy
of Grammar. London, (1924; 1951» P» 229.
2. Since Latin and French mostly agree with regard to gender, it
is not always possible to distinguish the influence of the one
from that of the other upon the gender of English nouns.
3. Cf, Hoffmann, op. cit. p. 58.
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instance, are we to explain the alleged influence of the gender
of a French noun on the gender of a native noun, if the French
noun itself (which is supposed to have caused the change) has
not been borrowed into English at all? The fact, however, re¬
mains that the change in gender of some native ncuns can best
be explained as due to an associative influence of the corre¬
sponding nouns in Latin or French even in cases where these nouns
have not been borrowed into English. This influence is raore
noticeable in the Legendary and the Chronicle than in the Brut:
it seems not unreasonable, therefore, to assume that the influ¬
ence of Latin or French with regard to gender could operate upon
English only after the gender system in the latter had suffered
a sufficient degree of attrition and the old gender of a given
noun was in process of being forgotten.
The gender of one noun can cause a change in the gender
of another, if they happen to be coupled in frequently recurring-
phrases. In such instances a similarity in meaning does not
seem to be a prerequisite} in some cases the noun in question
may indeed have a contrary sigrtif ication. * A noun can also
1. Thus K.v.Fleischhacker, op. cit. pp. 251 and 254, suggests
that QE heofon. m. became heofone, f. following the analogy
0E eor&e, f. as to its gender and partly as to its declen¬
sion. Cf. also Glahn, op. cit. p. 18, who explains the fe¬
minine gender of French la aer from Latin mare, n. as due
to an analogy of terre (par terre et par aer). For English
he gives no certain examples, but offers tentatively mone. f.
from OE raona, m. by analogy with OE sunna. f.
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take the gender of another if together they form a rhyme.
In such cases a similarity in sound, regardless of meaning,
appears to be sufficient to cause a change.^
Finally, in connection with meaning, it remains to
consider the influence of natural gender on grammatical gender.
As already in OE, there is a tendency to bring about conformity
between grammatical gender and sexj thus the neuter nouns agdde
and wif are referred to by heo. hire and so is the OE masculine
wifmon. But while the influence of natural gender is felt on
zaside and wif only so far as the personal pronoun goes, in the
Brut we find examples likes hi bare wimman 271/10, showing that
the noun was, occasionally at least, treated as grammatically
feminine. The noun child is neuter in all three texts, but can
be (and often isj referred to by the masculine forms of the per¬
sonal pronoun; this has already been pointed out in the discussion
of forms in each of the three texts under examination.
We shall now examine the nouns which show a change
in gender, whether complete or sporadic, and consider possible
1. Hoffmann and Glahn disagree on this point. The former,
op. cit. pp. 56, 61, recognizes the influence of rhyme,
hut takes it to he conditioned by a similarity in meaning.
Glahn, op. cit. pp. 16-17» claims that the similarity need
not go beyond that of sound, as is often the case in Ger¬
man (according to Polzin) and in French (according to Meyer
- Lttbke). In support of this view he gives the example of
shame which changed its gender probably under the influence
of grame or name.
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reasons for the change in each case. In the discussion which
follows, the actual citations of examples illustrating that
change will not, except in very few cases, be repeated here,




B j blase, chin, scome
L i pors, Sonnen-nji3ht, Wodnesny3ht, world
C ! rode, world
II. Sporadic changei
B t burh, care, modcare, niht, siht, ?world
L t hoc, heouene, sonne, soule
C s church, hond
blase B on the evidence of the asg. enae appears to have changed
its gender under the influence of the synonymous blysa. m.} cf.
also hlees. bleeat. both masculine.
boc L is usually feminine in this text as it is in the Brut.
Once, however, hine is used in reference to it; this may merely
be a mistake for hire, although other explanations are not only
possible, but more likely. For it is apparent from the context
that the 'book' in question is 'gospel'; the noun gospel, how¬
ever, is masculine in C and not neuter as in OE. The influence
le livre may also have something to do with this change.
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burh B is normally feminine in the A text, but there are also
examples showing it to be sometimes masculine.1 This ohange
may have been caused by the consonantal ending of the word.
On the other hand, the influence of castel, m. seems to be
a possible reason for the change. For one finds examples in
kurh is subsequently named castel{ e.g. ane neowe burh
2
makede 113/11 ... Meidene castel he wes icleoped 113/14.
There is also one example in which the two nouns make a com¬
pound: ne wi<5 inne pon castel-buri 286/12, which is probably
3
masculine in gender.
care B has retained the feminine gender, but side by side with
examples illustrating this gender one finds examples of a new
masculine gender. There do not seem to be any reasons to sup¬
pose that the change occurred on any formal grounds, since the
gender changes in spite of the noun ending in -e. The change
is therefore probably due to an association with a synonymous
noun.* The single example of the noun mod-care is used with
a masculine formj a comparison with care clearly shows that
the noun has undergone no complete change in gender.
1. In the B text burh is more frequently masculine} cf. Korner.
op. cit. pp. 24-25.
2. Cf. also the example cited by Hoffmann, op. cit. p. 59'
Lane-castel hine heahten ii.171/20.
3. Cf. p. 99.
4. Kbrner, op. cit. p. 26, suggests' Mttglich ist, dass aufdie
masc. Fassung von scome das Wort grome eingewirkt hat und
diese beiden vielleicht, vereint mid brerm. auf care. Cf.
also Hoffmann, op. cit. p. 62.
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chin B has probably changed its gender owing to its ending
in a consonant.1
church C is usually feminine, as it is in B and L. There are,
however, a few examples in which the noun is treated as mascu¬
line. In one case the noun probably has this gender because
of an identification of the Church with the Pope, since the
example reads: (clanliche to restore) holi churche £>at £>ou hast.
2
him binone mid wronge 10288. Apart from this, there is another
example in which the noun church is referred to by him: J>ei
3
seinte Peter him sulf . ihalwed him adde er 7158. The context
clearly shows that the meaning applies to the building. The
only possible reason for this change, if it really is one, and
not a scribal error, seems to be the influence of French temple.
s&. In a similar context, however, the noun is feminine: An
churche of seint Ion ]L>e baptist.Constantin let rere/ & cluped
is Constantiniane 1924* It is therefore impossible to decide
whether he in: pat he ihalwed was 8592, supports the evidence
for the masculine, or whether it is just a variant of heo. in
which case it is not to be regarded as evidence for masculine
at all. The same applies to the example of he in 10307.
1. Cf. Hoffmann, op. clt. p. 591 also N.v.Glahn, op. cit. p. 16.
2. Cf. Kbrner, oja. cit. p. 43»
3. MSS Trinity College, Cambridge, R. 4. 26 and Bodleian Library,
Oxford, Bigby 205 read hure here} MS Lord Mostyn's Library,
Mostyn, Flintshire, No. 259 has hir.
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heouene L is feminine in this text as it is in B. Occasionally,
however, it appears as masculine; e.g. pe heouene geth ene a-boute
... f>e Mone and J>e steorrene with him heo berth 311/402. In QE
the noun was a strong masculine; in late OE it appears as a weak
feminine heofone (after eor^e in heofonan and eorSan or possibly
by analogy with OE hell. f.) According to QES, Southern ME had
usually hevene. which probably derives from heofone. f., while
the more northern form was heven, perhaps from OE heofon. m. It
seems therefore that him in the above example cannot be explained
as a survival of the OE masculine heofon. The alternative ex¬
planation is that the change is due to the influence of corre-
2
sponding words in Latin or French, owlum and le ciel respectively.
hond C is referred to by the asg. is., thus showing that it Still
3
has the feminine gender. Once, however, it appears in the
accusative singular as bun oner hond I84Q, i.e. as masculine.^
There is little doubt that the feminine gender is carried over
from OE; about the masculine, however, we cannot be very sure.
1. Cf. OEB s.v. heaven. See also Fleischhacker, op. cit, p.251,
2. According to Ausblittel, op. cit. p. 18, cr»Ium was masculine
in medieval Latin.
3# Ho examples for the feminine gender of hond in C are given
by Ausbiittel. For the masculine he queries the example in
3635' four hondred men ... is owe hond he slou. We can,
however, disregard this occurrence of he, for it is almost
certain that it refers to the doer of the action.
4« Kbrner, op. cit. p. 38, suggests that habben bun ouer hond
must have been a fixed phrase.
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The possibilities are that the noun changed to masculine owing
to its ending in a consonant,^ or because of the influence of
2
F le bras. or a combination of these things. In any case,
the noun is both feminine or masculine in C, but never neuter.
niht B, Sonen-ny^ht L, Wodneony-tht L. The noun niht is normally
feminine in B, but the asg. enne niht 401/13» strengthened by
the evidence of to ban mid-nihte 324/3, suggests that the noun
3 4
can also occasionally he masculine. As Platt^ points out,
the change in gender occurred here as a result of this word
being coupled with the masculine drng in phrases like dreges and
nihtes. At all events, the change in B is only a sporadic one.
It is difficult, however, to know whether the same is true about
Sonen-nyyht and Wodnesnyqht in L, since the only evidence avail¬
able ie that of the temporal phrases bene Soncn-ny^ht and bene
Wodnesny^ht. whichare clearly influenced by the noun day and
1. KBrner, pp. cit. p. 24, cites an example in La3amon in which
the noun appears to be masculine; smat Hengest a bon hond
ii.267/19* Cf. also Glahn, op. cit. p. 19*
2. Cf. Ausbiittel, op. cit. p. 52? also Glahn, ojo. cit. p. 19*
3. Hoffmann, op. cit. p. 54# takes this example of ban with
mid-nihte to be an error for bare, which is what the B text
has.
4. J. Piatt, 'Zur Kentnisse der asg. Geschlechter•, Anglia.vol.
vi, 1883# P* 174* The ending -es, however, need not necessa¬
rily signify a change in gender"~Xef. P* 151» footnote 3)»
but it could, as it obviously did, give rise to a confusion
as to gender of this and similar historically feminine nouns,
whose paradigms show an intrusion of the genitive -es, proper
to masculine and neuter nouns.
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its compounds in the same function? e.g. bene Sonenday. In
view of the fact that the masculine gender is in such cases
contrary both to the original OK gender and the gender of
Latin and French equivalents (nox, la nuit). it may be doubt¬
ed whether there was a real change in gender of this noun at
all. For bene in such constructions may well have acquired
a new function of merely denoting time, ceasing in such cases
to mark gender at all. On the other hand, it is possible that
a similarity in meaning did cause this noun to change its gen¬
der, on the analogy of other masculine nouns denoting time,
such as day, monab. time]
pors L shows the influence of OK posa. m. both in gender and
the vowel, since otherwise it should have been something like
P^rs. f.5 cf. Lat. bursa.
rode C is referred to by he. which alone is no reliable evi-
2
dence for the masculine gender, as has been pointed out earlier.
There is, however, the evidence of the gsg. i_s_ to confirm that
the noun was masculine in C. But it should be noted that in
both contexts the masculine gender can he attributed to an
7
identification of the Crucifix with Christ.
1. Cf. K&rner, op. cit. p. 28.
2. See pp. 120-21, 146-7.
3. Cf. KSrner, op. cit. p. 42.
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fccome B is taken By Hoffmann1 as an example of a. change in
gender owing to an association with some word of similar mean¬
ing, tout he offers no suggestions} Glahn, however, suggests
a rhyme-association of grame or name as the cause of the change
2
in the case of schame. This may toe the case, since we actual¬
ly find scome and grome forming a rhyme in L&3amon| e.g.
&. aenden to him heore sser
& heore sorh-sicSes
& pan vnimete scome
& {jenne muche grorae ii. 58/20-25,
siht B, on the evidence of the asg. nesnne. appears to have the
masculine gender in addition to its original feminine gender.
If there had been a change, it was protoatoly caused by the noun
ending in a consonant.
soule L is established as feminine in this text as it is in B.^
In several cases, however, the noun is referred to toy he. Such
occurrences lend themselves to at least two possible inter¬
pretations. He, may be no more than a variant of heo. in which
case there is no change in gender. But a number of occurrences
of he, at least suggest evidence for the masculine gender} in
1• op# cit. p. 62.
2. N.v. Glahn, _oj>. cit. p. 17} see also KOrner, op. cit. p. 26.
5. The preservation of the feminine gender of this noun is
usually attributed to the influence of Lat. anima} cf.
Austolittel, op. cit. p. 65} also Morsbach, op. cit. p. 19*
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such cases it might be attributed to an identification or
association of soule with man5^ e.g.: his soule, £0 he was
ded j to heouene he gan i-wende 566/55* Only in such cases
he can no longer be regarded as evidence for grammatical gen¬
der. The gag. is. occurs in a context where it is not easy to
decide whether it refers to soule or aaister; the line readsi
Mid ri3te Jbi soule J>i Maister is : and pi bodi in hyne schal
beo 95/59* IT it can be taken to refer without doubt to the
former, this would help to establish that the noun could soae-
2
times be masculine in this text. If it refers to the noun
aeioter. it provides no evidence for grammatical gender. It
might also be argued that the preservation of the feminine
gender, as well as the development of a masculine gender, is
primarily due to the noun being used in a personified sense
from the earliest times, the gender in this case perhaps
depending to some extent on the natural gender of the •owner*.
aunne B, sonne L. Of OE sunne. f. and sunna. m. only the fe¬
minine sunne survives in There is only one example where
1. Cf, Morsbach, 00. cit. p. 19*
2. Ausbtittel, op. cit. p. 65, cites a few examples of him in
reference to the noun soule occurring in some other ME works
and contends that: "Soul als Maskulinum ... ist z.T. durch
animus, z.T. durch die Identitht mit der betr. zugehOrigen
Person ... beeinflusst.M
5. The word is usually feminine in the Teutonic dialects, as
for instance in OE, although the masculine sunna also occurs;
e.g.: Oona eode surma, On. 52, 51 (see Bo3worth-Toller).
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the noun appears as masculine, hut in this case it is used
in a personified sense: Saturnas heo 3iuen seatterdfei, bene
Sunne he 3iuen sonedeei ii.158/14.1 In L the noun sonne is
usually feminine, although there are a few examples of he, and
him used in reference to it. Here too, as in the case of
heouene. it is difficult to know whether the occasional occur¬
rences of the masculine forms are due to the survival of the
OE masculine noun, or whether they are due- to foreign influ¬
ences. We may note, however, that the noun is mainly feminine,
2
in contrast with Lat. sol and F le soleil.
xyeorld B, world L, C. The word is usually feminine in B.
3In some cases, however, it appears to he neuter. It is not
certain therefore whether weorldes ins for ban weorldes scome
20/3 constitutes evidence for the masculine or for the neuter
gender. If there had been a change in La3amon, it could have
been caused by the consonantal ending of the word.^ As for
1. OED cites this example to illustrate the following defini¬
tion of the word: "As an object of worship in various re¬
ligions, and thus (and hence generally) personified as a
male being, sometimes identified with various gods, esp.
Apollo".
2. Cf. Morsbach, op. cit. p. 15» Ho maintains, however, that:
"Bass kann nur auf englischer literarische Tradition beruhen,
nlcht aber auf sprachlicher Erhaltung des assg. Genus".
3. Cf. p. 27 ff. Also p. 183.
4» Xdrner, op. cit. p. 24, says that the evidence of the mascu¬
line inflexion and the adjectivally used masculine pronominal
forms is contradicted in the Ancrene Riwle by the subsequent
use of the feminine forms in reference to world. It appears
therefore that the change is still not complete in the thir¬
teenth century.
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■kk® Legendary and the Chronicle, the noun appears in the asg.
as bene world and ben world respectively. On this evidence
(and no other is available)t we may assume that there had been
a change to the masculine by the end of the thirteenth century,
though we cannot be certain about its cause. The masculine
gender in these cases may be a continuation of the new mascu¬
line gender which might have developed because of the final
consonant of the noun, but it may be due to the influence of
1
Lat. aur.dus or F. le mond.
From neuter nouns.
I. Complete changei
0 t Engelond, gospel, Yrlond
II. Sporadic changet
B : balu, child, gri&, 3er, spere, wundcr
L : child, 3er, ?water
C t child, suerd
2
balu B, as suggested by Hoffmann, may owe its change of gender
to an association with a word of similar meaning; it would be
1. This becomes apparent in the texts where a comparison with
the French texts is possible; cf. ffor whom be world was
furst wrou3t/ He haf> him vnder brou3t - Celui pur ki le mund
fu fet/ En son poeir out attreit - The 6astle of Love. MS
Vernon, 1515 "16, EFTS, 98, p. 588. According to AusbSttel,
op. cit. p. 17# who cites this example, towards the end of
ME the feminine gender submerges again, and is standard in
MnE, in Shakespeare and B. Jonson, for instance.
2. op. cit. p. 62.
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difficult to say which word this is, but one at least seems
possible, viz. heerrru which is still masculine in liaison.
child B, L, C is referred to by the masculine forms of the
third singular personal pronoun in cases where natural gender
prevails. Otherwise the neuter gender is preserved.
Engelond C, Yrlond C are clearly treated as masculine in this
text| the evidence of the dag. him is corroborated by the evi-
1
dence of the nsg. he. But the reason for this change is by no
means easy to find. The influence of le pays, suggested by
2
Ausbtittel, is hardly a satisfactory explanation, in view of
the fact that the noun lond remains neuter. The only other
possible explanation may be found in personification, but this
also is not very convincing, since all these examples occur in
pure topographical descriptions.
1. Morsbach, op. cit. p. 35, note 20, alleges that jhe here is
equivalent to heo, i.e. feminine, and that him is probably
neuter. The only other occurrences of him with reference
to a neuter noun are those used of sweord. For further
discussion of this form, see s.v. suerd below. The femi¬
nine gender he explains (p. 15) as due to an association
of lond with la contr6e« la region.
2. (0£» ci^# p. 26.
3. Cf. XBrner, op. cit. p. 45. The other two suggestions put
forward by him do not seem to be applicable in this case.
One is that the change occurred owing to the noun lond end¬
ing in a consonant, the other that the masculine gender of
lond may be clue to an attempt to contrast it with the femi¬
nine sea. These cannot be accepted for reasons given earlier;
the second suggestions ruled out because there is no evi¬
dence that the noun sea is feminine in the Chronicle.
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gospel C has probably changed Its gender under the influence
of Lat. evangellua. there having been a tendency to treat Latin
neuters as masculine in MK| in addition it may have been in¬
fluenced by F gvangile. which was masculine, noteworthy is the
fact that - while undergoing a change in gender - the native
word has survived in spite of the highly competitive Latin and
French equivalents.
griri B is occasionally treated as masculine, probably under the
influence of frid. with which it often forms a rhyme and is re-
2 /
lated in aeaningj cf.a pisse londe he heold gri<3/ a jbisse
londe he hulde frit? 422/25-24.
^er B,L appears to be masculine in: mid £>an feo sculden faren/
£suer alcne 3ere 332/23, that is to say if we can accept the
evidence of -ne as an unequivocal indication of the masculine
3
gender. In this case, the change is probably due to the influ¬
ence of the masculine nouns winter or summor; an example of
words with a similarity in meaning affecting one another as
regards gender.^ We may also argue that there has been no
1. Cf. Morsbach, op. cit. p. 12s "Dagegen bei der frbertragung
aittellateinischer Werke kommt in Betracht, dass lat. Meutrum
nicht selten im Englischen durch das Masculinum wieder gegeben
wird. Es beruht darauf, dass im aittellateinischen und Vulgar-
lateinischen die Tendenz Bestand, das Neutrum als Masculinum
zu behandeln."
2. Cf. Hoffmann, op. cit. p. 61.
3* Cf. p. 60.
4. Cf. also niht, pp. 163-"64•
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change in gender at all, but a transference of function of
the ending -ne. which (as we have noted earlier) may have
ceased to mark gender in constructions of time. The same
applies to the example occurring in the Legendary: J>is was
bene fourteope 3ere 190/27. But cf. to fi3te ane 3er al
171/2264 (the asg. ane is normally used with nouns felt as
non-neuter in this text).
spere B is once referred to by hine (ii.106/l7)# probably
2
under the influence of the synonymous gare.
suerd C is neuter in this text, as well as in B and L. Twice,
however, it is referred to by the dsg. him (1141-42), In the
absence of any other occurrences of the dsg. him with reference
to neuter nouns in C (except those referring to child). we may
assume that suerd is here used in a personified sense; hence
the dsgm. him.
watur L. This is a somewhat doubtful case, since it is not
quite clear whether him in the following passage refers to
watur or St. Alban:
For ]>o |>is holie Man to water cam : j>at watur him with-drou3
And ouer broke made ane wei : druy3e and clene i-nou3 69/65*66.
1. See pp. 163, 164, 170*
2. Cf. Hoffmann, op. cit. p. 61.
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Whether him is a reflexive dative here or the accusative
singular, we would not, normally, expect this form with a
neuter noun. If it does refer to watur, the masculine gender
in this single instance can only he due to personification;
this is not surprising, since the contest shows the water in
action. But him here might possibly mean 'drew away from him*,
i.e. it may refer to St. Alban.
wunder B might have changed its gender owing to its final con¬





B s bi^te, bringe, freondscipe, monscipe
L » mone, stede, steorre, wiramon
C j wimman
II. Sporadic change:
B t rarde, sweore, wifmon, wur&escipe
L t bowe
C : sterre
terde B, which is still probably masculine in La3amon,^ seems
in- the following example to be feminine! heo com to |>ere ferde/
1. Unless it changed to neuter; see the Glossary and p.183, note 5.
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]pe icumen wes to bissere rarde 213/9. The most likely reason
for this apparent change is the influence of the feminine ferde
in the preceding line. For although the scribe A often mis-
-J
spells d_ for this does not seem to be the case here, since
an errpr of that kind would have involved a change in meaning
of the word. The context makes it clear that the word meant
is 'country, land*, i.e. OB eard. m. and not 'earth, soil', i.e.
eorb(e j. f. The confusion of genders, however, might have
2
been facilitated by the existence of the feminine eorcSe.
bi-yste B became feminine presumably on account of the ending
-e of the nominative singular, which, however, is a new de-
velopmentf cf. OE be-gent.
bouwe L appears to be both masculine and feminine, if one ac¬
cepts the evidence of he as an indication of the masculine
gender. The evidence of heo, however, corroborated by that
of hire. makes it clear beyond doubt that there has been a
1. Cf. Hit iwerd bere/ swa hit deS iwere/ p ]?e0f? 3unge wiaan/
iwerd hire mid cbilde 12/6-9; also: seodoen 15/14? <iuad
30/17; beod 38/2 etc.
2. hoffmann, op. cit. p. 52» maintains that there has been no
change either in this case or in the asg. ba arde 12370,
since _d is only a misspelling for <3_,
3. Kbrner, ££. cit. p. 23, takes the etymology of the noun to
be OE *bi^iet. n. lioffmann, op. cit. p. 61, takes the came
view and says that the plural of this noun, as well as of
breoste and bread came to be used as singular, thereby
causing a change in gender.
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change to the feminine gender, although the reason for the
change is not clear. In view of the fact that the noun is
still masculine in B, the change is presumably of a later
date, and therefore hardly due to the ending ~e_. A compari¬
son with Latin and French is also unfruitful in this case,
the corresponding nouns being masculine in both (arcus. arc j.
There is, however, one more possibility5 the noun might have
become feminine on the analogy of the feminine arewe L with
which it must often have been found together in the same con¬
text. 1
brings B probably became feminine for phonetic reasons, viz.
owing to its ending in -e.
Freondscipe B, monscipe B, wurdescipe B and possibly other
nouns in -seipe are treated as feminine in the Brut, except
for a few survivals of masculine forms in the case of wurde-
2
scipe. It is usually assumed that the change occurred owing
to a final -e. of such words; but it may also have been helped
by an association with French feminine abstracts.^
1. It may be noted that OF fla, f. was also feminine in B.
2. These survivals cannot be dismissed as oversights of the
scribe as Hoffmann, oj>. cit. p. 60, suggests, since apart
from mine wurbscipe there is also one example of bene wurde-
scipe. See the Glossary.
3. Of. Kttrner, oj>, cit. p. 25.
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mone L with its change from masculine to feminine presents
a problem of much interest, mainly because there seem to be
more than one possible explanations for this change. It may
have occurred merely on account of its ending in -£,1 in
which case we should expect the change to have taken place
before the time of the Brut. Another possible reason for
2
the change may be in the analogy of sunne, f. with which
it must have often been used in the same context. In this
case too one would expect that the change should have been
5
in evidence in La^amon;^ for in the Legendary the noun sonne
shows an uncertainty as to its gender and is sometimes treat¬
ed as feminine as in OK, sometimes as masculine under French
influence. If mone is still masculine in B, as Madden lists
it, the change is then of a later date and probably due to
the influence of Latin and French corresponding nouns, luna
an^ la lune respectively.^
stede (steed; L is referred to by hir in this text} in the
Brut it is treated as masculine. The change may be nothing
more than an instance of natural gender.
1. Cf. ulahn, op. cit. p. 18.
2. ibid.
3. Madden, however, gives its gender as masculine. No examples
of this noun where the gender is identifiable occur in vol.i.
4. Cf. AusbUttel, op. cit. p. 14,; also Morsbach, op. cit. p. 15.
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sterre L, C probably owes its feminine gender to the influ¬
ence of Lat. stella or F etoile.1 The change is apparently-
late, since the noun is still masculine in the Brut and more
2
often masculine than feminine in the Chronicle* In the Le¬
gendary it appears to be only feminine.
sweore B is normally masculine and only occasionally appears
to be feminine, probably owing to the ending ~je.
wifraon B, L, C has changed from masculine to feminine under
the influence of natural gender,^
From neuter nouns.
I. Complete changes
B s bihoue, breoste, genge, maine, temple, weolcne
L s rnaide, temple, wif
C : mayde
II. Sporadic changes
B s husting, inne, maiden, (kine)riche, rihte, wif,
witte.
1. Cf. Ausbdttel, op. cit. p. 20} also Morsbach, op. cit. p. 14«
2. Ausbtlttel makes no mention of sterre being masculine in C.
Later MSS of the Chronicle, namely Trinity Coll. Camb. R.
4. 26, BodloiRn Lib, Oxf. Digby 205, Univ. Lib. Camb. Ee 4.31,
all read hure or hire in 3177,78, where our text reads him.
•
3. There is only one exception with the indefinite articles
enne feire wimman 409/16, in which the noun appears to have
retained its OK masculine gender.
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It is noteworthy that the majority of these nouns
which appear to have changed their gender from the neuter to
the feminine end in -e. This fact alone may account for the
change, especially because this -e is in most cases unhisto-
rical. But other factors may in some cases have played a part
in the process.
bihoue B may have become feminine on the analogy of the more
or less synonymous noun neode.
breoste B probably changed its gender because its plural came
to be regarded as singular.1 Glahn suggests that:
"Als Ausgangspunkt fiir diesen ttbertritt zuza. Fern.,
sind jedenfalls die Kasus ansusehen, in denen im Friih-
mittelenglischen bei Verbindung mit dem Artikel usw.
Formengleichkeit mit einigen Kasus des Singulars des
Fem. eintrat, wie z. B. gen. pi. ae. para breosta
me. bare breoste"
The change seems to have started already in OF since some dic-
3tionaries give n. f. and a. as possible genders for this noun.
The feminine gender therefore might have been inherited from
OE, although the example occurring in vol. iii.98/13* forn a
ban breoste1 suggests that the change has not been completed
by the time of the Brut.
1. See Kbrner, op. cit. p. 24; also Hoffmann, op. cit. p. 61,
2. K. v. Glahn, op, cit. p. 15.
3. See Bosworth-Toller, Clark Hall, holthausen. Sweet gives
only n. and m.
4. Cited by Kbrner, op. cit. p. 24.
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genge B changed to the feminine probably on account of the
final -e.
busting B, according to Hoffmann,^ became feminine under
the influence of nouns with which it formed a rhyme. It is,
however, possible that it became feminine by analogy with
-ing ,0E -ung) nouns, independetly of any rhyme influence.
For OF -ung nouns are feminine in gender,
inne B is a somewhat doubtful case. For the examples to bare
cinhtene (sicJ inne 142/9, may perhaps be interpreted as the
genitive plural, i.e. bare cnihtene or as the dsgf., i.e. to
2
bare ... inne as Kdrner interprets it. Cf. to ban inne
ii. 149/5.
rorelden B, maide L, aayde C. Meaiden is still grammatically
neuter in B, that is to say, the words in apposition to it
follow the neuter declension! e.g. Oft_ wes pen imeiden wa 131/255
pa luuede he a raaide 12/3. The high frequency of bat with this
noun in L and C, even in circumstances where there seems to be
no need for a demonstrative, suggests that it may have remained
neuter in these texts also. But in each of the three texts it
is always referred to by the feminine forms of the third singu¬
lar personal pronoun.
1. op. cit. 61.
2. 02. cit. p. 23.
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gain B, on the evidence of jjina, appears to have changed its
gender to feminine. This being the only example in vol. i.,
we cannot be sure that the change really occurred. The form
bina may have been used under the influence of bine with the
noun stremr* in the preceding line. On the other hand, the
example: mid muchelere maine B 62/20 (where the A text reads:
mid muchele streng^e;, may suggest that there was some con¬
fusion as to the gender of this noun.1
(kine jrlche B, rihte B on more than one line of evidence show
the change to be sporadic onlyj side by side with the forme
characteristic of the new feminine gender, distinctive neuter
2
forms are also found with these nouns. The change seems to
3
be due to the final -e.
temple B, L has undergone a complete change of gender except
for one single occurrence where hit is used with reference to
4
it in the Brut. This change might have occurred on purely
formal grounds, viz. owing to the ending -e (from the plural
but it could also be due to an association with church.
1. Since the asg. bine is not an altogether unambiguous indi¬
cation of the feminine gender, this noun has not been includ¬
ed in the figures given in the tables on p. 137.
2. See p. 148.
3. Cf. Kttrner, op. cit. p. 23; also Hoffmann, op. clt. p. 60.
4. See pp.140-49.
3. Cf. Glahn, op. cit. p. 13.
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The form temple (cf. OE tempel) may also result from French
influence, though the masculine gender of OF temple has not
been adopted.
weolcne B probably became feminine on account of its final -je,
1
which developed from the plural -u.
2
wif remains grammatically neuter in B and probably in L, but
under the influence of natural gender it is always referred to
by the feminine forms of the third singular personal pronoun.
witte B may have become feminine because of its ending in -je,
though the change may have occurred as a result of an associa-
3
tion with Lat. sciencla.
SEW NEUTERS
A certain number of originally masculine and femi¬
nine nouns used in the Brut appear to have changed their gender
to neuter. This is not to say that they have lost their gender,
since a feeling for grammatical gender is undoubtedly alive in
La3amon. It seems reasonable therefore to regard such cases as
1. Cf. Glahn, op. cit. p. 13*
2. The use of hat with this noun is very frequent even in con¬
texts where there seems to be no reason for t he use of a
deictic.
3. Cf. Glahn, op. cit. p. 13*
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examples of changes in gender rather than of loss of it.'
This, however, should be said with certain reservations, for
there are difficulties in interpreting the criteria for neuter
gender. Unless the noun in question is both referred to by
hit and occurs with the relevant neuter forms of the definite
article and other appositional words, we cannot be sure that
we are dealing with a genuine change in gender.
There are only a few nouns for which there is more
than one line of evidence for neuter gender available. They
are:
anlicness (OS f.). It is preceded by the asg. ]> and referred
to by hit, thus providing adequate evidence for neuter gender.
The suggestion that hit in 49/6 may have been influenced by
2
the gender of liche in the preceding line, need not be taken
seriously.
foreward (OE f.) occurs with the nsg. bat. asg. bis and dsg.
bon. There is therefore little doubt that there has been a
change in gender, though the reason is not clear. A vague
association with the neuter word may perhaps be the expla¬
nation for this change.
leode (OE f.) is preceded by the asg. bat, dsg. bon. gsg.
"pisses and is referred to by hit. But whether or not we
should regard these as indications of a change in gender,
1. Cf. Hoffmann, op. cit. pp. 60 and 68} Glahn, op. cit. p. 25.
2. Cf. Hoffmann, ibid, p. 65.
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depends on whether we should read leode as the A text has or
as lond, which is the reading of the B text in most of these
cases* Ii«g. As pat he heom wolde leaden/ out of pane leoden
(B vt of pan londej 16/11; |ja is#sh pisses ledes king (B* pa
isah |>is londes kingj 412/2; Feowerti vintre he walde pes leode/
a blisse hit stod on his hand ( Fourti 3er he held pis lond/
ine blisse in hie hondj 182/19-20. It may be safe to assume,
therefore, that even if there had been a change in the gender
of leode (which is still normally treated as feminine), the
probable reason for if was an analogy with the neuter lond.
A correct interpretation of the significance of hit
in reference to an originally non-neuter noun is difficult,
even impossible, when other evidence is not available. As we
have seen, we may in such cases be dealing with early examples
of inaniraate gender; sporadic cases appear of course already
in OE where nouns which in all other respects are clearly mascu¬
line or feminine are sometimes referred to by hit* It may be
advisable, therefore, to treat all such cases as at least possi-
1
ble examples of the loss of grammatical gender*
Difficulties also arise with those historically non-
neuter nouns which occur with the form ~2£±* For this form, though
normally the neuter of the definite article, can by this date
sometimes be a deictic, used regardless of the gender of the noun.
1. See p. I84 ff.
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In view of these uncertainties, there is little
ground for deducing neuter gender from evidence suggested by
1
an accompanying pat unless it is supplied on other grounds.
I shall therefore laei-ely call attention here to a number of
historically non-neuter nouns which are accompanied once or
more times by bat in what at least may be its definite article
function. The noun3 in question ares clears cipe (once), comp
(once), hired (twice), aeil-clsje (once;, wrel^ (once;j all
these are originally masculine nouns, but aside from accompa¬
niment by bat, and in some cases by the dative singular J>cn
(cozap. hiredj, there is no evidence for their gender in l^amon.^
In addition there are a few nouns which, on other
evidence, are still clearly non-neuter, at least some of the
time, but which are recorded with bat. They are: ferde, f.
(once), hauene. f. (once), niht, f. (once), tur, m. f. (once),
wifmon. f. (once), winter, m. (twice) and world. f. (once).^
It may ultimately turn out that evidence from other texts will
suggest whether such accompaniment by bat is in any of these
5
cases to be considered as likely evidence for neuter gender.
1. This is not to say that we cannot use bat alone, if it is
used as an article, as offering some evidence for the sur¬
vival of the neuter gender of a historically neuter noun.
2. For a discussion of the form bat in these cases see also
pp. 23-24 and 26 ff., where citations are also given.
3. Note that other OE masculine nouns in -scipe are normally
feminine in the Brut«
4» Cf. for pan weorldes scome 20/3. But this may be also gsgm.
5. On the evidence of the asg. bis (which is normally found
only with neuter nouns;, ferde (OE m. ) and emsware (OE f.)
seem to have changed into neuter.
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LOSS OF GRAMMATICAL GKKLER
It remains to consider eases where a loss of gram¬
matical gender seems to be in evidence; it has already been
pointed out that the loss of grammatical gender is not the
I
same thing as a change to neuter grammatical gender. In
the period with which we are concerned all distinguishing
forms of neuter grammatical gender are ceasing to mark this
gender unambiguously because they are acquiring new functions.
For example, although possibly still marking neuter gramma¬
tical gender when used as the definite article with histori¬
cally neuter nouns, the form bat is also used as a deictic
irrespective of gender. Moreover, a form like the demonstra¬
tive is a generalized form used in all cases; it no longer
distinguishes gender. The same is true of the form j*(an j of
the indefinite article.
The third singular personal pronoun hit continues
in some measure to mark grammatical neuter gender, but it is
more and more frequently used in its new function of indicating
the inanimateness of objects denoted by the noun to which it
refers. Occurrences of hit with reference to historically
masculine or feminine inanimates should therefore be regarded
as signs of the appearance of overtly marked natural gender^
1. Cf. p. 180,
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such occurrences do not necessarily signify a complete loss
of grammatical gender in a given noun* The replacement of
grammatical gender by natural gender is a gradual process;
in the period of transition a noun may sometimes appear with
the forma characteristic of its grammatical gender and some¬
times with forms characteristic of natural gender.
In cases where natural gender replaces grammatical
gender, in other words where historically non-neuter nouns are
referred to by hit, the following three situations may be dis-
1
tinguished;
a) where the evidence of hit conflicts with the evi¬
dence about gender provided by the appositional kind of criteria;
b) where the evidence of hit is in conflict with the
evidence of he or heo with reference to nouns not denoting per¬
sons;
c) where the evidence of hit in reference to histo¬
rically masculine and feminine nouns denoting things is the
only evidence available. This, of course, may merely be due
to an accidental absence of any other kind o£ criteria for gender.
The following are the cases where hit refers to nouns
that on the evidence of the appositional criteria for gender
are established as masculine or feminine:
1, Such cases where the evidence of hit is in conflict with
the historical gender of a noun but is corroborated by other
forms characteristic of neuter gender are not considered
here, but are dealt with in the section on changes in gender;
of. p. 181.
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In the Brut t
m. s (pene, -ne };1 cristendom ( -ne)} feond (enne) $
gare (£>ene,panne)} mete (f>er.e){ stude (-ne)} wille
2
(asg. |>lne j.
f. s trehte (asfj, |>a)} Bruttene (-re)} sibbe (-re)} speke
(-re )} temple (asg. ane, -re );' Troye (a®g. ane).
In the Legendary:
ra* ' asg. anej; bowe (asg. anei} breth (jpane)}
dead (pene)} feld (asg. anej} gost (pene); mete (pene,
minne)} mist (3enej} put (pane, asg. ane ) % staf (£ane);
stan (jane. asg. ane); tun (pene); wei (f>ane, nanne,
alne)} worn (asg. ane).
In the Chronicle:
e1
m * ! stude (fien); tun (jen).
In the following instances the evidence of hit con¬
flicts with the evidence of masculine and feminine forms of
the personal pronoun.^
1. I'he occurrence of the a eg. an in 30/21, together with hit
in 30/22 may indicate a change in gender. But the form an
may have a purely phonetic explanation.
2. No numerical account of occurrences of forms is attempted
here. For references see the Glossary.
3. The form hit with reference to templeoceurs only once}
the noun is feminine in Lajanton but neuter in GE; cf.
pp. 148-49.
4. For tables showing the number of gender-distinctive forms
that &"a in conflict with natural gender, see Moore, S.
op. cit. pp. 97-98.
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In the Bruti
mhte (heo)j mete (hine); Rome (heore, hire).
In the Legendary:
bowe (bej heo, hire); coppe (heo, hire); deao (bine);
eorbe (heo); fisc (he, him);1 gost (he); ^eorde (heo,
hire); heuene (hire; him); put (he); rym-forst (he);
stftf (bine, he); stan (his, hyne); sunne^ (heo, hire;
him); worm (is, hira).
In the Chronicle;
chirche (asg. is; ir; him, he); stude (him); tun (he).
No other evidence is available for the following nouns
except the evidence of hitt
In the Eruti
axe (OE f.); biheste (OE heh^s, f.; cf. behat, n.)
In the Legendary:
OE m. s bov-s. cloht cristindom, drinc. hurst, rug, sroul.
song, sak. thought.
OS f.i*anletnesse. blessingue,*childingue. gistningue.
*leitunge. lesingue. li^htingue. love, reste. sihte.
In the Chronicle:
OE m.: cristendom. ofspreng, sceld. wind.
OE f.s eax. vorewarde, hebenesse. mansingue.
1. Hit in 232/462 refers to fish when cooked.
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NOUNS OF OLD FRENCH ORIGIN
We have already seen that the gender of a native
noun can sometimes be changed under the influence of the
gender of the corresponding French noun. It remains now
to examine how nouns of OF origin are treated in our texts
with respect to gender. In the tables given below all the
relevant nouns of OF origin are included whose gender is
identifiable. The criteria on which the following results
2
are based are the same as those used with nouns of OE origin.
The situation as regards the gender of OF nouns is as follows:
Masculine nouns:
total OF m« OF f. total
B 3 3 - 5
L 11 5 6 11
C 6 4 2 6
__ . . . .
Feminine nouns:
total OF f. OF m. total
B 2 2 - 2
L 12 10 2 12
C 5 4 1 4
W ""IT"
Neuter nouns:
total OF cu OF f. total
B 1? 1? 1?
L 33 15 18 53
C M JSi 2_ 14
48 48
1. See p. 156 ff.
2. See p. 155«
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I. RETENTION OF GENDER IN OLD FRENCH NOONS
Masculine nounss





The above three nouns in the Brut occur with the
unequivocal masculine forms of the definite and indefinite
■j
article. In addition to these three, the following more
doubtful cases might also be added! flum. ginne and lac.
They are all found with what appear to be dative singular
forms of the definite and indefinite article. There is
little doubt that the example with ginne (of |>an ufele gin-
nen 57/7) is in the dativej on this evidence the noun could
be either masculine or neuter. In the examples of flum and
lac, however, we may be dealing with a shorter variant of
the asgm. form of the definite and indefinite article. For
in both cases the seemingly dative form follows the prepo¬
sition ouer and may therefore in fact be accusative} the
examples mi ouer Maluan erne flum (Bs ouer M&luan pane flom;
55/17* and; ouer pen lac 54/21-22.
In the Legendary the noun tempest is referred to by
the third singular pronoun he in 316/580. It appears there¬
fore to have masculine gender. This had already in OF re¬
placed the original feminine gender of the noun. cf. OED.
1. For the examples illustrating the gender or genders of all
nouns discussed here, see the Glossary.
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On the evidence of he, 9085 in the Chronicle, ordre
1
seems to have retained its original masculine gender; on the
same evidence (i.e. he 8322) the noun ost appears to be mascu¬
line; it was either masculine or feminine in OF. We should not
perhaps make too much of this because, as already pointed out,
2
the form he is not a certain indication of gender. It shows
anyhow that the noun is either masculine or feminine, and strong¬
ly suggests that it is masculine.
Feminine nouns.










Despite a possible descent in some cases from the
OE word, arche is almost certainly of French origin. There
is always the possibility, however, that the feminine gender
it has descends from OE earc(e). from Latin area. There is
no doubt that the noun tur has two genders in the Brut; the
masculine is a continuation of the OE gender, and the feminine,
4
which is the more frequent of the two, is from OF.
1. Cf. p. 195.
2, See pp. 120, 124, 146.
3* Cf. OED, s.v. +arche.
4. Hoffmann, op. cit. p. 63,
feminine in the Brut.
alleges that the noun is only
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All the above nouns of OF origin which appear to
have retained tjieir original feminine gender in the Legendary
are established as feminine on the evidence of the form heo.
In the case of some this is corroborated by examples of the
oblique cases of the same pronoun and the form as in the ac¬
cusative singular.
In the Chronicle, unless a noun is also referred to
by the third singular personal pronoun in some case other than
the nominative (e.g. chartre - by the asg. is. in 1. 10506),
the establishing of its gender is difficult, because the form
he is used in reference hoth to originally masculine and origi¬
nally feminine nouns.^ Croiz is normally feminine in the Legend¬
ary; the form he by which it is referred to at one point in the
Chronicle (l. 1931) may be taken as a variant of heo; it does
2
not seriously call in question the feminine gender of the noun.
The same may be true of court and of ymage which are referred to
by he in 12235 and 3294.
1. See p. 120 f.
2. Kbrner, op. clt. p. 42, attributes the retention of gram¬
matical gender in this case to personification and for the
same reason alleges that there has been a change to mascu-
line, croiz being vaguely associated with Christ. The
example reads: so jpat he was per i-founde.
3. According to Kdrner, ibid, p. 43, the use of Jhe referring
to court is again due to personification, the poet seeing
*n court a company of (male; advisers to the king.
4. The noun yaage iis feminine in the Legendary; but cf. to
pane ymsge 253/452.
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II. CHANGES IN GENDER IN OLD FRENCH NOUNS
New -iBasci-linos.
There seem to be no changes from the original gen¬
der in OF nouns occurring in the Brut. not at least on the
evidence contained in the first volume.
In the Legendary there are a few cases where a change
In the original gender seems to have taken place; e.g. beste
is otherwise treated as neuter, but in one instance a gsg. is.
which is normally used only of masculine nouns, refers to it
(278/8); in any case the noun Is apparently not feminine as
it was in OF; prison is used with the asgnu bane in 460/153,
otherwise with bat (which may be a deictic; as in 38/152} robe
is used with the asgm. ban in 116/324} roche is referred to by
he in 234/522, the change, if it is one, occurring perhaps by
analogy with stone} tourn is referred to by hlne in 304/176}
ymage« which is otherwise established as feminine, is once
referred to by he, and in the same line preceded by the dsg.
bane. The example readss to bane ymage he wende a-non s ase
he bi jpe wall© stod,253/452.
In the Chronicle the noun cite is referred to by he
and him in 1. 8477» thus showing that there has been a genuine
change in gender, probably under the Influence of OE masculine
nouns tun and castel. The noun launce is referred to by him
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in 1. 3618, probably because of personification. The example
reads:
In is rijt hond is lrsunee he nom . £>at was icluped Ron
long & gret & strong ynou . him ne mi3te at sitte non.
MS Trinity Coll. Camb. R. 4, 26, however, has hure here.
Hew feminine nouns.
Here, again, there are no changes in gender in the
nouns occurring in the Brut.
In the Legendary the noun saume is referred to by
heo in 355/341. This may only be a variant form of he, espe¬
cially since the noun is masculine in Ancren Riwle (besne psalm
30 - PEP;. retaining there the same gender that it had in OF
and also as OE aealm. The noun ordre. on the other hand, has
undoubtedly changed to feminine, since the evidence of heo in
59/177 is confirmed by the asgf. form as in 6o/235.
In the Chronicle the noun aumperie is twice referred
to by the asg. form is. in 4Q55**6, possibly under the influence
of Rome, since it is used in the sense of the Empire of Rome.
III. LOSS OF GENDER IN OLD FRENCH NOUNS
Only one noun seems to have lost its gender, or be¬
come neuter, in the Brut. This is the OF feminine noun male
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which in the accusative singular is used with the form a_ of
the indefinite article ( a. male riche 150/25 ). This, of
course, may merely be an uninflected form, but in any case
it would signify a loss of gender.
In the Legendary and the C;ronicle 35 and 14 nouns
respectively are referred to by hit. Some of thera, for instance
abbeiTje and lettre. are also referred to by the gender-distinctive
forms of the third singular personal pronoun.1
The results obtained in the preceding analysis of
nouns of OF origin testify to a linguistic feeling for gender
in the texts under consideration, for - to a greater or smaller
extent - these nouns are used with,or are referred to, by gender-
2
distinctive forms in each of them.
At the same time these results show that the gender
system is no longer in full operation. Many nouns are not used
in connection with distinctively masculine or feminine forms,
but are referred to by the form hit. which in such cases marks
natural gender.
1. For a list of these nouns see Appendix II.
2, Interesting for the linguistic feeling for gender is the
fact that a number of OF nouns are used with the asg. form
ane in the Legendary. This form in practically all cases
is used only with nouns felt as non-neuter (see pp. 112-114).
Such nouns are not, however, included in the tables, since
the form does not enable us to distinguish between mascu¬
line and feminine gender, but they may be listed here; OF
masculines; cofre, ensaumple, ginne, mantel, peire, sege,
sign®j OF feminines: ohaiere, folic, fourme, goute, grace,
partie, perche, place, rente, summe, table and yle. Cf.
batayle in C. For actual citations see the Glossary.
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NOUNS OF OLD NORSE ORIGIN
I have noted only five nouns of ON origin for which
there is evidence about gender in these texts. They are: bole
(ON m.), bone (ON f.), croune (ON f.), leg (ON m.) and tldende
(OE n. pi.). They all seem to retain their original gender.
Bole occurs in the Legendary and is referred to by the mascu¬
line forms of the personal pronoun hine and him, and is used
with the form ane in the accusative singular. Bone occurs with
the form ane in the accusative singular and is therefore pro¬
bably feminine and certainly not neuter in the Legendary. The
noun crune occurs in all three texts; in the Brut it is referred
to by heo: in the Legendary it is preceded in the accusative by
the form ane: in the Chronicle it is referred to by is_ in the
accusative singular (where MS Trin.Coll. Camb. R» 4. 26 reads
hure). In 6599 it is referred to by he which -as we have seen-
is probably only a variant of heo and which is what MS Trin. Coll.
Camb. R. 4. 26 reads. The gender of the ON noun corresponds to
the gender the noun has in OF (corone) and Latin (corona), and
its survival may have been helped by this circumstance. The
noun leg occurs in the Legendary preceded by the asgm. forms
"panne and Lane. The noun ti' ende which in ON was only plural,
appears to he singular and neuter in the Brut, since it occurs
with the form pat in the singular. As in early ME in general,
this noun can be either singular or plural in the Brut : cf. OED.
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CONCLUSION
The conclusions reached from this investigation have
been presented at appropriate points in the thesis. It may be
worth while, however, to present here some of the main points
which have emerged.
The results obtained in this investigation of gram¬
matical gender in early Middle English clearly show the extent
to which the preservation of gender depended on the preserva¬
tion of case.
In the Brut the case system is almost the same as
in CE, except for nouns. As a result of a phonological fall¬
ing together of all end vowels to -e, the distinction between
the cases of a noun is no longer clearly marked. Strong adjec¬
tives and adjectivally used pronouns, as well as the third
singular personal pronoun, have in non-prepositional use, wifth
very few exceptions, the same declensional system as in OE.
After prepositions, the syncretism of the oblique cases is
noticeable in adjectives, articles, demonstratives and possess-
ives. The third singular personal pronouns show a complete
syncretism of the dative and the accusative case in such circum¬
stances. These case forms, whether syncretised or not, at the
same time preserve gender distinctions.
Apart from these forms, an 'uninflected' form (used
regardless of both case and gender) is occasionally also to be
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found} e.g. Jae, a(n), bi (n.) and bis (in cases other than
the asg. where it appears still to mark neuter gender;.
In addition, some forms are beginning to perform a double
function. The form bat in its definite article function
continues to mark neuter gender in the nominative and the
accusative singular; sometimes, however, it appears to be
used as a deictic regardless of case and gender. The third
singular pronoun hit in addition to its old function of indi¬
cating neuter grammatical gender, is sometimes used with re¬
ference to originally masculine or feminine nouns to indi¬
cate natural gender. This, however, is not a completely new
function, since even in OS personal pronouns were sometimes
used in conflict with grammatical gender of the antecedent,
owing to the operation of natural gender.
In spite of these new tendencies, grammatical gender
continues to be marked in much the same way as in OE and the
gender of a great number of nouns is still unambiguously indi¬
cated. In some nouns, however, the gender they have in the
Brut is not the same as the gender they had in OE. It is only
to he expected that there would be some changes and confusions
in gender in a transitional period. But these changes should
not be taken as an argument against grammatical gender in the
Brut, since - as we have seen - changes in gender often take
place even in languages which continue to possess grammatical
gender.
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In the Legendary and the Chronicle. the prooesses
which started in the Brut are almost completed. Except for
the asgm, forms ban(e) and occasional adjectival -ne, nearly-
all other case forms are reduced to one form onlyj another
exception in the Legendary is the accusative aaa which is
normally used with originally masculine or feminine nouns,
but the form no longer implies distinctions of gender. Apart
from the above mentioned overt signs of masculine gender,
since the form bat is more and more used in its function of
a deictic, there is no longer anything about the form of the
noun or its qualifiers to help the transmission of gender
from one generation to another.
Except for the overt designations of the masculine
in the accusative singular, the indication of gender falls
completely on the third singular personal pronouns he s heo i
hit and their forms in the oblique cases. In the majority
of cases where he or heo are used in conflict with the natural
gender of the antecedent, we may assume that it is an indi¬
cation of grammatical genderj in some cases it may be due to
personification. The frequency of the cases in which hit
conflicts with the original gender of the antecedent points
to the fact that its function of marking natural gender by
this time prevails over its function of marking grammatical
gender.
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The loss of grammatical gender is clearly due to
a combination of processes. The causes of this loss are
primarily to be sought in the same forces which caused
phonological and, consequently, morphological ehanges. It
is also due to a transition from a notion of grammatical
(masculine, feminine, neuterj gender, to a notion of aniraacy
(male, female) as against inanimacy. The present d&y 'neuter'
gender in English, is therefore not a descendant of the OE
and early HE neuter grammatical gender. If that had been the
case, we should expect to have today two forms of the definite
article, viz. the for animates and that for inanimates.
It is usually assumed that grammatical gender died
out about 1250. Evidence contained in our texts shows that,
at least in the South West Midland area represented by these
texts, grammatical gender lingered on until the first quarter




This Glossary is intended to give all the nouns
occurring with gender-distinctive forms in the three texts
under consideration. It does not aim at Toeing exhaustive
as regards the actual number of occurrences of such forms;
its purpose is rather to give a picture of the gender of a
given noun on the evidence (wherever that is possible) of
examples illustrative of various criteria whose validity has
been attested in Part I of this work. Por only on the basis
of such cumulative evidence can the gender of a noun be es¬
tablished beyond doubt.
On the whole, doubtful and uncommon forms (which
have been discussed in Part I) are not included here. But
an exception is made of cases in which a particular form
is firmly established as a criterion for one gender and
one only, though appearing occasionally with a noun other¬
wise established as having a different gender* Such cases
are marked by ?, since we cannot be sure whether such a
form indicates the gender it would seem to or is used er¬
roneously (cf. ferde, f?). If two sets of forms appear more
or less regularly with a noun, it is assumed that the noun
has two genders. Citations containing examples with the
dsgm/n, forms in the Brut are given in o,-der to show that
the noun in question is not feminine in gender. Occurrences
of the asg. ane and mine in the Legendary are included to
show that the noun they are used with is felt as non-neuter*
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Examples of pat in the Legendary and the Chronicle are not
included because of the possibility of its being used as a
deictic rather than the definite article. Occurrences of
hit (where they conflict with the original gender or the
other kinds of evidence) are bracketed since they do not
necessarily imply neuter grammatical gender.
Since we are concerned here with grammatical gen¬
der, nouns denoting persons have been omitted, except in a
few cases, such as bearn. maide. wif and wimman. whose
grammatical gender was at variance with their natural gen¬
der.
The source of forms and examples is marked by:
B for La^amon's Brut; L for The Early South-Knglish Legen¬
dary; C for The Metrical Chronicle of Bobert Gloucester.
Examples from B and L are cited by page and verse; those
from C by verse only. If not otherwise marked, examples
from B are from vol. i, which alone has been examined ex¬
tensively. Examples have been taken from vols ii and iii
only in cases where vol. i. did not provide unequivocal
or sufficient evidence.
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abbei-se t (OF abeie, f.J abbey
f. s for heore soulene he as liet a-rere 73/99} heore
3&t 264/122} ane Abfeei^e he liet a-rere 73/97.
acord L (OF aeorde, f, ) agreement
[n.j: to apeken more of £>e a-oord»3if he it, mi3te a-aende
156/1738.
2 B (OF ea, f.) river, stream
f. J at Cristas chircbe heo fallen i pare 106/10}
in are swide feire e» 6o/2.
mhte 3 (OF esht, f. ) treasure} possessions, property
f. » & |>u £>as tshte on-fo/... and 3ef |>u beo J>us dalest
153/2} for to habben al rahte 94/18.
[n.}s ne of his rehte 3erne/ buten he hit jeuen him wulle
254/2.
ale 3 (OF ego, ®.) awe, dread
m. » purh pnne auchelne aie ii. 252/10} & surame heo flu3en
to Irlonde/ for pan mie of Gurmunde iii.162/20. [Cf.
f>a haueden heo jj>a mare aie 235/111 •
ait-lond. eit-lond B (cf. OE Igland, n.J island >••• •)
n» 1 htt 48/11; Logics hatte eit-lond 48/5} heo funden
i bon eit-londe 48/21} we beod in arxe s«it-londe 513/20.
aide. halde B (OK ieldu, f.) age, old age
f. j ic earn for mire aldde 127/1 sw|>e vnbaldedj for mire
halde 134/20.
unaware B (OE and-swaru, f.) answer
n? s & seide h*a bis answare 188/15.
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erde, eterde B (0E eard, m.) native soil, country
m? » heo senden ouer al jjan earde 166/22} of moni ana
wards 218/24.
n? i pe king toa bi-tahte pis ard ii.138/22.
f? s heo com to |>ere ferde/ |>e icumen wes to bissere
eearde 215/9. [of* and sende 3©ond |>ga sarde 273/4]•
esrn B, ern L (OE earn, ra. ) eagle
B : ra. t |>at an muchel earn spec/ a b°h castle j>er he set 120/7.
h s !a. : And 3uyt he mot node, to resten him t a.-jein to
grounds teo 412/348? ijg wyngene 407/164.
S«L. . oao B, 0£ L, C (OE ab» m.) oath
£ 1 1. t bi-lef bene 185/10} & swar auchelne oaS 28/17}
enne |>er he swor ii.415/6.
Cn. )» Brutus hiss swar an &£> 30/21; broken j>at hit n-elde 30/22.
L t ra. 1 And swer bene othp 165/1989*
C s ra. : b© pat to king aureli • hii suore biuore.
liii b© be was ded . Jb£ were al uor lore. 3238}
ben ob to holde echon 9153*
fx-el B (OE epel, eu n. } country, land
n. 1 heo weoren swiiHe ohte men/ bat si^el heo bi-wunnen
(B ba»e feld©) 202/13} and noraen eft Elidur/ & duden
hine to his ado elen/' heuen hine to king*/ aid be^ere
blisee/ and hit ane stunde 289/16 stod on him seolue.
f%>elen B (OE c^elo, es?5elu, f. n.) nobility
f. : be liS. esoelen eulden habben 159/18.
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anletncsse L (from anlet + nesf cf. ON andlit, a.J likeness
[n.]t For 3wane men peynitiez an Anletnesse t 30 ne seoth
it noujt bi-leued 167/212? pat fjere nis depeint a
Roundel.
anlicnes B (OR onllcnes, f.) likeness, image
n, » per inne was an onlionesse/ a wifmonnes lich©/
Feier hit wes A swi^e heih 49/6? heo wur4eden jj,
anlicnes 50/1.
appel L, C (QE rappel, espl, a.) apple
L t a. t bane Appel of nam 5/139» Ane Appel pare-of he nam
7/217.
C 1 m. » & pe bowes of ]>e on appel • smite pe oper vaste.
So h&rde pat he vel adoun . in pe water atte laate.
57491 pat pe ones bou smit . ben oper adoun...5758.
arm C (OE earm, m.jarm
m. 1 Oper he smot of per, ana • oper bond oper heued. 402,
arche B (OF arche, f. j cf. OR earc(e) f.f arc, m.) ark
f, : of bears arche weoren icumen 382/13.
arewe. aruwe L (OE arewe, arwe, f.) arrow
1 beo 229/3381 Ake pis Arewe tornede euene a-3©in 1
to him pat hire schet 300/21.
am L (OE asea, m.) donkey, he-ass cf. asse(nj, f. she-ass
a. » Nabe heo neuere so luyte mete » is, trauail nis no
pe lasse 6l/247«
aumperye C (OF empire, m.} empire (of Rome)
f. : Wanne hii vorsoke ij* A vorslewede... 4055.
bo we poru chiualerie.out of hor poer ijs nome 4056.
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axe B (cf. msce, f.) demand
[n.j» Eouer axe ich eou leue/ loS |>eh hit me were 45/14.
hach B (v. Kurath» OE tec, bece, m.; bece cannot be the direct
ancestor, and it is the only form Sweet gives) valley
m/n?J ferde p?fter ane bache 35/2.
brer B, bere, bor C (OE bar, m.) boar
B j m. : sva biS f>a wilde beer/ wenne hundes hine bistonde<5
72/16.
C » m. : Vor |>e bor of cornewaile • ssal helpe f>is londe.
& J>e saxons newen • vnder is. fet to trede 2804.
Many yles winne he ssal • lond & o|>er stude 2805.
Ac pe dragon velde £>ulke bere . & to grounde him
caste 4145.
balew. balu B (OE bealo, n.) bale, woe, harm, evil
n. s & bat balu meainde ii.320/lj muchel balu habben 314/11.
m. * ]be bane balew raeeinde 184/12} & pesne balu raeeinde
ii.316/16.
baru C (OE bearg, bearh, m.) pig
m. s ... & adde • an vatte barn (sic,) ynome.
& yspited him jporu out.mid an yrene spite 4213.
bataille L, C (OF bataille, f.) battle
L s(n.]s A wonder bataille jit. was on t hadde jht longe i-last
426/188.
C i f? 1 & mette hom & ane batayle smite vpe assesdoune 5312;
hii smite per an bataile 269.
beam B (OE beam, n.) child
n« ' bat bearn nas nowit feie 13/21.
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bei-s L (OE beag, m.) ring; a piece of jewelry, a treasure
m. t Of is fader guode a ny^t:ane bei3 of gold he nam
241/33; be com and fond bane bei3 of gold 1 J>at
seint Nicholas badde i-brou3t 241/38.
[n.]s |>ar-of he was glad i-nou3:J>ei be nuste ho rt brou3te
241/39.
best L (OP beste, f.) beast, animal
[n.Jj for it^ spak a~3ein kuynde 256/15.
m. s For pat wilde best so spack s and for wordes f>at
he sede (him bi-gan wondri) 256/14; And pat best
bar ri3t in i_s Mouth ... 278/8.
biTw&te B (OE be-geat, ra.(Clark hall], n.[Sweet} ) gain
*"• 8 *"°r muchele bi3Pete 26/20} mid bsldere bi3ete
iii.78/20.
biheste B (OE bihias, f.; cf. OE behat, n.) promise
[n.}s Be bi-heihte hire biheste/ & he hit wel laste 54/6.
bihoue B (OE behof, n.) behoof, need, use v. Clark Ball
f. t bide heo to bire bi-houe 187/2; he |>ohte habben
"fc0 bis awere bihoue 194/23.
blase B (OE blsese, blase, f.; cf. OE blysa, ra.; also OE blies,
blesst, both m.) blaze, flame
m. 1 in £>ere temple he lette beornen/ enne blase of fure
121/16.
blessingue L (OE bletsung, f.) blessing
[n.}« ech Monek scholde ojperes blessingue afonguesand
euerech to o£ur it_ 3iue 264/126.
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blisse Bt L (OE bliss, f.) bliss, joy
B i f. s for bere muehele blisse 4Q8/17? vnder bissere
blisse 104/151 aid auchelere blisse 89/10.
L « f? s And seth|>e mine blisse of heouene s with-outen
ende a-fongue 363/34-
blod L (OE bl5d, n.) blood
n. s it 18/569.
boc B, L (OK b5c, f.) book
B 8 f. s hoe 3/6} he nom j>a Englisca boc 2/19 5 & a bere
AEnglisce boc ii.27/10 he is ihaten. Wale-broc;
& Jja J>re boc/ £>rumde to are 3/18.
L 8 f. 8 with him be hadde as. |>®r 28/59? (bi-tok) ane bok
281/105.
m. s f>e bok was i-closed faste to 8 seint Fraunceis
hine gan vndo 58/158.
bodi L (OE bodig, n.) body
n. s it 31/67.
bold L (OE bold, n.) building, house, mansion
n. s it. 378/64.
bole L (ON boli, m.) bull
m. s hine 300/l6? atjpe laste he him fond 300/18; ane
bole |>ov schalt bare finde 303/115.
bone L (ON b6n, f.) boon, request
f? 8 graunti him ane bone 357/40.
bord B, L (OE bord* n.) board, table
B s n. 8 bat beord ii.540/12? to ban borde forcS rihtes ii.
540/20} at bine borde gunnen fihte ii.559/9.
L s n. s hit 329/219.
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boru-s L (OE borg, borh, m.) loan, borrowed money
m. i he ne mi^te finden him nanne boru^ 249/328.
bou-aj. bov^ L (OE bog, boh, ra. ) arm, bough
[n.j» and nam |>ar-of a bov3/.,.and toward him it_ drov3
59/187.
bo-aje. bowe B, bouwe L (OE boga, m.) bow
B t m. s & bene bowe igreap 62/19} he leadde an his honde/
enne bowe stronge 62/8.
L j ra? s "Biend |>ine bouwe"..."to loke 3wat he can do 412/329}
Ane bouwe ich bere 412/327.
f. s "For, 3if ich hifte bere longue i-bend 1 pe feblore
heo wolle beo 412/335*
[n.]j £is 3ongue Man nam and bende is bouwe t and bar it,
longue so 412/330.
box C (OE box, m. n. ) box
ra. » J>e box J>at heng ek ouer f>e weued.Mid godes fless
& is blod.
]?e streng brae & he vel adoun.such signe nas no3t
god 9353.
brand B, brond B, L (OE brand, ra.; brand, sword
B t ra. s Euelin Bene brpnd igrap/ raid grimliche lechen/
& braid hine of pere scee&e 349/6 ~8} |>e 3unge mon
heold on his bond/ enne stelene brond 349/5*
L s m? t And £at best bar in is Mouth : ane berninde brond 278/8.
bred L (OE bread, n.) bread
n. s it 162/1958} hit. 162/1959.
breste. breoste. broste B (OE breost, n.n.f.) breast
f. : and for-bat him ]±>a breste 277/8} & ihitte his a3ene
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breste (cont.)
f. : fader/ pur ut bere broste 14/155 vt of hire breoste
ii.259/6.
n? s and sraat pene eorl Beduer/ fora a ban breoste
iii.98/13.
breth L (OE brtSp, at.) breath
m. : and drau3th op so bane breth 316/597.
[n. ]« pe breth of pe watere |>at pe sonneidrau3th op a3ein eue,
3wane pe sonne is to ground© i-go:it_ ne may nou3t bi-leue,
317/612.
briiame B (OE brymme, m.) shore cf. OE brimm, n. 'sea'
n? t par laien bi ban brims©/ and bisilichen hit wisten
19l/2,3» A schip fund© Brennes/ bi bon brimme 202/25.
bring© B (OE bring, m.j offering
f. : wel bid him bere bring® 32/12.
brugge B, L, C (OE brycg, f.) bridge
B s f. t makien ane brugge ii.457/19.
L t f, s preo pingus vuele i-nowe t on pis brugge were 1
pat on was, for heo was so hei3 ... 212/422; Ane
brugge ... huy raaden parof ate laste 9/287.
C s f? t and pe brugge brende/ Vor he was al of tre 11096.
Brutlond B (OE Bryt-land, n.) Britain
n. 1 hit 162/85 of ben Brutlonde 208/10.
Bruttene B, Brutayne C (OE Bryten, f.) Britain
B 1 f. i swa pat nis her burh nan/ in pissere Bruttene 304/H.
[n.]t seodoen Bruttes hit ieode 181/17•
C :[f?]» 3e abbep ymad leuedy.brutayne 30ure owe lond 4365.
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bur B (0E bar, m. n.) bower v. Clark ball
su s Gurmund makede a«me tur/ jper inne he bulde tenne
bur ii. 170/165 bees bures dure he warp adun iii.
27/15; weoren in ane bure 285/11.
burh B (OE burg, burh, f,) fort, castle
f. t £>a burh wes wel i3arwed/ binnen lut 3earen/ he 3ef
heo his stepmoder 10/1T5 & he hire sette name on
86/11; J>a Brutus hefde imaked |ja heh3« burh 88/4;
in bere burhe 15/l6} & he makede ane he3e burh 10/13 J
in to are burje 182/5} ]pe i bissere burh wuned 227/1.
m. s & |>u <ei tohne burble ii.169/18 hesSene monne habbe
bitteht; fenne burh makede 256/3; & wel hlne wusten
416/12; he ferden to ban bur3en 263/5.
burh-'folc B (of. 01 fole, n.)
n. : Ah bet burh-folc was war 416/11.
burne B (OE byrne, f.) coat of mail
f. s of aid bere burne 216/24} mid ffsire are burne iii.24/15.
burst B (OE byrst, ra.) loss, defeat
m. s J)er jpolede muchelne burst 372/1.
candele L (OE candel, f. n.} candle cf. Lat. candela
f. t Ase 3if £>ov heolde ane clere candele ... heo wolde
3iuen hire liJ3t 311/411, 412.
care B (OE caru, f. ) care} sorrow, grief
f. : and mid muchelure care 5/24 heo to londe bicomeni
& aire unimete care iii.294/2^'.
m. s ryeuede he care nennp ii.12/4} her uore hfefden muchelne
care ii.141/2.
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caroyne C (OF caroigne, f«) carrion, carcass
[n.]s & pere as is vncle ded lay.is foule caroyne he bro3te.
& ri3t per bi peceraele.hakked jit al to n03te 4422.
castel, B, C (OE castel,m.) castle cf. OE castel, n. •village'
B : m. : pa pe castel vp-stod/ he tea strong & swide god 70/16;
& strongede wel 351 /24j pene castel he cle-
pede Lauinion 9/11f he makede enne stronge castel 9/8»
Ich wulle bitaohen pe ful iwis/ ainne castel inne
Paris iii.68/l2j per he gon_ bulde/ castel swide
strongne 272/23.
C s m. 1 Hii asaylede pen castel.ri3t as _he ssolde adoun anon.
3339; pst hii ssolde him pe castel 3elde.ar he wip
strengpe him nome 3366.
[n.]» Vor pe castel is so strong • pat pe leuedi is Inne.
pat ich wene al pis lond . mid strengpe ne ssolde
it winne 3310*
castel-buri B ( *0E castel-burh, f.) ■ burh?
m? ! ne wife inne Pon castel-buri 286/12,
caudron L (OF caudron, m.) cauldron
[n.ji heore caudron heo founden pere/ Ase heo i_t bi-leften
opon is rugge 1 in pat opere 3ere 250/574»
chaiere L (OF chaiere, f.) chair
f? » ane chaiere with him huy bere 18/580,
chartre L, C (OF chartre, f.) charter
L s f. t pis chartre ichulle so faste bi-louke 1 In helle »
3wanne ich horn come/ pat I ne drede me nou3t pat
heo worpe s poru3 Marie me bi-nome 290/685 pe chartre
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chartre (cont.)
L s f. s he wrou3te sone/ AncI a-selede hire with is ryng
290/64; And brou3te |>e chartre and bi-tei3te as,
him 292/156.
C » f. J pat he made of fie olde lawes.is chartre atte laste.
to holde uor him & uor is eirs,& aselede i_s vaste
inou 10506.
child B. L, C (OE cild, n.) ohild
B : n. J hit 15/23; bat child was ihaten Brutus 13/20.
m. : bis child hefde his eames nome/ ah lut 3sr he, leouede 11/23.
B » n. 1 it 5/Mi hit 20/22.
m. : he 20/25; (namj pat child bi is, seli protes and a-strang-
lede him a-non 254/496.
C s n. : hit 258; it 985.
m. i pat.pat child ssolde verst . #ader & moder quelle.
& suppe he ssulde mani lond.over passi & wende 228.
childinaue L (*0E childung, f.) child-bearing
[n.Js 3if heo pe betere mi3te for solas : ouer-come hire
childingue/ po he was in trauail s heo ne mi3hte
ouer-coma it, nou3ht 457/29.
chin B (OE cin(n), f.) chin
m. t per Herigal smst AEuelin/ swide vuele a pane chin
348/2; Herigal saat Euelin/ swi<5e vfele ibene chin
359/9} and ?jen chin him of-swipte iii.34/20.
chireche B, churche L, C (OE cirice, f.) church
B t f. $ He lette per areren sone/ ane chireche swi&e faire
iii.38/12; In here chireche I pere so£ halue ii.607/22
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chire che ( cont. )
B : f. t he wonede at Srnle3e/ at e^elen are chirechen 1/6.
L i f. s a fair churche he liet a-rere/ In jpritti dawes
heo was arerd 79/69} for ]>is Martyrs ]?at 3wylene
weren s for hire to stronge de^e i-do 125/651}
pat so deore as hadde a-bou3t 446/538} Heo liet
arore ane noble churche 39/196.
C 1 f, : An churche of seint Ion pe baptist . Constantin
let rere/ & cluped jL_s constantiniane 1923-245
& holichurche al clone/ lete abbe ir franchise 10223.
m. 1 pei seinte Peter him sulf.ihalwed him adde er 7158}
(clanliche to restore) holi churche pat pov hast .
him binome mid wronge 10288.
m/f. » pe rof of pe chirehe • of salesburi.it bro3te.
Ri3t euene pe fifte day.pat he ihalwed was 8592}
lloli churche quap pandulf.so ri3tuol is & was.
pat he, ne ssal no prelat sette adoun.wipoute apert
trespas 10307.
[n.] s Ac vor pe chirche vn halewed was.peruore him was wo.
He p©3t lette ,it, halwy.to Midewinter anon po 7157.
cite C (OF cite, f.) city
m. s pe cite hii asailede . mid strengpe & mid ginne.
Ac so strong he was.pat hii ne mi3te.so li3tliche
him winne 8477.
[n.]: Vpe pe water of soure . an cite of gret fame.
He rerede & cluped 5Jb Leicestre.after is owe name 683.
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clreroscipe B ( *CE elesrc-scipe, m.) clergy
n? t pa setten heo biscopes/ pan folken to dihten/
per ouer ferchebiscopes/ pat clesrcBcipe to rihten
bene clercsipe to rihte) 435/7•
clif B (OE clif, n.) cliff, rock
n* ! bat clif 82/2.
clob L (OS clap, ra.) cloth
[n.]t A-boue him was a cloth i-tildswitb tweie tonguene
faste/ to is chin tilde |>e neoper ende- : pe wind
it wide caste 234/527.
cnif B, knif C (05 cnff, m.) knife
B « m. 1 heo no® enne longne cnif 16q/19»
C 1 m. t A long knif it was & smal ynou.as me may 3ut yse.
Atte churche of kaaeresham.as he ap 38.ro ybe 5867.
cofre h (OF cofre, m.) box
m? 5 huy founden ane cofresof seluer and of golde 338/505.
coluere L (OF culufre, culfre, f.) dove
f. t A coluere pare cam, ... fram heouene fleo on hei3.
A croune of guold heo bar a-doun 85/81} heouene
openede a-3eines hiresbe Coluere gan in fleo 199/59*
Cf. he 352/249.
oomp B (OE camp, m.) battle, combat, fight
n* 1 bat comp to bihalden ii.581/7; & sturede i bon compe
398/9.
compaynie C (OF compaignie, f.) company
[n.]s po was pe corapaynie strong.& strengore pan it_ was er
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coppe L (OE cuppe, f. ? OF cope, f.) cup
f. i pis Coppe heo sroot a3en a ston : pat heo to-brak
apre 193/53? A seluerne coppe heo /heom/ 3af : and
gladliche heo hire noae 193/50.
[n.]: ... ichulie i_t euene d±3te 193/52.
corn B, L (OE corn, n.) corn
Bin.: hit ©5/19; bet corn 166/14.
L i n. i it 98/250.
court C (OF cort, court, f. ; court
m? : po was al pe court anuyd . as he moste nede 1223.
cow, kov L (OE cu, f.) cow
1 heo 551/221 5 and muche milk of hire heo nam 193/33?
For a wrydewe hadde ane 3wite kov 35l/217« Cf. he 453 /^63♦
crcaft B (OE crraft, m.) craft
m. t he cu£e bene vuele craft 120/20; peo quene leornede
anne craft 268/21} purh hie wit-fulne crefte 388/2.
cristall(0F cristal, m.) cristal
[n.J: for 3wanne pe sonne schynea on cristaliopur in watere cler,
A gret leome it. 3if out a~3ein:and schynea feor and ners
312/458.
cristindom B. L, C (OE crfsten-dOm, ra.) Christendom
B 1 m. : pat luueden bene cristcndom ii.188/12? &■ wulled
besne cristindom ii.104/13 al for-faren & for-don.
[n.]: pe king 3eornde cristindom/ & alle his du3ede cnihtes/
hit 3eorde for?* rihtes 433/17.




C j[n.3» pus com lo verst here . in to pis lond cristendom.
Bote it were eny holi mon.pat stilleliche arst it,
nom 1657*
croce L (OP eroce, f.) crutch, crozier
f. : pat folk stod as it were i-nomeiand bi-heolden
pe croce wel ofte/ hou heo stod in pe Marbre-ston
75/149; To 3elden hire up ase 3? me hotez : ich
habbe 8S here i-brou3t 74/134.
crolz L, croi3. croys C (OF crois, f.) cross cf. ON kross, m.
L s f. t bi-seche we pe holie croiz .../ And seint Miiriac
and seinte heleyne s j»oru3 3wam heo was i-founde
5/l32| Muche was pe Ioye of pe crojrz : pat men maden
I>o pere/ With gret song and with processioun : to
pe Quiene huy hire bere 4/112} pe holie croiz p$t
he fond pere .../ A-doun he as, nam with gret honour
14/464.
[n.j spe croiz ... under eorpe buy caste/ ... and bureden
it wel faste 10/316,
C » f? 1 f)0 sende he seint eleine ys moder ... To ierusalem
to seche pe croi3 ... So put he was per yfounde 1931.
[n.j: & saladin nom pe holy croys * & to pe hepenesse it.
ber 9874.
crune B, croune L, C (OH kruna, f.} cf. OF corone, f.) crown
B j f. : pe crune he nom an honden/ he setten heo vppe
Constance ii.129/19.
L 1 f? s he sette ane Croune op-on is heued 173/2311.
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crime (cont.)
C t f, ? &, mid mek herte pitoslicche . is kinges croune nom.
& sett.e is. vpe pe rode heued 6596. Cf. & per after
vp is. heued . ne con he naramore 6599.
cun. kun £ (OE cynn, n. j kin; kind
n. » per wes aonies kunnes folc 73/5; pa nes per noht
of pen kunne 172/1; beiene of ane cunne 184/22.
cure B (OE eyre, ra.j choice
n. j hefde he bene cure 404/3; & nom him 00erne cure ii.45/1.
curtel B, cuyrtel L (OE cyrtel, n.) kirtle
B : m. j heo nora hire on anne curtel 213/2.
L t sr. : Seint Martin bote anne Cuyrtel ... To pe pouere Manne
he hine jaf ... 454/202-3; nim mine cuyrtel 409/235.
deal B, dai £, L, day L, C (OE (teg, m. j day
B « m» * bene dale heo vnder-nomen 344/16; & swa he nom enne
dai 108/5; a pene oSerne drai 261/7 he com to Denemarke.
L 1 m. » Aftur heruest he comez i-lome 12/393; pare-fore he
lief bane day tuyrne » ase we him holdez 3uyte 419/45J
pat pov Pinne dai ne breke 128/775.
C i m. s per uore vr eldore him bitoc.of pe wouke Pen verpe day
2431.
tel. dal B, del B, L (OE dffil, m.; cf. OE gedSl, n.) part
B s m. s Belin 3ef his leue broper/ anne dal of his londe 183/14*
f? s Pea pridde del of mine londe 128/8 ich bi-take pe an
honde; Brutus 3ef Corineum/ ... ana dala of his londa
83/14.
n. s & sette hit him an honda 83/15; and heo seal habbe
pat beste del 125/10.
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deel (cont.j
L s[n.]: And al pat ojmr del with-Inne is*i|>e blak as a
rauon JJt is 312/455.
dea£ B, deth. dez L, deb C (OS dea£, 21.) death
B s m. » & bene dear! jbolien 1 j/Tf his leode hine hateden/
in to ban bare dre&e 300/6.
L 1 m. : Atj>e laste, £o he bene dethp i-sai3 1 and i-felde
hine ful strongue 66/446; 3we|>ur scholde bene deth|>
a-fongue 42/285.
(n. ]» And. mi deth ich a-bide here t jw&ne god it. wolde
sende 238/657.
C i ra. * Suete wole ek my de]p be . 3if ich im auonge 4090;
ben de|> vor to fie 1554; king henri ben def> nom 9128.
dede Bf C (QE ded, f.; deed, action
B j f. s Belin hine bi-£>ohte/ of swulehere dede 190/35 for
mire gode dede iii.462/3.
C j f. t vor woch dede a man ssolde • |>at is. adde iwro3t 1608
lese is on eye ...
deol L (OP doel, m.) sorrow, grief
[n.]x ]>at deol pat heo made /po/ t no tongue i_t telle may
325/101.
deor, der B (OE d5or, n.) animal
n. t hit 275/5; bat hea_h der 14/155 (wende) to-ward bon
deore 275/18.
dette L (OF dette, m.) debt
[n. ]i huy 30lden, po he ijk creuede 465/122.
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dev 1 (OE deaw, m. n.) dew
ra. s And pe Dev freose a-doneward t 3wane he is a-douu
a-li3t 317/618.
die, dich B (OE die, f.; of, OE die, m. 'dike') ditch
ni? : He lette makien enne die/ be wes wunderliche deop/
f. 1 abouten his ferda/ & feiede heo mid j>ornen 28/10-13»
he lette maken ane dich 274/8} wih innen are muchele
die 248/3*
discs L (OB disc, m.) dish, plate, bowl
1 Ane Discs of seluer he nam also 46/23.
[n,]s And to-brak it, al to smale peces 46/24.
dom B, C (OE dora, m.) doom, judgement
B t m. » ich wulle mnkien bene dom ii.272/8; halde him seolf
bisne do_m ii.44/4; he nalde for nane dome 392/11...
C : ra. s And J>e heyemen come echon.ben dora to hure sone.
And king ben dom uor to 3iue.an hey sat on is trone.
6920-21.
drrea B (OE dream, o.) joy, mirth; noise
mi t to ihferen bene muche drem 286/8; ih'ede he bene
»
muchelne drcem 368/16.
dragon G"(0F dragon, m.) dragon
is. :[Tueye grete dfcagons • out of pis stones come.
J>e on was red b® ober wyt . hii gonne to fi3te vaste.3
So bat J>e wite was aboue • as al ba* folc ysey.
& Prof ben rede al abac . out of pe putte ney. 2789.
be rede as vor sorinesse.bi turnede him attenende.2790.
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drake B, L (OE draca, m. ) dragon
B : m. $ AErest wee be white buuen/ & seo55en he wes bi-neoilen/
& be drake rnsde/ for-wundede hine to d&&e/ and csicier
wende to his hole ii.245/10-14; ]>®r heo is«3en bene
Brake ii.339/9-
L 1 m. t Swif>e ferliche he blaste fuyr 39/176; and al pe
contreie of hia a-g&ste 39/177*
drinc B, drink, drunc L, drenoh C (QE drinc, m., drinca, a,J
cf. OE drince, f.) drink
B 1 m. J bene drink & J>ene mete 55/21 ... to heora scipe
heo hit fusden; ah he purh atterne drench ii.249/22
dt?s& seal if>olien.
L s[n.]s For he ne blessede nou3t is drinke • and with-out®
leue it. nam 283/200.
C sin.] 1 He jef him a luj>er drench . & po he adde ydronke so.
He bad him ligge & slepe wel . J>at it_ mijte ]>e bet do.
3169. Cf, he 3eue him an quointe drench 1555*
drope B (OE drop^.ra.} drop
m. lette fenne drope blod 326/22.
dune^ B (OE dun, f.) down, hill
f. t Brutus hit deradm/ uppen eere dun® 79/9*
dune B (OE dyne, m.J din, noise
m. 1 (ihejrde) ... & bene dune muchelne 368/17.
dunt B, L (OF dynt, m. ) dint, blow
B s m. s dunt he him jef bane £>ridde 349/16; moni greatne
dunt 97/4.
L s m. s Are f>ov scholdest bene dunt i-hepre 315/542.
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dure B (OE duru, f.) door
f. » pas bures dure he warp adun/ jpat heo to-barst a
uiuen iii.27/165 at bere dure werpen vt 434/8.
du^e&e B (OE duguf>, f.) body of retainers, folk
f. t Seie pu bi-fore mire dujden 127/175 bi-foren
bissere du3e3e ii.378/1.
eah-sone B (OE eage + sfen, f.) eyesight
ra/n. t fli3 ut of min efsh-sene 151/12.
eax. rex B, C (OE recs, f.) axe
B J f. s mid soearpe mire eaxe 9B/6.
C t f? s Mid him he adde an strong ax.pat aaniman br03te to depe.
[n.js So strong & gret pat an ober.hit ssolde hebbe unnepe 389«
ende B, L (OE ende, m.') end
B t m. : 3eue us smie ende 39/2 j al besne suS ende 291/2 heo
heold in his heondej bi ban ende of Oroan&i 263/20.
L * m. s And po he i-sei3 al pen ende 56/951 atbenende 5/16O.
Enguelond L, Engelond C (OE Engla-land, n.} England
L : n. s Al enguelond scholde beo ili3t : bet pane hit euer
er were 20/20.
C ! a. ! j>e see gep him al aboute.he stond as in an yle 35
Fram soupe to norp he is long.ei3te hondred Mile 6;
Wateres he. hap ek inou3 19.
ensauaale L (OF ensample, m.) example
m? 1 parof ichulle one ensaumple segge 424/126.
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eorSe B, eorbe L (OE eor|>(e), f.j earth, soil
B : f. i {ja tileden eorien iii.456/8} and feol a here
eorie iii.119/20.
L 1 f. « And 3eot ase gret ase be eor]>e binchez 1 and ase
luyte ase heo is 318/656*
[n.]« So luyte wolde |>e eor]>e Jpinche 1 £at vnnej>e he
scholde jit 0U3t i-seo 311/4OO.
eord-hus B (OE eorp-hus, n«) earth-house, den
n. s Ane dohter hefde ASstrild/ inne bon eorS-huse 102/2)
makian an eoriS-hus I00/9.
eoyle L (OF oile, f.) oil
[n.3» Wide in londe it is i-lad » J>at ho-so jit, habbe mote,
Noble relike it_ is al-so»sike Men to don bote 100/298-9.
ernde. eernde B, erinde L (OE drende, n.) errand, message
B t f. : pe wel Jjar j>e ernde 312/4) pea pa esrnde hafde ibrohte
ii.640/2; pe sculde bag ernde don 60/23.
L s[n.]: And seiden heore erinde hou.it was 443/440.
fat L (OE feet, n.) vessel, vat
■ 11 17/558.
feht. fiht. feiht B (OE (ge)feoht, n.; cf. OE feohte, f.) fight
n. t bat feht 65/18) 3emen bee fehtes 367/7) vt of ban
fehte 5/4) wiS Eneam he nora an feiht 8/16.
feld B, L, C (OE feld, m.J field
B i m. 1 Nenius wende lbane felde 322/14; mildelichen ferden/
in '^nne bradne feld 217/3*
L i 13? 1 Of lond he hadde ane grete feld 26/7.
[n. j: and he it. solde wel faste 26/7.
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feid (cont.)
C s ra. : ben feld made bar 4354*
feng B (OE feng, m. ) booty cf. OE gefeng, n.'taking, capture'
m? : 3emen pes fehtes/ & nawiht pea fenges 367/8*
feoh. feo B (OE feoh, n.) tribute, fee
n. t hit 207/10| fjurh Jja luue of ban feo 329/17*
feond. ueond B (OE fiend, m.) fiend, monster
m* 5 enne ueond fusen iii*105/11.
(n. ]s Jjer he herde suggen/ |>at J>e feond wonede/ Swa longe
he ferde/ |>at he hit ifunde 276/15*
ferae B (OE fierd, f. ) army
f. 1 ]be ferde wes swa muchel/ ^at heo wes vniaete 211/20;
al ]>a ferde 181/4 heo falden to grundej pe king him
lend ane ferd 169/16; heo com to here ferde 213/8;
mid bire ferde 67/12; mid muchelere ferde 23/1.
n? : 3eferwe wes bat ferde 212/14; 3eond pat ferde 75/14*
feste L, C (OF feste, f*) feast, festival
L : f. j So pat men holdeth jbulke feste t herre f>sne heo
er were 421/30*
C j[n.]» & made so noble feste/ f>at of alle J>at me wuste
it was • pe richoste & b® meste 10977*
feuere L (OE fefer, fefor, m.) fever cf. hat. febris
m/f? : Ac heo made is bodi melte a-wei 76/198*
finguer. fyngur L (OE finger, m.) finger
m. s Wo fuyr ne mi3hte pat f inguer brenne ... Ake he_
bi-lefde hoi, and 3uyt is 32/915 And bane fyngur
buy founden al-so 32/107.
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first B (OK first, a.) space of time
m. s & umben longne first 13/10 mid wr«5scipe comen lit>en.
fiso B, fisch L (OK fisc, m.) fish
B : m. t and elc fisc an his ende/ |>er he his cun findeci
ii.500/13.
L s a. : A gret fisch huy sei3en and grislich s after pe
schipe he drou3 231/408} fisch bi-gan to meouen
him 238/674} and smot to him faste 331/417} ech
fisch wende in is ende 232/462.
[n. ]» ich makede me fuyr faste/ And seth me fisch a-godes
name - j>re dayes it_ i-laste 237/646.
fia. flo B (OE fla, f.; flan, m. f.) arrow
f. 1 J>at he jbe flo heuede idrawen 14/21 j On he sette
ane fla 62/11.
flesch L (OE flessc, n.J flesh, body
n. s he seruede so is owene flesch 1 and cleopede it_
"frere Asse" 61/252} Mete he 3af him luyte i-nov
61/253.
flie L (OE fleoge, flyge, f.) fly
f. : For |>e flie ne doth non o£>ur guod 1 bote fleoth
feor and neor/ ... A-non so pe Bisch is i-set a-doun :
heo wole beo ope pe hrerde 61/260.
flode B (OE flod, m. n.) flood, deluge
m. s ofter ban flode/ pe from drihtene com/ pe al her
a-qmelde/ quic pat he funde 2/7-10} bi pan 303
flode 46/16.
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flua B (OF flum, a.) river
ni? t (ferden) ouer Maluan me flum sui&e long 55/17*
folc B, C, folk B, L, C (OE folc, n.) folk, people
B i n. i hit 278/11; pat Troynlsce folc 18/19; from aocne
pes folkes 100/14; ban folke to queme 15/24; biases
folkes king 35/21.
L 1 n. 1 it 19/14; to lede bat folk of Israel 8/232.
C 1 n. 1 it 5199..
folie L (OF folie, f.) folly
f? i he dude er ane folie 43/320.
fore, uore B (OE for, f.) voyage, onset, expedition
f. : in bera like uore 71/17? ®id starkere fore 237/11
ferde toward Rome.
for(e)ward B, voreward C (OE foreweard, f.) agreement
Bin. s & al bat forward wes ilest 47/2; bis feoreward ich
him halde 200/21; mid ban ilke foreward 233/9.
L * n? s to bane forewarde 470/294.
C 1 f. s Nere pe vorewarde no so strong.rae b03te i_s out wip
wou.7778.
[n.]: & bed him vor is trywenesse.pe vorewarde abbe in p03t.
pat bituene horn was ymad.pat he breke it. no3t.8039»
fornais L (OF fornais, m.) furnace
(n. ]i A forneis he let raaken of bras 1 and fullen it. ful
of led 295/61.
fot L, vot C (OE fot, m.) foot
L : m. s pat I-ne dar anne fot fram pe go 37/100; pat hit
ne mi3hte ane fot forpere passe 39/180.
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fot (cont.,
C ! m. t So pat he snot of ban vot 100575 ne moste an
vot go 5887.
foul L (OE fugol, in. J fowl, bird
ra. : pe foul pat epac with /heom/ ersa-3ein hem sone he
drou3/' pe dren of _is winguene murie was 250/387-8.
fourae L (OF forme, f.) form
f? t So pat huy noiaen ane fourme of pays 354/504.
[n.]i wiend out a-non mid pulke fourme ! and brec hit
al-to nou3te 371/155.
France L (OF France, f.) France
[n.]: And bi-tei3te al Fraunce Ihesu crist s and blessede
it, wel fast© 158/1793.
freondsoipe B (OE frfond-scipe, m.) friendship
f. s aid raire freondscipen cumen a3©m 330/155 & mine
freond-scipe habben 330/l9»
Friday L (OE frlgedesg, ra.) Friday
ra. x pus departede pe court poia-morewe, bene friday 128/777*
Seint thoraas wende pudere a-3en ...
fulluht B (OE fulluht, fulwiht, m.f.n.) baptism v. Clark Hall
f? : & jja. fulluht nulden vnder-fon 453/22.
fur B, fuyr h, C (OE f?r, n.) fire
B s n. : bat fur 121/195 (makede) & swiSe wunsam fur 51/2}
he halde pa mile in pat fur 51/11»
L s n. : jit, 85/84; hit 197/1235 for-barnde al pat him cam
to 197/130.
C s n. i pat me clupep bat holi fur 185.
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gare B (OE gar, m.) dart, javelin, spear
m. t bene gare he uorcs strahte iii.58/10} lie bar an
his honde/ ranne gai'e swic5e stronge iii.24/9.
[n.]« let gliden his gare/ £at hit grund sohte 216/20.
flHuel B (OE gafol, n.) tax, tribute, rent
n. » 2. gauel 378/145 ne na gauel' heom sender* 392/13•
flenge B (OE genge, n.) troop, gang, retinue
f. : sid muchelere genge 262/21; mid richere genge
ii.40/23.
gersuiae B (OE gersuai, ia» n.} treasui-e
m? J auchel wes £a gersume 112/3.
n• ' Oat garsurae 194/19; to lreden bis gerisume 151/9*
flinne B, gynne L (OF engin, m.) trick
B j m? : Brutus iherde siggen/ of ban ufele ginnen 57/7*
L : ra? » Ake |>is false cristine man:J>ou3te op one feolle
gynne 250/340.
gleo B (OE gleo(w;, n.) glee, mirth
n* ' gleo 298/22.
god B, goud B, L (OE god, n,) good; possessions
£uncL L ?
Bin.: hit 140/135 al bat goud 140/12; na god heo ne
bi~3eteo 144/7*
L s n. t hit. 102/59; it 102/63.
godnesse B (OE godnes, f.) goodness
f. : of aire godnesse 294/7 pe gume wes ileered.
godd-spel B, godspel L, gospel C (OE god-spell, n.j gospel
B 1 n. » he seiae him pat godd-spel iii.183/15.
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godd-spel (cont.)
L s n. s Seint lohan cudde pis go&spel sone i and prechede
it fas be al-so 407/169#
C i !i. : (vor to preche) ben gospel J>at he adde iiaaked 1529*
gold £, L (OE gold, n.) gold
B : n. 1 bat gold 346/12.
L 1 n. : it 250/336.
gost B. L, C (OE gast, a.) breath} ghost, spirit
B s ta. » bene gast he wel daled 397/13•
L : m. t A 3eomerore goat pane h£ was » ne rai3te no man
finde 234/531| heo 3&f bene gost 106/175*
[n. ]: (bi-gan) Jpe laassene for |>is selie gost j to bringuen
it out of soruwe 424/144.
C s a. t Sone fram me he wolde wende . pat gost |jat de|> me
lere 3055#
goute L (OF goute, f.) gout
f? 1 Seint i'ehaud pe biachop hadde t in his fot ane bote
goute 424/127.
grace L, C (OF grace, f.) grace
L t f? : siend us bine grace 3/61.
[n.Jj Ake a-bide betere grace of pe king t jlf god it
wolde sonde 147/1434•
C «(n.]» pat hii adde iwonne grace.& wy hii it. adde vor lore
8365. Cf. bin grace 6307.
grres B (OE gtsrs, gress, n.) grass
n» s bat 166/14.
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grece L (OF grease, graise, f. ) grease, fat
[n. ] j pat grece of him orn a-brod : ase pei it. frijnge
were 1 87/86.
gretinge B (OE greting, f.) greeting
f. s and seie him fiat ieh hine gret/ godere gretinge
151/8} for bira gretinge 126/25.
grici B (OE gri]>» n.) peace, truce
n. i hit 205/2| bat grlb 108/11; & nulle me 3euen na
grit} 361/20; King Androge' 3eornei1 Jxi gri& 352/11.
m. » ouer al me brae bene grici 172/8.
grome B (OE grama, m.) anger, rage
m. s & bene rauche grorae ii.38/23; for pan muchele grome 20/4.
grund B, ground L (OE grund, m.) ground, earth} bottom; cause
B s m. t For his luue moni eotend/ ic leide dead a bene grund
97/16} iseid ich habbe bene grund 135/15*
L j m. 1 ho-so sou3te bene ground 318/655*
gult B (OE gylt, m.) guilt, sin
m. 1 hit wule £e suggen minne gult 356/20.
gurdel B (OE gyrdel, m, ) girdle, belt
m? s bi-neo&e pon gurdle bit fisc 56/20.
•vet B, -sat B, L, C (OE geat, n.) gate
B j n. : hit 258/17} a, ynt per vnder makede 258/16; at bon
norcS 3E9te i Lundene 325/17} bi ane 3ate 304/19*
L s n. 8 hit 15/492.
C s n. 8 it 11201.
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-Heorde L (OE gierd, f.) rod, twig
f. J f>is meister nam |>e 3eorde t and sette hire on j?e
grounde/ And heo bi-gan to leui fiare ... 350/l67"8»
For seint Eadraund hadde ane smarte 3eorde 4.34/1 ^ 5•
[n.Js Seint Daui a-bout e Jjis holie 3eordesa strong wal
he liet a-rere/ And nam guode 3eme hov Iftftgtte it
woxe 1 fram 3ere to 3ere 8/260.
•ser B, L (OE gear, n.) year
B j n. s swa al bet halue 3er 143/1T mid al his hirede he
wes {>er} i bon ilka 3e«re 225/6.
m. : mid pan feo sculden faren/ esuer alcne 3ere 332/25.
L j m. s |>ie was |?ene fourteo£>e 3ere 190/27.
•^eue B (OE giefu, f.) gift
f. 1 mid bere 3eue he heom ouer-com 3^9/9*
Tsitsunge B (OE gltsung, f.) greediness, covetousness
f. : for nare 3itsunge 405/2 ... ne com ich to |>issen londe.
^iuernesEe B (OE glfernes, f.) greediness, gluttony
f. s for nare 3iuernesse 405/3*
•^weol L (OE hwlol, n.) wheel
n. » £>are-Inne he i-sai3 a grislich 3weol ... Ful it
was of hokes and pikes 208/280.
Tjwuchche L (OE hwicce, f.) chest
f. s A ny3ht cam f>is holie man t And j>e 3wuchche he fond
pere/ Sone he 3weluede hire op be doun ... 460/138
hrefd. hreued B, heued L, C (OE heafod, n. ) head
B » n. « he gurde Suard on bat he?fd 68/9.
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haffl (cont. )
L i n. t i_t 30/463 ... 3wanne bat heued hat hp godes grace
47/25.
C * n. ! jki 4244; & smot him anowsrde bat heued 397»
b&le Bt hele C (OE h%lo, b&l, f. ) health, safety
B : f. s to godera bire htele 153/3»
E » f, » jaat goderhele al engelond.was heo euere ybore 7570}
wJ*obarhele 3420, 7282.
half, half B (OE healf, f*) half
f. : for nuste he a nare halue 372/13 helpen p him mahte;
alle heo h^eden to/ an elcher halfe 98/14.
bcsngest B (01 hengest, is. } horse, steed
m, t Ich bi-tesche p@ anne bsngest/ godna & strongna 15l/3""4*
hrerm B (OE hears, m. ) harm
m. 1 Jjurh bene raucle he*rm ii.252/12; no nenne bearm per
don heom iii. 57/19? & swlcne hfira in pon londe 92/9
dude Huaber pe stronge.
bmued-bem B (03 hdafod-bdn, n.) head-bone, skull
n. ! (smatj uppe bat braued-besn 277/15*
hwuene B, hauene B, C (OE hfiefen(e), f.) haven, harbour
B : f. t And ]ja. hauene of Doure hafde hafde inomen 365/12}
Brutus i bare hauene lasi 60/5; he temde to are
fasuene 399/1 A. Cf. bat hauen of Douere he hauede
inumen 316/19*
C 8 f? I ]>• hauene b®r was aslawe.after haym is name iwis.
Ilayatone was icluped . as he 3ut icluped is.
Vor SouJ>haatone Jhe is icluped . ... 1471-2.
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halle B, C (OE heall, f.) hall
H t f. : j>a heolden up ]ja halle iii. 119/95 eoden heo alle/
£>urh ut frasre halle ii.142/175 uppen are halle ii.
116/17.
C J f? : J50 he to |)ia halle com.he chidd^ & made him wro£.
Vor he was bi he haluendel.to lute he suor is o|> 8025.
hali-bred L( *0E hSlig-bread, n.) eucharist
n* ' bit 423/101.
hare L (OE bara, ra. ) hare
m. 1 A1 round it lith in be worabesand i-bouwed ase an hare
3wane J>at heo in fourrae lithsfor i_s.In.is sumdel nare
320/723.
harpe Bt L (OS hearpe, f.) harp
B j f. 1 hanlie Jja harpe 209/1 } and nom him ane harpe an
hond ii.428/23.
L t f. : hie hfarpe..,] heo gan f to kuifie his holy Jjouht .♦.]
23/l33l A1 bi hire-[self heo gon harpen ...j 23/135
(the readings in the b-ackets are from MS Vernon).
helm B (OE helm, n,) helmet
m. : vppen bene helm he hine smat 321/1; sette he an
hefde/ eaine helm godne ii.576/5.
help B, L (OE help, f. m.) help
B : m. : ne iseeh he help nenne ii.268/23; and bad heom
heore he1pes iii.204/6.
L j m. J ne help nadde he nanne 453/143•
hem B (OE hemm, m.) hem
m. i hire hem heo up i-te»h/ hire cneon he_ wes swi^e
nehi 213/5.
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hen C (OE henn, f.) hen
f. j & an hen vor fiftene.& vawe f»at me _i£ brou3te 8335*
heorde B (OE heord, f.) herd, flock
f. s heo finden ane heorde 14/5 of heorten swi^e greate;
£>e fader heo bi-eoae 14/7} to his eune he heo draf
14/9 • Cf. Madden; heo«heom.
heort B, L (OE heor(o)t, a./ hart, stag
B t m. » swa hund bene heort driued iii.65/3»
L j m. ! J>o |>is heort hadde longe I-ome ; he bi-turn&e him
ate laste 256/85 A-mong of^ur game buy founden ane
heort s swif->© fair best with-alle 393/13•
heorte B (OE heorte, f.) heart
f. s Poreus hauede j>e heorte awa luper I08/1O} at aire
heorte ic habbe grome 404/215 iieo comen to gadere/
greatere heorte 25/6.
heouene B, L (OS heofone, f.5 cf. heofon, m.) heaven
B : f. t Vre drihte hine iherde/ in to t>ere heouene iii.186/4.
L ; f. ; heo makez euene pus hire cours 311/406.
m. : pe heouene geth ene a-boute ; poru3 dai3© and poru3
ny3t/ pe Mone and pe steorrene with hia heo berth
311/402.
[n. ]; Heouene geth al-a-bote pe eoi-pe : euene it_ mot weyje
311/395.
her L (OE brer, n. J hair
n. : it 182/49.
herberwe B (OE here-beorg, f.; cf. Ob heroergi, n.) harbour
n? t he droh in ane lvalue/ &. toe jj>a herberwe 340/19.
(See p. 31* footnote 3).
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here* B (OE here, a.) army, host
m. : ]>a sette J>e kaisere/ arimen al baaie here iii.6/15;
(feahtenj wih i>on Alemainisce here 235/22; hail beo
|ju aid bine here 354/19*
here L (OE hwre, f. ; cf. OF haire, f.j haircloth, sackloth
f. : In strengore raanere heo was i-maud 436/166} j>e
moder tok wel stilleliche 1 ey|>ur of heom ane
here 432/43.
heste B, L (OE bSs, f.) command
B 1 f. j |>s hehte heo ane heste 105/22.
L s f? : Ane heste we habbez i~brou3t 163/1965.
hebenesse C (CE heajpenes, f.j paganism} hethens
[n.]j & Hepenesse ybrou3t &3en » uort seint austin it
adde vnbounde 1677*
hilte B (OE hilte, f.; cf. OE hilt, n. m.) hilt
f. s and g& hilt on his hand br«ec 277/171 riht bi pere
hilte 66/19.
hind B (OE hind, f.j hind, female of the hart
' of bare hinde 52/5» of are wite hinde 50/23.
hired B (OE hired, m.) court, body of retainers
n. : ford i-wende pat hired 262/16 5 answare jj hired
330/20} £>a wunede in ban hirede iii.224/7.
holt B (OE holt, n. a.) copse, wood
m. s isesh him bi-hrelues/ anne holt hmhne 370/12.
hond B, L, G (OE hand, f.) hand
B 1 f. 1 Ah Brutus hefde ouere hond 55/7} & nimen hit




L : f. s Ne for-rotie neuere pis hond J ake i-blessed be
heo 46/27} And bar _as_ bi-fore al pat folk 379/99*
C : f. s change 30ure hond & to pe vs.of euerd & lance _is do
2211.
a. : k po he adde bun ouer hond 1840.
honour L (0f honour, f.) honour
[n.ji to holden op rain honour s and to saui it_ fer and ner
179/28.
horn B (OE horn, m. ) horn
a. t esr he ihere ainne horn 34/11? hafe mine godne horn
iii.23/11} and blawe hine mid maine iii.23/13*
hous L, hus C (QE h3s, n.) house
L t n. s .it 52/166.
Gin. 1 _it_ 5722.
hude B (OE b£d, f.) hide, skin
f. t seocid«m he nam pe hude 52/4} bi-foren pan wefede
he heo spradde 52/6} he hafde ane hude ii.170/7}
of here hude he krerf enne pwong ii.170/17.
huie B (OE hyge, m.) mind, heart} courage
m. » nora hire leaf-fulne huie 128/22 pat heo li3en nolden.
hul B, L, C (OE hyll, m. f.) hill
B j m. 1 pat he on earne hul bi-com/ he wes feir & heih/
& k® hine EwiSe bi-heold 70/10-12} pene hul makede
Pe king 371/8.
L s m. s pe hul of i'oumbe he is i-cleoped 1 for he is sumdel
nare 304/157} So pat huy i-sei3en ane hul 233/499.
C 1 m. : pen hul he wuste 1306.
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Busber B (015 Kumbre. f.) the number
f. : Cunedagius bi bare liumbre 161/7 hauede al pecS west.
hundred B (OE hundred, n.) hundred
n. t to iwisse an hundrad punda 151/2.
hurst L (OE hyrst, m.) copse, wooded hill
[n.]s and pe prince It i-sai3 furst 473/378*
husting B (OE hdsting, n.) council, tribunal, meeting
n. s h hustings *es god ii.57/1; to ban hustinge 218/115
to ane muchele hustinge iii.177/2.
f. « pe king huld i Lundene/ ane muchele hustinge ii.414/145
heo comen to Lundene/ to auchelere hustinge ii.408/22.
in B, L (OE inn, n.) house, chamberj lodgings
B 1 n. 1 to Pan inne ii.149/5*
f? t to bare cinhtene(sic) inne 142/9.
L t n. 1 it 466/150.
io.ve L (OF joie, f. ) joy
[n. ]i Al pe Ioye pat ich habbe noupe isei3e « it. worth
me bi-norae 218/620.
itel B (OE getel, n.) number [cf. tale?j
n. 1 & nuste na aon bat itel 333/13i
iupe L (OF jupe, f.) tunic
[n. ]s Vnnepe it. heolede is derne limes 455/216.
iwille B (OE gewill, n.) wish, will
n? t ceft'e bine iwille 265/8.
kalender B (OF calendier, m.) calendar
m. : he makede bane kalend' J08/7.
2J7
kingdom B, C (OE eynedom, m.) kingdom
B t m. i (noo) bene kinedom eeke 119/7; |>at he hafde pisne
kinedom 384/5*
C s in* t He wan pe kinedom of pe march.mid is dedes bolde.
So pat of him he was.after warde yholde 5417*
kinehelra B (OE cyne-helm, m.) crown
m. s he his klnehelm on-feng/ & sette hi on his broker
h£»fd 288/18; Ah nira J>u bene kine-halm/ he is jbe
icunde ii.557/18-19*
kine-lond B (cf. OE lond, n.) kingdom
n. » hit 117/17; and jpu wult bat kinelond iii.49/8
bi-tellen to pire hond; tueolf 3er he heold bis
kine-lond 117/165 pine sustren sculen habben mi
kinelond 131/13•
kineriche B (OE cynerlce, n.) realm, kingdom
n. s nimen mine castles alle/ and mine kineriche iii.68/8;
to pissere kineriche ii.43/10.
koker B (OE cocer, cocor, m.) quiver for arrows
m. » wapnen he ladde/ ... and enne koker fulne flan 276/5*
lac B (OF lac, m.) lake
m? : ouer ben lac of Siluius/ & ouer ben lac of Philisteus
54/21, 22.
lrache-crrefte B (OE lSche-creaft, m.) leech-craft
m. s Ne ]?urh nenne lfsche-crtefte 325/12.
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lar B (OE lar, f.) lor®, teaching
f. s bi-denc a mire lare 214/9; of habere laren iii.224/10;
hercnieS mine lare iii.293/14.
lar-3pel B (OE lar-spell, nf) sermon
n* 5 Ml 433/13} bat lwr-spel 433/14*
laSung b (OE ladung, f.) calling, invitation; meeting
f. : Jja makeden heo ane ladunge 218/7 of heore leoue folk®.
lauerke L (OE lawerce, £.) lark
f» : And herethp |jane dai with hire song : and restez hire
a-ni3ht 67/459.
launce C (OF lance, f•) lance
a. s In is ri3t hond is launce he nora.pat was icluped Ron.
long & gret & strong ynou.him ne mi3te at sitte non 3618.
la-se B, lawe L (OE lagu, f. j law, custom
B : f. : and wrat ]>a la3en on Englis/ ase heo wes ear on Bruttisc/
and wheerfde hire nome onnhis da?3e/ and cleopede heo
Ifercene la3e 269/18-21; pa makede heo ane lte3e 269/6;
of bare la3e ne cucJe na £iing ii»13l/l4; beien of are
la3e iii.256/5.
L ! f, s he heold up Jje lawe of eristindom » and tei3te an
feor and ner 45/4*
lead L (OE lead, n.) lead
n. s it 12/371.
lef L (OE leaf, n.) leaf
n. 1 it 18/599.
leg L (ON leggr, m.) leg
m. t he ne mi3te banne leg i-wielde 360/42; he bi-heold
and handlede bane sore leg 360/50.
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leitingue L ( cf. OF leget, m.j lightning cf. li^tingue
[n.]s Six hundret _it a-slov of heom 301/58.
leode B (OE leod, f.) nation cf. OE leode, pi.
f. ! pa clupeden heo lude/ 3eond pare leoden 251/15 5
& seal beon eouwer lauerd/ inne bissere leoden 155/14J
and draf ae to piese londe/ in to pi re leode 199/20.
n. : Feowerti wintre he walde pes leode/ a blisse hit
stod on his hand 182/20; pa aakede heo ane leeje/
and lside 3eon bat leode 269/7; ke fondede ban leoden
281/8; (iwende) in to bon leode after monkunne 245/2;
pa israh bissas ledes king 412/2.
leon L (OE leona, m.) lion
m. s and po pe leon i-heorde pis/ Mildeliche pane put
he schrapede...270/328; pe leon 3eode ijj wei 270/337?
po he i-sai3 ane leon licke pat bodi 270/320.
lesinge B, lesingue L (OE leasung, f.) falsehood, lie
B : f. s and seide ane lesinge 126/4} & Vortig'ue pe swikele
king/ ilfefde pare leasing ii.204/24.
1> :[n.]t and swipe wel I-schriue/ Of pe lesingue pat pov
bi me seidest : and bide heom _it_ pe for~3yue 333/348.
lettre L, C (OF lettre, f.) letter
L » f. s he nam pe lettre on his hond : and po heo was ondo
352/252.
C :£n.]s A lettre hii toke pe kinge . pat po he hit let rede
3987.
liche B (OE lfc, n.) body
n. j hit 164/19; bat lich iii.99/l«
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lif B, L, li.if L (OE Iff, n.) life
B s n. t hit 420/10} p&t lif 16o/20j 3if £>u j>i lif wult
habbe 287/17.
B 1 n. 1 Ml 270/340} it 321/749.
li-sht L, li-^t L, C (OEleoht, n,) light
L t n. j it 19/7.
C : 11. : it. 1581.
li-^tingue L (OE l^hting, f.) lightning
[n.]? pe lijtingue we i-seoth a-non t 3wane it. is £>oru3
i-brou3t 315/547.
likame B (OE llc-hama, m.) body
m? t leo war here jba ilke likarne 214/17? & nimeci mine
likaime ii,206/7.
lim B (OE lim, n.) limb
n? » lim from pen oSere 180/14.
liuere L (OE lifer, f•) liver
f. s |>e liuere, Jbat is nepemest 1 heo comez ... 319/707.
lof L (QE hlaf, m.) bread, loaf
®? 1 And ane wel faire 3wite lof J he eette bi-twene
to & to 227/285.
lomb L (OE lamb, n.) lamb
n. 1 it 62/299.
lond b, l, C (oe land, n.) land
B s n. t hit 51/22 j jb lond 4/15; pu scalt finden a wunsum
lond 52/23} ?jis lond he hire lende 10/23? ich wille
mi drichliche lond 127/5 a proe al to-dalen.
L : n. s it. 221/40.
C : n. : hit. 112; it 7U5.
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London C
m. » Bisegede londone ac hii ne mi3te . no3t come wipinne.
So wel he, was wipinne ywust . £>oru men pat fjer were 6160.
lot L (OE hlot, n, ) lot
n. t So f>at huy nomen and casten lot 8 and ope seint
Mathle it, gan falle 389/9*
lufe B, loue L (OE lufu, f,) love
B t f.. i vppe here muchele lufe 34/5? raid muchelere lufe 55/23*
m/n?s for bon lofe of his broker 10/18.
L s[n.]t £>e loue was euere gret i«nou3 .../ ... for-to ]?e feond
destourbede hit. alias 117/380.
lufte B (OE lyft, f.m.n.) air. sky, wind
m/n. s tfuih him to bon lufte 122/14.
msaiden B, maide L, C, mayde C (OE meegden, n.) maiden, girl
B 8 n. s Jjjj, maiden 7/20; Oft, wes ben rarei&ene wa 131/23? ]>o
luuede he a maide 12/3? f>eo Brennes bis mai.de nom
210/18} anes raaidenes sune 386/23.
f. s heo 7/2? hire monsoipe 8/1; j>us seide £e. meiden
Cordoille 130/2.
L 8 n. a Seinte Fey, bat holie Maide s of swifje hei3e men
heo com 83/1•
f. 8 heo 91/165? and founden hire ligge j>er 91/166,
C 8 n. s pat nom eleyne bat noble mayde.king howeles nece 4194*
f. 8 heo 6802; hire name 593.
rarergen B, raorewe L (OE morgen, m. ) morrow, morning
B s m. : Belin a 4ene men^en 241/22 letten blawen his bemen.
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meergen (cont. J
L i a« s bene Morewe aftur Midewinter day s to dape huy him
brou3te 2/37*
mrest B (OE raest, m.) mast
m. : he for-heow brenne miaet 196/45 he lette eeil and pane
memst 196/f> li^en mid v&en.
mahuro B (OF raahom, ra.) idol
m. i Ah heo nom bene mahuia 11/lj in Albe Lingue he hine
sette/ ah sone he ponene iuatte 11/5-6.
maine B (OE raeagen, n. ) main, might
f? s cuo nu pine strengiba/ & bina stepa main 66/1
male B (OF male, f.j coffer, mail
n? s ich pe wulle bi-tache/ .a male riche 150/23.
mansingue C (cf. OE a-men-sumung, f.; excommunication, curse
[n.]» Of pis mansinge were principals.& susteinede it. vaste
10204.
mantel B, L (OF mantel, ra.) mantle, cloak
B 5 ra. : & dude a pene sende/ renne mantel hende ii. 193/10;
& bi ban mantle hine ibresid ii.21$/l4.
L « m? : he jaf him ane olde Mantel 57/111•
[n.]s Seint Fraunceis it, vnder-feng : to witien him fram
chele 57/112.
marke L (OE mearc, f.) mark
1 Ane marke he hathz on rae i-do 182/31.
marmestan B (OE mearastan, m.) marble
m : pe king ne® enne marmestan/ & lette hine mid golde
bi-gon 325/10-19.
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martyrdom B (OK martyrdom, m.) martyrdom
■n. s and whulcne nartirdom 431/18 Petrua hauede vnder-fon.
masse L (OK mesase, f«) mass of. Lat. missa
f. : he song J)ulke masse i-lome : for al-so heo bi-ginnez
135/941 } 3>at hire ainguth in dedlieh sunne 430/340}
ane masse he i-heorde a day 57/140.
masse-boo L (OE meesae-bSc, f.) missal
s masse-boc buy gonne take 58/157*
marines B (OE raac<(ujm, m.) treasure
m. : ne bidda ich nanne madmes 136/14.
aauaet L, C (OP mahumet, m.) idol
L s a, t huy cleopeden f>at Maumet Astaroth : |>at |>oru3 pe
deoueles ai3te/ Qfte he wolde Answerie men » and
manie _he bi-nam heom heore si3te 367/14.
C s[n.]: & offrede to bis aaumet . & honoured it. inow 325.
mele B (OE ratil, n.j meal, food-time
n? : isla3ene weoren to bon mele 346/6} iuorioed to ane
sele 358/12.
menbre L (OF membre, m.) part of body
m. t pe sunne ichulle for~3iue £>e J>anne « 3wane be is
fraa b« i-cast 44/337*
mete B, L (OE mete, m.) food
B 1 m. s a pon londe he fund mete/ & he hine mid monscipe
biwon 6/13} bene drinc & bene mete 55/21 ... to
heora scipe heo hit fusden.




Ltra.s gistes wcl gladliche bene mete he jaf 361/65; lob
couJ>e roinne nete I-winne 327/155*
[n. ]s blassi is mete are he _it ete 19/612.
mid-niht B (OE raid-niht, f.) midnight
f. i a £a raid niht heo noraon read 72/1; forS iwenden
cnihtes/ to fjere raid-nihte ii.388/13*
m? • he aras to [.an raid-nihte 324/3*
miht B, L (OE miht, f.) might, power
B t f. i raid alle aire raihten 30/l6.
L : f? s bine rai3te mouwan i-seo 183/93*
mile B (GE meolc, f.) milk
f. s he halde ]>a mile in j>at fur 51/11*
miloe B (OE miltc, f.) kindness, mercy
f. s a(»and) me do bine milce 199/21.
mile B, L (OE mil, f.) mile
B s f. 1 ne least cs hit na wiht ano mile 248/10; L vraben are
mile ii.88/3*
L 3 f? 3 hit nis up-ri3t fram eor|>e s bote Ane mile o£>ur
two 317/602.
miracle L (OF miracle, m.) miracle
[n.]i |>is Miracle was sone i-kud 3 ase ri3ht was pat jLt
were 77/229*
mist L (OE mist, m.) mist
m. s 3\tane *>e sonne hath ]>udere i-drawe 3 bene mist
for hete, 317/603
[n.]3 I_t ne may no feor for pe colde s ake bi-cometh al
to wete 317/604.
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rood B (OE m5d, n.) mind
[n*]» Nfc ich wulle wende mi. mod 376/25; whar j>u bat mod
nime ii.619/3.
mod-kare B (OE medcaru, f. j sorrow, grief
m. t & J)Olede bene mod-kare 132/115 cf. care.
mon-kun B (OE raanncynn, n.) mankind
n. : al bat smale mon-kun 19/16; he nom of ban raonkunne 94/4*
mone L (OE mona, m.) moon
f. : Ase man may hi b® Mone i-seo s be 3^yle heo is neowe
ri3t 312/451} Ri3t so Blac as al pe aone t of hire-sulf,
i-wis 312/454} bote pare ase jjpe sonne schynez i pat
hire li3t 3if hire al 312/455.
mone^ B (OE mona^i ra.) month
m. 1 pe dihteci bane moneS & be 3®r 308/8.
monschipe B (OE mannscipe, a.) kindness
f. t bi^enc o rlire monschipe 214/7.
mossel C (OF morsel, a.) bite, mouthful
[n. ]» J>e Jaossel he dude in to is mouf> : ac ]>® king it_
blessed er 7028. Hit bileuede amidde is prote 7029.
mouth L (OE auj>, m.) mouth
m. 1 3if ioh radde him for-ta-bouwien * al-to jpe kingus
wille/ Min cwene Mouth him-sulf demez » al-holi
churche to spille 131/876} ich lixni minne owene
Mouth 333/353.
mulleston L (OE raylenstan, *m.) grindstone
m. s A Mulleston, he scholde al-to-driue 1 b®^ °f
molten bras were 316/580.
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mureh<5e. murhSe B (OE rayr(i)gf>, rayrh<5, f.) mirth, joy, delight
f. f per wes swa muchel aureWe/ fiat ne mihte heo beon
na mare 218/4} & mid muchelere murhqe ii.196/6
raucSes per custen.
neode B (OE neod, nfed, f.) need; necessity
f. i |>e king isesh ge_ neode 406/141 com to here neod©
318/15} cumen to hire neode 251/4; Brutus hine
bi-pohte/ Of swlchere neode 29/11.
niht B, ni^ht L (OE niht, f,) night cf. sonen-ni3ht
B s f. : & alle £a nihte 340/20 greicSeden his cnihtes; p&
com to bere nihte 71/21} an are nihte firste 571/10;
bi bustere nihte 323/10,
m. s Nes he per buten enne niht 401/13} his mon-scipe
he^en/ dadoes and nihtes iii,247/10,
n? s a pet j> 3ustere niht 418/6 to~de?lde heore muchele
fiht} |>er weore al |>at fiht i-don/ ah bat niht
to raSe com iii,133/14•
L » f? : And nolde fur-3ite neuere ane ni3ht » his lore
forto do 433/77,
nome, name B (OE nama, n.J name
m. 1 leidan adun bene noma 86/18} he 3«f hire to hire
t 'fulne name 86/12} heo scupteri heore lauerde/
rmne noiae neowe iii,233/9,
norci B (OE norp, adv. adj.) northern part of the country
n, : Albnnac hefde al bat nor£ 9b/l9»
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noyse L (OF noise, f.) noise, sound
[n. )s gret noyse a-non pare is/ Ake men ne heorez it_
nou3t a-non s for i_t is so feor, i-wis 315/546.
ofspreng C (OE of-spring, ra.) offspring
[n.]» po adam was verst imaked.& his ofopreng wax wide.
• • •
Suppe it, wax wide aboute.frara londe to londe 202.
ordre L, C (OF ordre, a.) religious order
L : f. i And pei pis ordre were i-maud t i-confermed nas
heo nou3t 59/177} ase huy bi-gunnen furst pe ordre
to bringue jas pare to ende 60/235.
[n.]: So pat pe ordre of frere prechours : seint Domenic
bi-gan po/ pat hath i-saued wel mani a man t and
3&ot jffc schal wel mo 280/101.
C sra/f.s Ac pe ordre of greye monekes . was bigonne er.
At Cisteus ar he hider come.nyene & tuenti 3er 9085.
oresun 1 (OF oreisuh, f.) orison, prayer
[n.]s Euereche dai bi eustotne : he seide pis oresun,
• • • •
In a dai he i_t fur-3atshe hadde so sauche to done
437/217.
ost C (OF (hjost, m. f.) army
m/f. t pe cristine ost sraot him out.po he. time isay 8322,
otur L (OE oter, ottor, m.) otter
m. s An.Otur.pare cam gon/ Bi-twene is forpere fet he
brou3te 8 a fuyr-Ire ant a ston 237/643.
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ouene L (OS ofen, m») oven, furnace
a/f. i an Quene he liet hete/ pat heo was al glowinde
fuyr t are buy wolden lete 388/390.
ovnement L (OF oignement, m.) ointment
[n.]j "Sire, it is an oynement"t J>eos pilegri&es seder.,
"pe guode woaman 3«orne us bad i to pa holie churche
it lede 245/186.
palefrey L (OF palefrei, a,; palfrey
[n.]i buy ne ai3hten make hire palefrey s ]>at it sae fote
wold® gon 51/166.
paleia h (OF palais, m.) palace
[n.]t he Axede was ^at paleys were spat so ricbe was and hei3J
Men seiden him 1>at jU was his ... 54/15.
pallion L (OF pallion, a.) archbishop's pall
[n.]s pis holi Man it a-fongeswith wel milde ]>ou3t 115/314.
partie L (0? part, f.) part
f? 1 Ake ane partie of pe swete oroiz...he toe 13/403.
peire L (OF pair, m.; pair
a? 1 Ake euere he hadde ane peire feteres ... 107/20.
penaunce L (OF penance, f.) penance
f. » for~to buy habben to ende i-brou3ht/ penaunce
a-cordinde to heore sunne s and aftur i>e preostes
nou3ht/ 3if heo is more £>ane pB sunne : and a man
[&. ] s jU do, i-wis/ Al it, schal in heouene tuyrne » to
echingueof his blis 421/40.
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peni B, L (OE penig, pening, ra.j penny
B m. s «5e king enne peni 3ette iii«285/21.
L i ra. J and pane peni to him drou3 285/251} Icholde ech
man me hadde ant» peny i-3yue 304/15%
perche L (OP perehe, f.) perch, pole
1 Ane perche he nam, and mat a-boute ... 381/l55*
pes C (OP pais, f.) peace
[n. ]» & bed vor pe pes of pe lond.pat god it_ sende god 6817.
place L, C (OF place, f.J place
L 1 f? 1 Seint Dunston him bad ane place 20/35} pat man ne
mi3te finde ane amtie place 207/245.
C s[n. ] j A veir place hii chose horn .../ & astored it_ wel
inou . & hor god puder in bere 418. Cf. per pou
ssalt finde an place • god inne to bileae 331*
plei^e B (OE plega, m.) game, play; battle
m. » monine serhfulne plei3e 97/2...polede ich on folde.
pliht B (OE pliht, m.; cf. OE plihte, f.) harm} damage
m? 1 ne com Ich to pissen londe/ ne for nane plihte 405/6.
pors L (OE purs, f.j cf. OE posa, m.) purse cf. Lat. bursa
m. « he wende and nam up pat pors t and openede hire
a-non 62/291.
Port-chestre B (Of. OE ceaster, f.)
f. i pa wes Port-chestre/ burh raid pan bezste/ ah raid
pan wind-reesen/ al heo gunnen to-reosen 594/12.
poynt L (OF point, m.) point
re. : And pi3te Pane poynt a luyte in pe eorpe 256/25.
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poyson C (OF poison, ra.J poison
[n.] i Vor pe poyson in is slep . pe veines so jporu 803te,
i>at it_ of eode al pat body . ... 3173.
prison L (OF prison, f.) prison
1 bane prison for-to wite 46o/153«
prute B (OK pryte, pryt, f.) pride
f. t mid baldere prute 357/17.
put L (OE pytt, m.j pit, hole, grave cf. Lat. puteus
m. s In pe churche~3erd is pat ilke putt : ... he, is
bi-walled faste a-bote 200/l3l bane put he let
faste closi a-boute 200/l0; mnkede ane put in
Irlonde 199/1 *
[n.]s heo coaen and stoden ouer a put t wyd i_t was and
deop i-nov3 210/357.
quale-bus B (OE cwalu+hus, n.) torture house
n? s (ibrout) of ban quale-huse 31/20; heo duden heo
on quarterne/ in ano quale-huse 160/14.
quartern B (OE cweartern, n.) prison
n? t vt of bon quarterne 31/19«
reef B (QE reaf, n. ) spoil, booty
? j & letten ]>a rmf liggen 367/10.
rras B (OE re*s, m.) onslaught, attack
m. s moni grimne reas 97/5 i>olede ich on folde; at bon
frum re;sen 369/14.
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rasuinge B (OE reafung, f.) plundering
f. « of bere rteuinge 112/14.
rauon L (OE hrrofn, m.) raven
ra. « Jjare cam fleo a Rauon 1 and a-doun f>are bi he
a-li3te 188/159.
read Bf rede B, L, red B. L, C (OE rs?d, m.) advice
B i m. : & dude bene beste red 132/9? alle heo nomen
enne read 89/6j bisne read halde we alle 228/17J
|>e sunen duden vuelne read 107/19.
L t m, { |>at he heora 3af bane red 179/23.
C j a. s bat 3eue ban colde red 27751 ne can ich nanne red
9121.
rein B (OE reg(e)n, ren, a.) rain
m. « |>a iwe^rd* hit An ane time/ ]>e resin him gon rine
ii.405/75 ba ]>£ rein wes agan 166/7-
rente L (OF rente, f.) rent, tax
f? i(he exede) Eche 3ere ane certeyne rente 117/390.
reste L (OE rseat, f. j cf. OF rest, f.) rest, repose
[n.]j For-to habbe sum reste £>ere 1 3if ore louerS it.
wolde him send© 259/110.
revle L (OF reule, f.) rule cf. Lat. regula
f. s b° I56 P°Pe i® Revle isei3 j j>at heo wes clene
and guod 59/198.
[n.]j In is herte he grauntede it, 59/200.
riche B, L (OE rice, n.) power; realm, kingdom
B j f. s His moder nom pas riche/and mid rtede heo walde 270/16}
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riche (cont.)
B j f. i bi-witen bine riche 187/15» uaren of pere riche
386/15; ut of bissere riche 230/22.
n. t he welde bat riche he^r 165/20; god king i ban rich
iii.222/15.
L ![n.]* (come) with Jjine brepren in mine riche t for it
schal euere i-leste 416/451.
riche-doa B (OE rlce-dora, m.) power, rule; dominion
m. s for ban riche-dom of Rome 255/2; pat ne iseah no mon
nauer cer/ mid eor&liche monne her/ half swa hahne
richedoia ii.607/3.
rihte B, ri-^ht L (OE riht, n.) right, justice
B i n. t 3if her is ami cniht/ pe of Eueline axe<3 riht/
come to mine herede/ & por he hit seal h&bben 351/5}
bat riht ii•413/13; temest to ban rihten ii.62o/l9;
mid nane rihte ne mai ich hine for-don 379/16.
f. s buten to b^iten mine rihte/ Sc ic heo wulle bi-winnen
405/7-8.
L s[n.]« bis guode Man flev al Engelondsfor holi churche ri3te;
Of al is wo ne 3af he nou3t:3if he _it a-mendi mi3te
137/1094.
ring B, C, ryng L (OE bring, m.) ring
B 1 m. i and ihc sende be gretinge/ of mine gold ringe 192/195
rale hafde on heonde/ grratne ring of golde ii• 617/215




L:rn. s pane ryng he louede wel incu3 s and for pe loue of
seint Iohan/ 3uyt he hine 3af pe pouere manne
417/506*71 he 3ef Peosne ryng 417/5111 For-to 3iue
pis poere Man s bote ane guyldene ring 417/505#
C » m. t & ben ring isey 7150.
robe L (OP robe, f.) robe
m. : pe Abite of Monek he nam/ And a-boue-al ban clerkene
Robe s ase to is stat bi-com 116/324.
roche L (OF roche, f.) rock
m? : (isei3en) One harde roohe In pe se...pare ouer pe
se caste i-lome 1 and ofte he was bar 234/522,
rode B, L, C (OE rod, f.) rood, cross
B : f. : to vinden j>a rode ii.41/55 peo Judeus heo sohten/
& pere quene heo itrehten ii.4l/8*9; J>« king nom
ane rode ii.504/15.
L t f* t For a rode ich smot a swipe deop wounde t and heo
bledde on rae pis 17/538} pe rode bar a*non-ri3t a-wei:
and in a deop put hire caste 16/528; And spat ten on
hure 17/5541 po pe rode was pare i-founde s alle pe
giwes as nome 17/551* Cf. Jbe 12/392.
C t m, s pe rode hit polede longe . ac suppe attelaste.
lie pulte him mid ;Ls vot.& adoun vpri3t him caste 8635}
&s«tte is vpe pe rode heued.& sede pat he. alone 6596
Was worpe to croune bere.
rof B (OP hrof, m.) roof; top
m. : pe king feol on pene rof 123/3.
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Home B (OE Horn, f.) Rome
f. « 3if Rome seal for-leosen/... heore muchele wurhscipe
404/245 pat mine altJre hire biwunnen 405/1 y[hit 557/21],
rop B, L (OE rap, m.J rope
B 1 a. » Heo wurpen ut enne rap/ & Baldulf hine faste igrap
ii.492/23-24.
L j a? j And teiden ane rop a-bote is necke 29/91.
rug B, L (OE hrycg, a.) back, spine, ridge
B * a, s pat him Jje, rug for-berst 8l/l2j brae hijn bi bon
rugge 81/1 feower of his ribben.
L A1 i-buyd is pe rugiso pat nei3 round it_ is 520/728.
rya-forst L (OE hrla, a. * forst, m,) rime, hoearfrost
a. j And parof comez pe Rym-forst lase pilke Mist deth fleo;
he cleouez on hegges al a-bovtesand In pe wodes al-so,
[n. j 1 On treo, on stones, on bestes al-soipare it. may
cleouien to- 317/623-24.
ste B. sea L, se, L (OE sej, m, f») sea
B « f. 1 bi Ruscikadan heo nomen ]ia sea 54/23; heir ferde to
here 8<n 149/1.
L : f. s pe se was brenninde al-a-brod » ase pei heo were
a-fuyre 233/485} pe se with-drauth hire twies aday
303/136? pat pe se ire wolde so with-drawe 338/513.
serfcnesse B (OE (gejsehtnes, f.) agreement, decree




jffik L (OS sacc, m.)sack,bag , 0E m< ,aooklng,
[n.]» A luyte blac sak ase J>ei it were s pis foules a-mong
heoip. here/ huy casten it. up fram on to ojpur « ase
huy it. al-to-drowe and to-tere 437/198.
salt L (OF sealt, salt, n. ) salt
n» 1 A1 187/94.
sar B (OF sir, n.) sorrow, pain, grief
n. : & m*s>nen to him mi_ sar 354/8.
Saturday L (OE Sreter-deeg, m. ) Saturday
m. s J>are-fore Men schoniez muche i bene satur-day
bi-guynne 312/445.
saule B, soule L (OE saul, sawol, f.) soul
B t f. s & for * his awne saule/ |>at hire be selre beo 4/85
& beden for bere seole ii.115/9} deled for mire saule
ii.324/12.
L s f. » Ake 3wane a man is on eorfje ded « and is soule beo guod/
heo nath with hire non heuinesse : ... 314/SOOj heo
nome alle beos holi soule » and bi-fore ore louerd sone/
broujten hire with Ioye and blisse ... 172/2304} mine
soule ich god bi-take 42/275.
m. » his soule, |>o he was ded : to heouene he gan i-wiende
366/55? Mid ri3te f)i soule Maister is < and |>i bodi
if. hyne schal beo 93/58.
saume L (OF salme, seaume, m.; cf. OE sealm, salm, m.) psalm
m/f. t Of sauter j?e laste saume s bi-fore be Euensongus
i-wis/ of corsingue and of lupere men 1 and of
mansingue i-maked heo is 355/341.
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sauter L (OE sautier, m.; cf. OE aaltere, m. ) psalter
m. i po makede he |aere pene aauter 9/271*
serene B (OE sciaj), f. j sheath
f. i & braid hine of here scseoe 349/8.
scale B (OE scaiu, f. ) dish, cup
f. • Ana scale he bear an honde 50/l9» mile wes i pere
scale 50/21.
sceld B, sseld C (OE scield, ra.) shield
B s ia. » he was al clane ii.576/16 of olifantes bane} and
Kennius pene sceld 322/1 (heoldj; nefde he noht on
his bond/ bute enne luttelne sceld 348/22} Leie a-dun
bin hfare scrud/ & binne rede sceld 216/10,
C t[n. ]s f>at pe emperour ne mi3te it.out draw© mid al is raayn.
1157*
schep L (OE sceap, n.) sheep
n. : hit. 63/321 } it 63/322.
schurte L (OE scyrte, f.) skirt, tunic
f. 8 bis schurte |mt is a-boute rae 8 for-brennez me to
grounde/ Drawez hire of for godes loue ... 283/189.
scip B, schio L (OE scip, n.) ship
B s n. 8 bat scip ii.579/25} iseh a scip par hit laS 194/6}
& senden ha Pe in ane scipe 135/10.
L s n. 8 hit 37/132} jtt 232/46O} bai schip wende forth bi
him-seolf 37/132.
sclabbe L (13th c.} etym.dub.) slab
m/f? 8 Ase 3if a man nome ane sclabbe of Ire 315/531*
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scome B (OE scamu, f.) sherae
m. s ne do pu me neu'e bane scome 214/18} whulcne scome
he him beefden idon 393/2) For pan weorldes scome 20/3*
scrit C (OF escript, escrit, m./ soript, writing
[n. ]: & |>&t scrit dude iwis/ In |>e tresorie at westounstre.
£>ere i_t^ 3ut is 7&S3*
scute B (OE scyte, m.) stroke, blow, shot
®. t & pene scute bi-berh 62/16.
seahte 2 (OE sehte, f.j cf. OE seht, m.) settlement, agreement
f, » aid mocheleere aeahte 15&/9*
sed L (OE sred, n.) seed
n. s it. 319/702; hit. bi -comez to a picke blod J and
chaungez al .is bleo 320/713.
se^e L (OF sege, siege, ®.) seat, throne; siege
m? s On-ouewarde pe tour a-midae al pis 1 ane sege he
liet a-rere 13/415*
seil-cle^ B (OE segl, n.m. + elSj>, m,) sail-cloth
n? s sulkene wes pat seil-cleso 194/7*
seorege. seorwe B (OE soi-g, f.) sorrow, grief
f. t & of hare seore3e 171 /"• 9J |>urh hefe^ere seorwe 118/23.
sereuunge B (cf. OE nouns in -ung. f.)
f. : hit wes al isomned/ & (=at?) pere sereuunge 34&/15*
sibba B (OE sibb, f.) friendship; peace
f. 1 mid muchelere sibba 156/8.
[ n. 31 Wha swa wulle libba/ aide J>as sibba/ & 3ef o man
hit wille breken 155/21 on ueste it bide iwreken.
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sibe-la^e B (of. OE lagu, f.) law of affinitjr
1 *>or bare slbe-la3e 1S/15 luue heat wes bi-tweonen.
side B, L (OE side, f.) side
® * a bare side he smat Kerigal 359/12; A ]be hi mire
side 336/18 isund se3e ridenj on eslchere siden 27/9*
L t f. t "J>ou wrechohe", he sede, "J>ou hast i-rosted s £ulke
one eide i-npoug/ Torne hire opward and.et.hire
nou|>e : for jare heo is J)are-to" 345/170.
signe L (OF seigne, m*; cf. OE segn, m. n.j sign
m? t he deth ane signe in |>e hodie 322/792.
siht B, si^st L (OE gesjh£>, gesiht, f.) sight
B j f, s Brut tee weoren se?r/ for swulchere isih&e ii.l6l/2*
83 ? { naenne siht of londe/ is eon heo ne raahten ii.455/3.
L :(n.]s mi si3t me was bi-nome...it_ is me a3ein i-come 341/51.
sic B (OE sljp, a.) time, occasion
f/ m? 1 nulle we J»e trukien/ neuer ane siSen 186/12.
sired B (QE sired, n. ) slade, valley
n? • (ferde) in to ane muchele slrede 366/7.
sleht B (OE slieht, sleaht, m.) slaughter
m? t swiSe heo was sari/ for sorehfulle ban slehte 170/14.
smul L (not found in 0E; m. in Ayenbyte of Inwyt) smell
[n. ]« J»are cam a-non so swote smulsase hit fram heouene
were 15/495.
sond B (OE sand, n. ) sandj sea shore
n. 1 per J>a 8aa wasceS jb sond 6/17 5 l>a scipen biten on
bat sond 76/9.
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eonda B (OF sand, f.) message
f. i he sende ene sonde hi$ to 264/9; wor&sehepe haue f>u/
pire wel-deda/ & hire feire sonde 134/8#
sonendsy L (OF sunnan-drog, a.) Sunday
m. 1 bene sonenday |>ar nas no court i-holde 132/899*
soners-nysht L (OF sunnan-teiht, f.) Saturday night
* bene sonen-ny3ht wel tyme s his seruise he gan to do
416/453; Dene sonen-ny3ht he wakede 479/608.
son,? L (OS sang, song, m. } song
[n.]s For 3uyt men rt singueth in holie churche 16/508*
souwe L (OF sugu, sH, f.) sow
f. : >0 bi-gan $>e souwe a-non ... To beo ful of schabbe
and of buyles ... |>at heo orn out al of quiture t
and ase pat folk i-sai3/ In wrechhede and in sorewe
inov 1 heo deide pane £>ridde day 62/310-11.
so?! B (OE aop, n. ) sooth
[n.]: 80S seitie Merabrici'/ & alle hit bi-luueden 43/20;
fondien hat so£>e ii.225/7.
speche. speke B (OS spree, spree, f.) speech, language
1 bissere specche he wes ®rer 378/16; mid grei&licre
speche 19/25.
[n.]« heora a3eine speke Troinisce/ seooden heo hit
cleopeden Brutunise 85/25.
spence L (cf. OF despence, f.)
[n.]j bote 3&t nolde he do for noping : and of no man
spence take/ And 3wane persones it boden him t
he it, wolde foi—sake 440/336.
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gc?re B, 11 (OB spere, n.) spear
B * a, : he igrap his spare stronge/ per he pihte hit o pon
londe 277/1; (leide a-dun) and bi spere longe 216/11.
k. t and nom on his honde/ a spere im&ked of stele/
& bi-walede bine a blode iii.106/l7»
L « a? t jpe Aumperor let nimen ene spere 179/21.
stfgf B, staf B, L (OE stef, m.) 3taff, stick
B » h. : k mid pan streue to-draf 348/6; Up he leec bene staf
iii. 1 P>9/15»
L s m. 1 pe staf wende into pe marbreston ... / And po heo
was iane deope i-nou3 1 pe guode Man hine liet stonde
75/142) Ane staf he noni op-on is hond t holu.3 _he was
with-inne 250/341; pat o 3weol to-brak bane false
staf 250/360.
[n.]s Cristofre is staf nam/ And pi3te hit in pe grounde
a-morewe 274/110.
stan B, ston L (OE stan, m,) stone
B 1 m. » Vp he sette heme otan/ 3et he per stcnde<3 425/6-7)
'Home him scupte pe king 425/lOj and smat in enne
muchele stane 98/9; doh a-wai bisne stan ii.242/18.
L j b>. s pe stones arisen op a-3eri ... And ech lai in his
ri3te stude ... 15/491; pe ston pat ich op-on sitte
... In one wei3e ich byne fond 235/578) Li3tloker
man may bane hardeste ston » make nesche ase wolle
194/31» With hire bleesingue heo turnede to salte 1
ane wel grete ston 193/48*
[n.]: in a fenni dich it, caste 235/579.
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stede B, L (OE steda, ra. ) steed, stallion
B » m. » And pat deor up stod/ and re?sde o pene stede/
and for-bat him pa breste 277/7-8.
L 1 f. : his cosin nam his stede soneiand hamward he gan wiende
And to is owene bi-hofpe faste ire heold 430/360.
stefne B (OE stefn, f.) voice
f. j pa quae? Merabrici'/ ludere stefne 40/7; raid ludere
stefne 61/7.
sterre B, steorre L, sterre C (OE steorra, m.) star
B 1 m. s pa iseh3en heo feorre/ game selcuiSe sterre/ he wes
brad Jie wes muohel/ he wes unimete/ of him comen.
leomen ii.325/l4~17f isah on pan sterre iii.224/24.
L t f. i And putte forth is hond and wolde hire take : ake
he ne mijhte hire nou3t a-reche 33/121 Ake pe steorre
gan soft© to glide forth; po heo cam ouer pulke
place « heo houede pare ane stounde 33/127; Ane
steorre he fond bi-fore pe dore 33/118.
C 1 m. 1 pe tepe 3er a sterre . pat comete icluped is.
At alle halwen tid hia ssewede.viftene ni3t ywis 8601;
An sterre gret & vair ynou • suipe cler me sey.
0 cler leom wipoute mo.per stod frara hia wel pur 5177-8}
pat ech man mi3te wondri • pat sterre isei.
per wende of hiia a lem.pat toward pe norp drou 11410.
f. 1 pat pe taylede sterre . men clupep mid ri3te.
Vor per comp fram hire a lem.suipe cler & bri3te 8603.
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stowe B (OE stow, f.) piece
f. i makian ich wile on |>ine nome/ ®e».ren ane stowe 51/245
vppen are stouwe 122/25.
stream B, strea B, L (OE stream, a.) stream
B s m. : ofer pane saltne strera 261/5} be leide in ane walle
stream 121/6.
L * m. : to hente bane strem of blode 17/558.
streng B (OE streng, n.) string
a. « & he bene streng up braid 62/9.
strengS B (OE streng|>(o), f. ) strength
f. 1 cuS nu bine streng«a 65/24} aid richere strengoe 35/9-
stret. street B (OE strSt, f.) street, road
f. « He bigon ane streete 205/19} Fosse heo elupederi 205/24}
and forfe rihtes wende/ into Winchestre/ in are brade
strete ii.556/10.
stroc C (0E*strao, cf. strica, m.J stroke
m. s & 3ut he hente bene stroc 595} Anne stroc he 3ef hira
4576.
strond B (OE strand, n.) strand, sea-shore
n. t framward pan stronde 401 /15 J scipen eodeii a bat strond
ii.515/13.
stude B, L, C, stede L, C (OE styde, stede, m.) place
B s m. t ful neh ban ilke stude 6/18} heo arssrden enne bur3e/
an enne ewi&e feire stude 408/19; & wurdeden bene
stude ii.298/4.
[n.]: be stude wes AElenge/ nu hatte hit Stan-henge ii.211/25.
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stude (cont.)
L i is? s ane derne stude huy fonde 298/63#
C : ra. : Vor he let pen stede halwy 3223} & nameliche of
pin vnri3t.ichabbe gret dedeyn/ pat pou to pe noble
stude of rome.dest mid al pi mayn/ & pat pou nelt
him iknowe.ne do pin seruage 3995*
[ n.]s In a stude pat me clupede . staunford brugge po.
Ac nou me clupep jit bataile brugge . uor pa bataile
pat was po 7295#
3tunde. atonde B, stoande L (OE stund, f.) moment, time
B 1 f. » & pus ane stonde 132/13 hit stod ® bon ilka} in
are lutle stunde 78/10.
L j f? i heo houede pare ane stounde 35/127.
summe L (OF summe, f») sum of money
f? : After is wille ane sumiae of panes s i-deld bi-eche
side 117/586.
summer B (OE suraor, m.) summer
m? i touward pan sum'e 382/20.
sunne1 B, sonne L (OE sunne, f.; of. OE sunna, m.) sun
B s f. » vnder here sunnen ii.627/24.
m. t Saturnus heo 3iuen sastterdfei/ bene Sunne heo 3iuen
sonecbsi ii.158/14.
L : f. 1 pe sonne pat was erore so cler s deork heo is bi-come
145/1577} pat hire li3t habbeth bi-norae 146/1378.
m. 1 So pat pe sonne bi-fore gethsluyte and luyte, i-wis,




L :[n.]s Ase an Appel |>e eor|>e is roundsso ]>at euere-mo
half £e eor|>e |>e sonne bi-schineth»hov-so it euere go
311/408,
sunne2 B, L (OB synn, f.) sin
B : f. » Of us naue Jm nane suirne ii.108/18; |)is ilke wes
a god kings/ buten of here sunne iii.155/1*
L 1 f, 1 For3if rae jbulke Inhere sunne s i-nelle don as neuereft
more 44/334.
sweord B, suerd L, C (OE sweord, n.) sword
B * 321/215 bat sweord 66/18; Breid he mid swi&eren
honji/ a sweord auchel & swicie strong 66/9; (leie
a-dun ...) and Jbi swerd stronge 216/12.
L : n. 1 ijb 184/123,
C : n. 1 it 3616.
n/m? s for |>er nas in al be world . suerd him iliche 1140.
vor tSer non wi£> hia iwonded.jbat euere keueri raijte 1141.
sweore. swure B (OE sweora, m.) neck
a, t heo cearf him bene swure atwa 171 /91 and swat (smatj
hit a ban sweore 277/5*
f. » and mid |>an ana? he smat/ i bere swere ])e cniht ii.535/l»
swikedom B (OE swic-dom, m,) deceit, treason
m, « of bon swikedome 235/9; b he nuste |>ene swikedom
ii,200/13; besne swikedom to dihten ii.316/14.
B (OE swln, n,) wild boar, swine, pig
n. : bat wilde swin 20/23.
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swine B (OE (gejswine, n.) toil, labourj effort
n. s ami jpu mi raichale swine 97/"'7 raid sare for3eldestj
to |jolien bat swuc (=swinc) & J> iwin ii.102/6.
swipe B (OE swipa, ra. j cf. OE swipe, f.) stroke, sweep
m. s |>at of p&n ilke sweorde/ enne swipe hefde 526/20}
Mid ban formeste swipen iii.284/9 her comen |jreo
hundred scipen.
table L (OP table, f.) table
5 Ane table of Marbre In is hond t j?e on bar at-fore
heora alle 197/112.
taillnge L (OF taillage, m.) tribute
[n.]i A taillage f>ov taxt fram jer to 3er » poru3~out
al jpi londe/ And axest it_ for a certeine rente... 118/598.
taken B (OE tacen, n.) token, sign
n. s ]d taken 56/15} & s»ie us of ban tacne ii.526/25.
tale1 B, L (OE talu, f.) tale, story
B i f. s Efne bare ilke tale iii.52/17 f>a cleopede pe kaiserej
seohbezi hit sei£ in bere tale ii.538/17} of bissere
uncu&e talen ii.229/7.
L 1 f. 1 he bi-gan to telle is tale 1 30ru3 is owene Mouth
And are he hadde al i-told s heo was swype selcouth
109/98.
tale2 B (OE (gejteel, n. ) number [cf. itel]
f? 1 of lasse scipen £ar weoren swa fele/ £>at nuste na
man j^e tale 316/1 •
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Temese B (OE Temes, f.) the Thameb
f. s heo turneden to hauene/ inne bare Temese 316/Y•
tempest L (OP tempeste, f. (11th c,); tempest, m. (13th c.)tempest
m? t fie tempeste is ful strong ... b®i bare were bere/
A Mulleston, he scholde al-to-driue ... 316/580.
temple B, L (OE tempel, n.; OF temple, ra.) temple
B »[».]: be *rse hit hafde to welden 49/3•
f. s Temple heo funden per ane 48/25; Brutus ferde in to
here temple 50/15; feire hine leiden/ in are riche
temple 183/5.
L : f. j Aftur him bulde pe temple forth! al""ba^ heo 3&re were
9/276; "I-seo 3e", he sede, "bis temple alle: ...
Ich hote hire in mine louerdes name s ba^ heo falle
a-non 407/189; he liet ane temple of Mauaates t in
pulke stude a-rere 10/327.
teone B (OE teone, f.; cf. OS teona, m.J injury, harm
f. » for nauer nare teonen 186/10 nulle we be trukien.
tide B, L (OE tid, f.) time, period
B s f. s Bit ilomp an are tide ii.200/15.
L : f? : A1 ane tide of pe daye s we weren in deorkhede 221/37*
tidende, tiftende B (ON tf^endi, n. pi.) tidings
n. « pa, b^hte Elem&erie/ bat ti^ende swi^e murie 432/21;
after ben he&ene tidende 17/23 be wes i pan londe.
time B, L (OE tfma, m.) time
B 1 m. s pa. ]3e_ time com 13/14} An ban ilke time 165/231
Bit wes an ane time 309/2.
L : m? : god wolde a-bide ane guode tyme 175/2409.
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tibingue. bibingue L (cf. LOE tldung, f.) tidings
f? : he seide pat one tipingue to him 6/l90| Ane Ioyeful
pypigue ich eou telle 105/157.
toppe B (OF topp, m.) top, head; lock of hair
m? ! hi hone toppe he hine nom 50/l.
toumhe L, tuaba C (OF tumbe, f.) tomb, tomb-atone
L t f. : For 3wane men comen ofte to is toumbe t ase li3thliche
up huy as, bere 52/189*
C i[n.]i In an tumbe suipe hey • pat hii ai3te hit ver yse 2617*
toungue L (CE tunge, f.) tongue
f. 1 pi toungue most® bien i-scbaue:to speche heo is to
freo 465/108,
tourn L (OF torne, f,) turn, trick
m. s he pleyde with pe fallingue tourn t so wel he coupe
hine do 304/176.
treo B, L (OE treow, n,) tree
B : n, s ah he hat treo smat iii.35/3; heo seiden pat he
sculde beon an-hongen/ an one h®3e treowe 44/7*
L 1 n, : it 7/204; hit. 8/264,
tresor L (OF tresor, m,) treasure
[n. ]s Seint Fraunceyn nam pat tresor : po pe opur it. for-sok
55/65.
tricherie L (OF tricherie, f,) treachery, deceit
(n,]: And syaon Magus-is tricherie s op-on hira-sulf it
gan i-wiende 334/368.
Troye B
f. j & ane neowe '1'roye par makian 53/12.
(n.]s fleh ut of 'i'roye/ pa Grickes hit bi-wnnan 58/17*
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truage C (OP truage, treuage, m.) tribute
m. s |>e king of denemarch ber. echo 3er wi|> lawe.
Truage to Engelond.&bigan him to wibdrawe 910.
[n.]» Von me f>inchef) mid vnri3t.hii esche|> vs truage.
Vor luli cesar hit nora verst.mid strengf>e & outrage.
4038.
tun B, tonn L, C (OE tun, m.) dwelling, town
B i m. t Arour 3*?f him bene tun iii.114/8.
Lira.s and made bene toun wel bar 297/20.
C s m. s he clupede ben toun iwis/ After his name gloucestre.
as he 3ut icluped is 1520-21} Ac so ne clupede he him
no3t . ac f>e niewe troye 534; his fon asailed bene
toun 6121.
[n.]» He made |)e toun of euerwik.pet strong is b°ru alle ping.
After is name ebrau.euerwik cluped it wel 650.
tunne B, tonne L (OE tunne, f.) cask} tub, vat
B i f. : heo makeden aae tunne 259/14 of golde and of 3imme/
i
|>ene king heo duden per inne.
L » f? i he liet makie ane tonne of bras t for-to berne heom
J>are-inne 401/298.
tur B (OE tur, m.} OF tur, f.) tower, fortress
m. s vp heo hine duden he3e/ an ufenraeste ban turre 259/19}
to Otires heon ture 332/24} Gurmunt raakede esnne tur
iii.170/15.
f. J pe tur wes niuchel and he?h/..,/ be keeisere hire 3^f
norae/ & OSres heo cleopede 53l/23~24} He bigon ber
ane ture 258/13; be king in brare ture lesi 290/21}
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•bur (cont.J
f. » In are swi&e strongs tur 290/I8 heo duden bene king
Elidur.
n. j and of castles nes f>er na ping/ bute bat tur jpe
makede Belin king 302/8.
Tyre B - the Tiber
f. ! I bere Tyre he ©ode alond 6/lb.
Tywesday L (OE Tlwesdesg, m.) Tuesday
a. : A-morewe, pane tywesday:ore louerd him gan a-rere
132/909.
pear v. veer.
bechene B (cf. OE j>©cele, f.) torch
f. t AElc beorn hssfde on heonde/ ane pechene barninde 345/9.
ueode B (OE Jjeod, f.) nation, people
f. : he is icumen to bere Jpeoden 390/22} Mine brales
i mire fieode 22/2 me suluen pretiao} We scullen
of bissere peode 231/3 cumen to pire neode.
bing B, L (OE ]>ing, ) thing
3 : n. : bat jbing 148/22} and duden b®r it selcud ping 291/22.
L : n. i it 231/441.
boresdai L (OE pures-d<*3g, ra.) Thursday
ci. » Sons inorewe, bene |)°res-dai : to lincolne he cam
138/1126.
born L (OE }>orn, m.) thorn
m? t And seche ane |>orn in kovbache ... 553/275.
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bought L (OE gejpofft , m. ) thought
[n.3: "Ich wot wel f>i b®u3htw» . .."pei bou it_ holde stille"
88/47.
bouabe L (OE [>uraa» m.) thumb
m. : for mannes f>oumbe strenguest is t |>are-fore he hatte
"be strongue", 508/316,
browe B (OE br2&» f.) time
f. s We tah bine a3ein ane |>rowe 28/4,
bruppe B (v. Stratmaniu ?) passage
f. s ilead to barre b^uppe 23/16.
bunre. bondre L (OE punor, ra.) thunder
m. ! |>are"^ore ^en suggeat bat' wynter-bondre * selde man
schal guod i-seo/ For he ne may neuere come s bote
bat weder onkuynde beo 315/560.
(n. ]s 3e raouwen axi, 3»ane it fm^re is t I-raeingt of fuyr
in wete/ hov is bat hit a-quellex men ... 316/566.
unneode B (cf. OE neod, f. ) misfortune, harm
f. 1 to his a-^re unneode 14/8.
vmr B (cf. OE weal, n.) the slain
n. : b heo nomen j> pear (man.sec. vrer)/ & wel hit biburiede
36/12-13.
venim L (OF venin, ra.) venom, poison
[n.jj And made heom drinke of bat venym sri3th bi-fore is eyg*/
A-non so it_ U03t with-inne hem oasubope buy gonne dey3e.
408/218.
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vuel 13 (OE yfel, n.) evil
n. : bat vuel 125/3.
JS~i» B, wei B, L C, wey L, C (OE weg, ra.) way, road
B s n. t riden benne like weei 242/3; Ah flih flih feirme
weei ii.249/16; |>a biene wei us habbeo<5 for-uaren
iii.91/4.
L r a. : Ri3t bane wei £at ore louerd 3©ode 15/472; I~ne
can nanne wei 6/177; An ibore ine alne wey 479/584*
[n.j: And ]>® bradore was is wei-:so longe forth he eode,
bat it. was so brod pat pare rai3te:a carte gon for
neode 212/438.
C : ra. : pen we£ mid al is poer.a3en horn vast© he nom 2456.
weel1 B (OE tosI, n. ) slaughter; the slain
n. : bat wei 175/16; iiaraun ferde 3©on bat w?el 395/21.
wral^ B (OE wela, a.) wealth
n* 1 bat we?l & al |>at gold 346/12 pe wes 3©ond al
jpeos kinges lond.
were B, weork L (OE (g©)weorc, n.} work
B in.: £at rare 333/5*
L : n. : jit 312/446.
wal B, L, C (OE weall, m.) wall
B : a. : Lud king lette legge ban© wal/.../ auare 3©t
haueS ilast/ & swa lie wule 3©t wei long© 302/11-14;
ouer bene wal heo clumhen 402/3.
L 1 1? 1 So /longe/ jpab be i~sai3 ane wal 213/459#
C : ra. » Bigonne to rere bon strong© wal.as it was horn ised.
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wal (cont.)
C s ra, : Yrered he was strong ynou.as |>e stede is 311+, ysene.2185.
wapmon-cun B (OE cf. OE cynn, n.) male-kind
n. • si Jj wapraon-cun 22/8.
water B, L, C (OE meter, n.) water; river
8 1 n. s M.1 106/1; |>et water 76/3, 3end J>^ wide water 6/7.
L » n. : It 66/425; J)at watur bi-gan to borne &-non : a**3ein
is kuynde, wel faste 246/192.
m? i For po j>is holie Man to water cam s f>at watur him
with-dr©U3 69/65 And ouer pe broke made ane wei !
druy3e and clone i-710113.
C 1 n. » jit 637*
wayn L (OE wp-?gn, wain, m. ) carriage, cart
a. : huy comer and driue pane wayn 39/188*
weder B, L (OE weder, n.} sky; air; weather
® * n* ' weder 199/17; Heo ferden mid bon wedere 196/14*
L 1 n* 1 it 441/368.
wel-dede B (OE we1-died, f. ) good deed
f. t wordschepe feaue pu/ bire wel-deda 134/7•
welle B, L (OK wielle, f.; cf. OE wiell, wiella, m.) well
B j f, s irne to bere welle ii.405/12; to bi-witen heo mid
reain ii.405/15} & liS. welle for-duden ii.408/3*
a? 1 buten crald welles streua ii.405/18; six ampullen
fulle / heo 3eoten i ban welle ii.406/10.
L t f. s heo is noupe wel faire i-heoled:with freo ston, ase
ri3t is 354/326.
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weofed B (OE weofod, n.) altar
n. I pat weofed 51/45 hi ban weofede 51/1•
weolcne B (OE wolcen, wolc, n.) cloud
f. 1 bere weolcne he wes swicie nih 122/16} me J>uhte
J>at in bere weolcne iii.14/18; aqueden ]m weolcne
ii.583/18.
weored B (OE werod, n.) multitude, troop
n? : J>e aht wes on ben weorede 184/111 bar Be bale funde/
vppen ane weorede 110/7 of wflan awedde.
weorld. woruld B, world B, L, C (OE woruld, f.) world
B : f. s at bere worldes ende at-stonde 513/135 to bissere
weorlde longe iii. 190/14.
n? : and halde bat worlde in his Bond 307/18} for ban
m? s weorldes scome 20/3.
L t m. t Al bene world he made of nou3t 181/29.
C 1 m. 1 pat holdeb up ben world 2429.
west B (OE west, adv. adj.) west
n. t Bi~3ende France i bet west 52/22} haueSe al be&
west 161/8.
wi-e?x B (OE wlg-esx, f. ) battle-axe
f. 1 !c igrap of onnes monnes honde/ ana wipax swiSe
stronge 67/3•
wif B, wijf h (OE wif, n.) wife, womman
Bin.: Feour winter he hauede £>. 9/141 Madan hire
oune nom a wif 107/6} & euere he to ban wiue loh




B s f. t and hp hssfde a swl&e god wif/ & he heo leouede
alse hie? lif 211/10; pcsh hit weoren an eorles wif/
«
he bi-nos hire al hire e*5elen 300/1.
L 1 f, : For he hi® hadde is wijf bi-nome » and imad hire
don amis 80/10%
wifmon. wimraon B, womman L, C (OE wlfmann, m.} womman
B « m? » he funde enne feire wiraman 409/16.
f. j & Gudlac ledde forh/ jaa wifaon swi&e feire/ & he
heo bohte swi&e deore 204/195 feier wes be wiimnon/
& wunsmm hire monen 7/231 he hauede bi bare wimman
271/10 enne swicSe wandliche sune.
L s f. * For fellere |>ing nis non ase wumman s 3ware heo
wole to vuele wende 48/385 Nei3 womaan ich habbe
to muche i-beo t i-nelle nei3 hire come non-more
5/l54{ Ane womman ... he fond 327/152. Cf. lie 47/55*
C s f. 1 i?e king bad pe womman to segge sof».& uor no fiing lete.
>>at heo ne sede in sofjnesse.wo |iat child bi3ete 2755*
wilderne B (cf. OE wilddeor, wilddeoren) wilderness
ra/n? s he ferde to ban wode/ to ban wilderne 23/8; (wende)
to ane wilderne 366/115 Vther lai inne Wales/ in
anne wildeme ii.325/6.
wile B, -swile L (OE hwfl, f. ) while
B t f. : |ie wile ]>e heo weren ifunde 29/85 Nes Brutus i bon




L t f. i £>is holie Man at-stod ane 3wile 64/352} 3?vi 3elstov
mine 3wyle |>us 254/504.
wille B, L (OE willa, m.; cf. QE gewill, gewile, n.) will; wish
3 : M? 1 ich J>e telle wile mine will 130/23} f>u hauest bine
willen iseid iii.272/16; & makien rafter pine wille
gri& 374/11.
[n.]i 3if mi frader dude his wille/ nulle ich hit naht
iwurden 261/17.
L »[n»]» t>o heo sa^ gilbertus wille s £at 11. was guod
111/1<7
• » • f • W | «
wind B, L, C, wynd L, C (OE wind, m.) wind
B : m. s wind com on we&ere/ and pa sm he wraSede 195/11}
leten laden bene wind 57/11.
L 8 m. 1 Ake eo scharpe joe bleU3 and colde 205/184} ore
louerd ane wynd sende 89/71.
C :[a. ]» & a wind a sein lukes eue.st londone in toun.
So gret it_ com pat ft fulda.moni hous adoun 8585.
win-scence B (cf. OE scene, m.J wine-draught
m? t for bon win-scenche 295/19.
winter B, C (OE winter, ra.J winter
B > m. : ArSur wes i Cornwale/ al bene winter jpere iii.510/23,
n. 1 al ^ winter heo wuneden here 382/17.
C s ra. s & bileuede alne winter.to gadere in pis londe 1364•
wise B (OE wise, wis, f.) way, manner
f. 8 muchel folk per was of-eclawen/ on raoni are wisen
24/16.
2?6
wit B (QE gewitt, n.) wit, mind? knowledge
f. s pa hehte heo ane heste/ mid hai-sere witte 105/23.
wode B, L (GE wudu, a.J wood
B » m. j bi-heold he bene wode hu be bleou 85/18; bene wude
al bileien/ an an are halfe hine feolden ii.446/3;
driuen heom in to panne heahne wude 426/15#
L j m? t Pair wode pare was pulke tyme > ake noupe heo is
al a-doune 48/43.
wode-lond B (OE wudu-land, n.) woodland
n? » I pon wode-londe 72/17.
wode-rime B (QE wudu-riraa, m.) border of a forest
a? t i pon wo&e-rioe 32/8.
wodBes-ni'wt L (CE W5dnes-niht, f.) Tuesday night
m. » his wei pane wodnes-ni3t » out of pe toune he nam
138/1125.
wone L (OE (gejwuna, m.j custom, habit
m? ! eche 3ere hadden ane wone 198/9.
word B, L (OE word, n.) word
B : n. ! hit 355/2; j) word 8/4.
L : n. s it. 122/541.
worm L, C (OE wyrm, m.) worm; dragon
L t m. x 3uyt he may here in pe grounde : ane luttle worm
worm i-seo 407/162; pis worm turnede a~3en a-non s
ase pis holie Man him het 452/124.
m/n. s Anon hadde pis lupere worm s is. pouer al ilore,
[n.]s pat hit ne mi3hte ane fot forpere passe 39/179-180.
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worm (cont.)
C s ra. J Ac after hem ]ber ssal arise . a worm of geraanjre,
& £>* se wolf him ssal brings vp ... 2811.
wo^s B, wo L (OE woh, n. ) wrong
B i n? s pe stonded o ben wo3© 177/5*
L s n. i Ake al pe wo jbat he isai3 er» ajein ]jat nou3t J/t
nas 211/378.
wrastling B (OE wreistlung, f.) wrestling
f. t at here wrastlinge 79/19.
wrench L (OE wrenc, m.) artifice, trick
a? i ^are-fore heo ]>°U3te ane feolle wrench s of womraanes
kuynde lore 324/57.
wrecks B (OE wrrabf>°# ^•) wrath, anger
f. t Mid fcfsre wrm&cie he wes isweued 130/16; mid muchelere
wrec5e$e 61/19.
writ B, L (OE writ, n.) letter, writing
® 8 n# ' MJ£, 21/16; £ wriht 20/1; he letten writen _a writ
133/20; Cesar iseh bis writ 315/5.
L t n. : i_t 269/301.
wulf B, wolf L (OE wulf, ci. ; wolf
B 1 m. 1 swa |>e rimie wulf/ |>ane he, wule on scheapen 66/6;
hu heo mouwen, Baldulf/ slem al se enne wulf ii.427/7.
L t m. : A wolf cam also £>uder-ward:is, mete for-to fette,
And wolde of b&t bodi nimeib© Rauon a~3ein him sette,
189/145~465 Jmt b® wolf at|>en ende/ ... a3en hamward
he gan wende 189/148.
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wunde B, wounde L, C (QE wund, f.) wound
B i f. : & ne 3efue him nene wunde 367/2.
L 1 f. : 3uyt is J>e wounde in pe ]3rote i-sene » ane euere
heo wole so 17/544J And handlede _as and Perinne
pulte I is finguer ojpur is £>ombe 376/8.
C : f? : & 3af him ane wounde 373.
wander B (OE wundor, n.) wonder
n. 1 & ich wulle suggen pe an wunder 198/21.
e. i he dude |>er nuchelne wundre 320/4.
wurSseine, wurhsoine B (OE weor|>scipe, m.) worship, honour
m. : her to biwinne/ wurdscipe minne 403/55 i benched
bene wurdscipe iii. 396/8.
f. j |>e j>a muchele wurd»»cip« uden him 345/211 for bere
muchele wurde-seipe 357/22; mid rauchelere wurhschipe
210/191 in wurdscipe bire ii.520/lj & pine wurhscipe
halden ii.133/7*
yle L (OF isle, f.) isle
f? t po buy yse^en fer frara aheom s ane yle ase pei it
were 226/249*
ymage L, C (OF image, f.) picture
L : f. : An yraage, bri3t and schene/ Ouer-guld and quoynte
i-nov/ and sette as a-midde j?e cite 96/159l £>at
ech man hire honouri schal 96/160.




C »f/a?! Him pojte £>e yaage in is slep.tolde him is chance.
Brut Jt® se^e passe vor^.al blonde france 329.
Yrlonde C (OS Ir(a)land, n. ) Ireland
in. s Yrlonde is aire yle best . wij>oute engelonde.
J>e se geji al abote him ek 99B} More he is £an
engelond . & in pe sou|)half he is 999«
ys L (QE Is, n.) ice
n. : hit 424/132.
Appendix J
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1. The forms given in this survey are those of the singular occur¬
ring in non-prepositional use. They are given in order of fre¬
quency} the rare or doubtful forms are bracketed.
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Masculine nouns in the Brut
fioun OE -ne' he hine noun OE -ne h©
mie m. + koker m. +
ffirn m. + leechecreeft +
escS m. + aeergen m. +
beer m. + meest m. +
bowe IB. + marmestan +
brand m. + martyrdom +
burst a. + madmes m. +
castel m. + + ♦ mete ra. +
cnif a* + aoned ra. +
creaft m. + nome ra. +
cristindom + peni m. 4-
cure a. + plei3e ra. +
curtel a. + ries IB.
dei ra. + read ra. +
desl a. + rein a.
deai ra. ■f 0 richedom a. 4>
die a. + ring a. 4-
dom a. rof ra. +
direm a. rop m. +
drake ffl. + ♦ sceld m. 4- 4
drinc m. scute ra. ♦
drops m. ♦ steaf m. 4*
dune m. ♦ stan ra. + 4-
dunt a. + stede ra. 4*
end a. + sterre ra. + ■4
feld a. + stream ra. +
feond ra. + streng IB * 4-
first m. + stude ra. •f
fisc m. sweore ra. 4-
gare a. + swikedom ra. 4-
g08t ra. * swipe m. 4-
groae m. * tun ra. +
grund a. + tur m. 4-
gult m. + wsei m. +
hemest ra. + wal ra. +
beerm m. + wifmon ra. +
helm a. + wind ra. + 4-
hem ra. -f winter ra. 4-
heort
here1
ra. + wode ra. + 4-
Q. + wulf m. 4- 4-
horn a. + wur?ieschipe +
huie m. +
kinedom a. + help f.ra. +
kinehelm m. + + + hul m. f. 4- 4-
1• ~ne being the characteristic asgm. ending of the definite article
(bene). indefinite article (enne). demonstrative pronoun (bisneJ,
possessive pronoun (minne) as veil as of the strong adjective.
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Masculine nouns in the Brut
noun CE -ne he hine noun OE -ne he hine
bur m.n. scorae f. +
flod m.n. siht f. +
holt n.m. +
blase f. balu n. +
burh f. + + child n. 4-
care f. + grit* n.
chin f. + 3er n.
raodcare f. + spere n. 4-
niht f. + wunder n. ♦
Feminine nouns in the Brut
noun OK -re1 heo hire noup OE -re heo hire
f. + + he?le f. •f
rehte f. + holf f.
ralde f. + heeuene f.
blisse f. + halle f. ♦
boc f. + + heorde f. 4*
Bruttene f. ♦ heorte f.
burh f. + + + heouene f. ♦
burne f. + hilte f. +
care f. + hind f.
chireche f. + bond f.
dede f. + hude f. + 4*
dich f. + + Eumbre f. +
dune1 f. + lar f. 4-
dure f. + + 1&36 f. 4* 4- +
du3ede f. + leode f. 4-
eax f. + lesinge f. 4-
eor«3e f. + lufe f. 4-
ferde f. + + midniht f. 4-
fore f. + miht f. 4-
godnesse f. + mile f. 4-
greting f. + murehde f. + 4-
3eue f. + neode f. *
3itsunge f. + niht f. 4*
3iuernesse + Port-chestre 4-
1. -re being the characteristic g/dsgf. ending of the definite article
(here). indefinite article (are). demonstrative pronoun (hissere),
possessive pronoun (mire) as well as of the strong adjective.
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Feminine nouns in the Brut
noun OK -re heo hire noun OE -re heo hire





smtnesse f. + breoste n.m.f.
saule f. + +
scrade f. +
scale f. ♦
seahte f. + earde in. +
seore3e f. ♦ bi3«te m.
sibba f. bringe ra. -f
sibela3e f. + freondscipe
side f. + monschipe +
sihte f. + sweore m. +
sonde f. + wifmon ra. + + 4*




stret f. bihoue n.
stunde
sunne1
f. + genge n. +
f. «- husting n.
sunne* f. + inne n» +
tale^ f. kineriche
Temese f. -f rasaiden n. 4- +
teone f. + riche n. + 4-
tide f. + rihte n. 4*
]>eode f. + temple n. +
unneode f. + weolcne n. +
wel-dede f. + wif n. 4- 4-
welle f. + ■f witte n. +
weorld f.
wile f. ♦
wise f. + faruppe ? *
wrastling sereuunge +
wredde f. ♦ Tyre f? +
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Neuter nouns in the Brut
noun OK bat bis hit noun OK 'pat bis hit
raitlond n. 4 + vuel n. 4
balu n« 4 wol fvesr n. 4 4
beam a. ♦ wrc n. 4
bord n. 4 wapmoncun 4
Brutlond n. water n. 4 4
burhfolc n. 4 ■ weder n. 4
child n. 4 ♦ weofed n. 4
clif n. 4 wif n. 4
corn n. 4 ♦ word n. 4 4
del n. 4 * writ n. 4 4 4
deor n. 4 +
feht n. 4 paSel . »2s • n • 4 4
feoh n. + garsura ss • n. 4 4
folc n. + +
fur n. 4 biheste f/n. 4
gauel n. 4
gleo n. 4 esrde a. 4
god n« 4* ♦ as. 4
goddspel n. 4 brimme m. 4
gold n. 4 olwscipe 4
greas n. 4 comp B. 4
griS n. 4 ♦ cristindoa 4
3?st n. • feond m. 4
3er n. 4 gare a. 4
hRfd n. 4 hired m. 4
hseuedbeai n. 4 aete n. 4
husting n. 4 seilclfis^ fa. 4
itel n. 4 stude 0. 4
kinelond n. 4 ♦ tur^ m. 4
kineriche 4 wal^ m. 4
larspel n. 4 vifraon m. 4
liohe n. 4 ♦ winter m. 4
lif n. 4 +
lond n. ♦ + + pjhte f. 4
ttmldan n. 4 + mnsware f. 4
aod n. 4 anlicnes f. 4 4
monkun n. 4 axe f. 4
riche n. 4 Bruttene f. 4
rihte n. 4 ♦ ferde f. 4
scip n. 4 ■» forward f. 4 4
sond n. 4 hauen f. 4
so^ n. 4 ♦ leod f. 4 4
spere n. ■+ niht f. 4
strond n. 4 Kome f. 4
sweord n. 4 + sibba f. 4
swin »• 4 speche f. 4
swine n. 4 i'roye f. 4
taken n. 4 worlde f. 4
temple n.
treo n. 4 norc* adv. 4
bing n. 4 weat adv. 4
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Masculine or neuter nouns in the Brut (evidence of the dsgm/n.)
noun OE noun OE
ssrde m. cun n.
gurdel m. eorcUius n.
likaae ffi. inn n.
pliht m. iwille n.
rug m. lira »•
sleeht m. mele n.
summer m. qualehus n.
time a. quartern n.
top m. sltede n.
welle a# weored n.
wille m. wodelond n.
woderime a. W03 n.
breste n.ra.f. «h-sene f.
lufte f .nun. castel-buri
herberwe f.
bache n? lofe f.
vrilderne ? mid-niht f.
Masculine or neuter in the Brut (evidence of the gsgm/n.)
noun OE
feng m.
Neuter nouns in the Brut (evidence of the asg. an, mi)




Feminine nouns in the Brut (evidence of the asg. ba, ane, mine J
noun OE ba ane mine noun OE ba ane mine
brugge f. e*5elen f .n, +
fla f. + + fulluht n.f.ro. +
harpe f. + +
heste f. «•
lacung f. + del m. + +
mile f. + sio m. +
railce f. +
Troye f.
tunne f. + erinde n, *
Jjechele f. + maine n. +
|jrowe f. + resf n. +
wi-rax f. lond-gauel +
wunde f. + + (cf. p. 20 ff. )
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Masculine- nouns in the Legendary




asse El. sonenday m. +
bei3 m« 4 staf m. + 4 4
boru3 m. + ston m. + 4
bov3 ra. 4 stream ra. 4
breth m. 4 toun m. 4
cuyrtel in. 4 + tywesday ra. 4
day a. 4 4 + boresday ra. 4
dethb m. 4 + j>oumbe ra. 4
drake m* 4 + bundre ra. 4
dunt a. 4 wei ra. 4
ende 4 wayn ra. 4
ern 4 + wind m. 4
feuere EU heo wode m. heo
finguer in. 4 4 worm m. 4
f isch JR. 4 + wulf Si* 4
fot ra* 4*
foul m. 4
friday m* 4 dew ra.n. 4
gost a. 4 4
grund m* 4
heo3hare ra. help f.ra. 4
heort ra. + + hul ra.f. 4
leon ra. +
raorewe ra. 4
mete ra. 4 boc f. 4
mist m. 4 heouene f. heo 4
mouth IS. 4 pors f. 4
mulleston sonne f. 44
othf» ra. 4 Sonenny3ht 4
+5otur ra* + soule f.
ouene ra. heo Wodnesny3ht 4
peni ra. 4 world f. 4
put ra. 4
rauen ra. +
rede ra. 4 3er
n. 4
ryraforst ra. + child f. + 4
ryng m. 4 * water n. 4
1. i.e. bene, anno. nanne. minne. binne or bisne.
2. him is the most frequent asgm. form; hine occurs only occasionally.
3. heo is only a variant of jhe in these instances; cf. the gag* is.
4* him is a dative here.
5. The evidence of he is corroborated by the gsg, is.
Feminine nouns in the Legendary
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noun OE heo hire as noun OE heo hire as
arewe f. 4 + soule f. 4
boc f. 4 souwe f. 4
brugge f. 4 sunne f. 4
churche f. + + 4 tale f. 4
coluere f. + •f toungue f. 4
coppe f. + + welle f. 4
cov f. + wounde f. 4 4
eorJ>e f. +
flie f.
3eorde f. + candele f.n. + 4
3wuchche f. + sea f .m. + 4
harpe f. +
heouene f. +
here ^ f. + bov3 ra. + 4
bond f. + 4 mone m. -f 4
lauerke f. + stede m. 4
lawe f. 4 steorre m» + 4
liuere f. + wimraon m. 4
masse f. + +
rode f. + 4
schurte f. + mayde n. ♦
side f. + 4 temple n. + 4
sonne f. 4 wif n. 4
Masculine or feminine nouns in the Legendary (evidence of the asg.)
noun OE ane mine noun OE ane mine
brand ra. 4 blisse f.
dischs ra. 4 3Wile f. •f +
feld ra. 4 heste f. +
lof a. 4 marke f. +
rop ra. 4 masse-boc +
stude ra. 4 rai3hte f. +
time m. 4 mile f. ■f
|>orn ra. 4 nihte f.
wal m. 4 stounde f.
wone in. 4 tide f. +






spere n. 4 sclabbe ?
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Masculine nouns in the Chronicle
noun OK ben1 he hlsa2 noun OE ben he .him
appal a. 4 wal a. ♦ *
arra a. ♦ wel m. 4
baru m. + winter ta. ~ne
bor S3. ♦ + worm a.
castel S3. 4 ♦ *
day 51. V
dej> a. 4 * box m.n.
do® S3. 4
feld iS. 4
lot 8. ♦ church f. 4 4
goSt. a. ♦ bond f. ♦
kinedom a. ♦ rode f. 4 (Cf.g«f
knif ®. * world f. 4
Iondon a. 4
op ®. ♦ ♦
red ts. ♦
ring a. 4 child n. 4
sterre a. Bngelond n.
stroc m. 4 godspel n. 4
stude m. 4 + suerd n. *1
toun a. ♦ 4- Y'rlond n. 4- ♦5
Feainine nouns in the Chronicle
,npiw, 0£ he(oJ , hire ie 5 . noun _JD&_, he(o) hire is
brugga f. he bond f. ♦
church f. he + + voreward f. *
dede f. 4-
hallo f. he steorre 19.
hauene f. he worn®an m.
heled f.
hen f. ♦ mayde n. *
fiouns referred to by hit in the Chronicle
noun OE noun OS noun OE
child n. castel a. 0>X f.
folk n. cristrndoa cfcurobe f.
3at n. drench m. manaingua
heued n. ofspreng hepenessa
hous n. sceld. m. vorw&rde
li3t n. etude m.
lond n. toun a.
water n. wind m.
1. asg®.
2. aegis.




NOUNS OF OLD FRENCH ORIGIN
Masculine nouns in the Brut
noun OF -ne he bine noun OF dsg. pa.ii/an©
kalendar m. ■f flum & • 4
mahum m. 4 + ginne in • 4
mantel HI • + lac m. 4
Feminine nouns in the Brut
noun OF -re heo hire noun OF asg. ane
arche f. + tunne f. 4
tur f. + + +
Masculine nouns in the Legendary
noun OF bane he him noun OF asg. ane
ma time t E. 4 cofre m. 4
menhre ®. + ensaumple 4
poynt m. 4 ginne m. 4
sauter m. 4 mantel m. 4









ymage f. + (cf. dsg bane)
Feminine nouns in the Legendary
noun OF heo hire as noun OF asg. ane/bine
ahbei3e f. 4 + chaiere f. 4
chartre f. + 4 ++ folie f. 4
croce f. 4 4 + fourme f. 4
croiz f. 4 4 + goute f. 4*
feste f. 4 grace f. 4
lettre f. + partie f. 4
penaunce f. 4 perche f. 4
reule f. 4 place f. 4-
toumbe f. + rente f. 4
yaiage f. 4 + sumiae f. 4
table f. 4
ordre m. 4 + yle f. 4
saume in. 4
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Masculine nouns in the Chronicle
noun OF ben he him




cite f. ♦ ♦
launce f. *
Feminine nouns in the Chronicle
noun OF he(oJ hire is noun OF asg, fine





Nouns referred to by hit in the Legendary
noun OF noun OF noun OF
caudron ts. taillage a* France f.
cristal a. tresor St. grace f.
deol to. venim a. grece f.
dette m. honour f.
fornais ra. Ioye f.
mantel ®. iupe f.
miracle a* acord f. noyse f.
ordre a. bataille f. oreisun f.
oyneraent ®. bests f. penaunce f.
palefrey m. croiz f. reule f.
paleis m. eoyle f. epence f.
pallion m. fourme f. tricherie
Nouns referred to by hit in the Chronicle
noun OF noun OF noun OF
aauaat 0. c&royne f. lettre f.
iBOseel ss. compaynie pes f.
poyeon »• croiz f. place f.
scrit a. feate f. tuiab© f.
truage m. grace f.
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NOUNS OF OLD HORSE ORIGIN
Masculine nouns
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